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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Dissertation

In what follows , an attempt is made to merge the discussion

of methodological issues in economics with a wider framework of

scientific discussion. While the psper ranges quite far beyond

economic theory proper, nevertheless it stays within a restricted

domain: the current status of thfi deductive pattern of theory in

the social sciences. It belongs to economics for two reasons.

In the first place, the specific focus of the paper is economic

theory. Secondly, it embodies an outlook or set of preconceptions

more likely to be found among certain students of economics than

among any other group. The paper is, then, one student's apologia

for deductive theory in economics, and his reaction to a body of

related scientific endeavor not restricted to economics.

The present paper attempts to explore relevant material in

the philosophy of science, and establish what are hoped to be

enlightening juxtapositions of material drawn from rather diverse

sources. While treatment of the main issues raised is hardly

expected to be definitive , it is hoped that the exploration will

clarify the most significant problems and issues

.



Judging from the current literature on the subject , the

ir.ost significant issues conceiving deductive theory in economics

may be summarized as follows

:

1) Economic theorists have failed to completely abandon

their claims to provide deductive proof for norms

or value judgments. (Myrdal)

2) While purporting to offer systematic knowledge of

the observable world, economics has often compromised

its conclusions in deference to ruling ideologies

or privileged classes. (Robinson)

3) Many of the concepts and statements found in economic

theory assert nothing observable about reality.

These empirically vacuous propositions have frequently

been the cause of circular reasoning and ideological

outlooks often characteristic of economic theory.

(Robinson)

4) Too much economic analysis has been concerned with

the search for "deeper explanations," the "reality

behind observable occurrences," and other metaphysical

quests which have dissipated much creative talent in

years past. (Samuelson)



5) Much of ecor.omic rheory confuses judicious abstraction,

central ro all theory, v;ith empirical falsity. It

justifies false assumtions on the basis of correct

predictions. (Sa-nuelson contra Friedman)

6) Many economic theorists mistakenly believe that a

"theory" is somehow vjider than its "conclusions,"

when in fact they must imply each other mutually in

an empirically valid Theory. Both "theory" and

"conclusions" must be fully empirical. (Samuelson

contra Machlup)

These criticisms , al-nost all of which are found in the most

recent literature, show a comm.on source of dissatisfaction. They

indicate that modern theoretical economists are displeased with

much of economic theory because of its apparent shortcomings as

representative of modern empirical science. This dissatisfaction

registers in two importanx ways: regarding the methods of theory

construcxion , and regarding the scope of theoretical investigation.

The two sources of dissatisfaction are closely interrelated. Theo-

retical method is criticized for admitting non-empirical terms and

statements. According to criticism six^ only empirical entities

have any rightful place in theory. It is true that adherence to

the imperative of criticism six would eliminate most of the criticisms

related to the sccpe of theory. An economics that admitted only



terms and statemar.ts that have an observational base of

reference would not be sidetracked into metaphysical

speculations, ideological debates, or searches for unverifiable

explanation. A fully empirical economics would perforce be

restricted to the tasks of short run prediction and description.

An important question remains, however, 'we will spend much time

trying to determine if rhe ''fully empirical economics" is required

to achieve the ends described.

Indeed, a fully empirical economics in the sense described

by the critics in question would be a radically reconstructed

economics. Modern economists have, accordingly, developed new

and satisfactory branches of analysis. But we are concerned in

this paper with the deductive pattern of analysis in economics , a

branch of economics with a long and still influential tradition.

Its structure does not measure up completely to the strict canons

of modern empiricists. Some economists continue to employ certain

concepts that are not fully quantifiable, if they can be quantified

at all. As a resulr, the closely interrelated problem of scope is

still present, since criticisms one through four result in part

from the presence of ncn-empirical theoretical segments. We will

discuss examples of modern analysis in the deductive tradition,

which has important intellectual and social consequences quite

apart from its empirically verifiable content. (Refer again to

criticism six .

)



Mar.y econcTiiic theorists seen: vulnerable to some of our

enumerated criticisms, even chough they are among the most

highly respected professionals in the field. Some of them

even violate their ov-ti cri-cicisms, if Kachlup's rebuttal of

Samuelson is valid. Economics is what economists do, as one

economist has pointed cut. He v;as stating aphoris'cically a

partial truth of scientific method applicable in many disci-

plines: that valid methods of theorizing are learned by

observing the performance of the best workers. So perhaps it

would be best to shun methodological disputes and simply go

about our business . And yet the existence of a gradually

grovjing body of professional literature about these matters

gives one pause. Every identifiable scientific problem should

receive rigorous scrutiny, and problems of methodology are no

exception. Careful attention to formal problems of method will

insure that serious work will not be" impeded by hastily applied

principles of scientific method, erroneously believed to discredit

the wort of the past

.

The question of what remains of value in the legacy of

traditional deductive theory is regarded here as an important one.

It will be examined primarily from tv;o points of view. V/e will

first take up the criticisms which refer primarily to the method

of deductive theorizing. In so doing, we will try to evaluate

critically the important methodological statements of recent years.



During this stage of our investigation, we will draw rather

heavily on writers outside the social sciences. The physical

sciences have the best record of empirical discovery, so an

examination of their methods seems appropriate. Interestingly

enough, many of their problems are similar to those of economics.

For example, (the most important example of the paper), there

has been considerable controversy in the hard sciences over the

role of non-empirical terms and statement -forms in theory.

Spurious goals, non-empirical in nature, have been identified by

some critics; hyper-factualism and lack of proper cultural

perspective have been identified by others. And, bearing out

our contention about the importance of methodology, these

differences have had some important effects on actual scientific

endeavor

.

Our second point of view will focus on the historical

antecedents of the issues and criticisms we have identified.

How and why did non-empirical terms and statement -forms enter

economic theory in the first place? Are they present in the hard

sciences? The answers to these questions are closely associated

with the intellectual milieu of the pertinent period. We identify

this early period of science as the era preceding the burgeoning

of empirical techniques of analysis, and the breakdown of what we

will identify as the rationalist era of scientific thought. The



rationalist era is identified in this paper with scientific

goals of a somewhat racre ambitious nature (from a philosophic

point of view), and also of a less quantifiahls nature. We

have ci-ced these goals in criticism four. The capacity of

scientific theory to pursue these goals, v:e find, stemmed from

the extra-empirical dimension of theory ciTed in criticism

three. Method and scope, it must be remembered, are closely

interrelated.

While it might seer, mere natural to some people to pursue

the problem by presenting the historical problem firsx , it is

the judgment of the writer that the current controversies should

be brought out in the open first—and most of the current litera-

ture deals specifically with method. Also, the question of scope

of theory is more complicated, since it turns on the narrower

problem of method. Specifically, the wider goals of economic

theory are pretty much ruled out under the stringent empirical

canons formulated under criticism six. If, on the other hand, we

opt for a less rigid empirical methodology , then the problem of

scope reappears. We do in fact defend a less stringent empirical

position , and we hold that some of the broader social and cultural

dimensions of theory are valid concerns for the current deductive

analyst. Nevertheless, our criteria for valid theorizing at this

level are strongly influenced by the nev;er em.pirical requirements

imposed on theory. VJe will discuss at considerable length why we
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believe that certain traditional goals of economic theory

are still justified v.'iirhin the bounds established by

modern eiTipirical methods

.

Chapter Summary

Chapter two states a basic methodological problem of

economic t'..?^ry, shared with other theoretical disciplines:

the degree of success v.-riters of ceducTive economics have

enjoyed in their effort to produce work which fully measures

up to the requirements of empirical science. VJhat does it mean

to be an empirical science? Can we not appeal to the "scientific

method" for an authoritative criterion? It is contended in this

chapter that there is no unambiguous standard against which all

scientific theorizing can be evaluated. Popper is quoted to the

effect that propositions not falsifiable by empirical evidence

must be excluded as scientific propositions. Yet we find Nagel

saying that in the deductive pattern of explanation there are

found exura-em.pirical statements which are an essential feature

of the theory, Nagel 's views on deductive Theorizing, one of

the most important aspects of the present paper, are summarized

in this chapter. V.'e shall maintain throughout the paper, against

considerable objections, that extra-empirical terms and statement

forms have a valid and vital role to play in modem deductive

analysis

.



In this chapter the presence of such concepts in economics

is pointed out , and the valid criticisms against their improper

use is ackncv/ledged. But it is also shown how their presence

finds justification in the nethodology of deductive theory.

Having indicated our methodological position and its

significance, we turn in chapter three to the closely related

question of the application of that methodology to economic

theory. In the preceding chapter we found general methodological

support for extra-empirical segments in theory/-, but the abuses

noted there made us pause concerning their rightful place in

economics. These abuses v;ere also noted by P. A. Samuelson,

whose ideas on empirical content in theory we take up in this

chapter.

The Samuelson-Machlup controversy has been the focal point

of the most recent examination of the literature of economics

concerning its status as an empirical science. Samuelson argues

what we shall call the "strong empirical position," reminiscent

of Popper: every term or statement form in theory has empirical

significance. The "conclusions" of a theory are empirical, or

else insignificant and should be eliminated. The "assumptions"

and "conclusions" of a theory imply each other mutually, so that

the "theory" and its "conclusions," to the; extent that they have

scientific status, are empirical.
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Hachlup argues thit a theory is wider than its coriClusions

,

and that there are exzra-err.pirical segments in theory. Reminis-

cent of Nagel's position tr.at the complicated logical structure

of a deductive theory gives it greacer explanatory scope than a

purely empirical theory, Machlup defends the presence of extra-empir-

ical concepts

.

In this chapter we take the position that Machlup is more

nearly correct, and try to shov; that Samuelson's line of reasoning

is unduly restrictive.

Chapter four presents a detailed discussion of valid uses of

extra-empirical theoretical segments in economics. It is argued

that deductive economics has a strong and valid commitment to

their use , and that the use conforms to sound methodological

principles as expounded by Nagel and corroborated by Machlup. The

examples and discussion of rhis chapter show that criticisms of

economics as metaphysics and ideology do not derive their validity

from the use of extra-empirical theoretical constructs as such,

but only from their invalid application. Hence it follows that

correct handling of deductive economics is required, rather than

dismantling it via elimination of purely theoretical concepts.

Chapter five reflects the belief that it is important to

understand the scientific experience that underlies the miethodological

differences that have been discussed up to this point. In this

chapter it is advanced that the controversies discussed in earlier
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chapters result from a carry-over^ of methods and goals

prevalent in scientific thinking prior to the empiricist

revolution in science occurring in the second half of the

nineteenth century. The chap-cer describes the changes in

thinking , and in the requireir.ents of err.pirically-valid

scientific analysis, which resulted from the empiricist

revolution. It also describes, taking the thought of Erwin

Schrc'dinger as a contribution of critical i~;portance, the

reasons for believing that traditional methods and goals have

greater current vitality than is nonr.ally attributed to them.

This chapter is focused on the general background of

present-day scientific analysis. Prior to the empiricist

revolution, physical science was served by Newtonian mechanics

as a paradigm of method. As for the goals of science, these we

h^ve described as the goals of rationalism—a coherent theoretical

explanation which reflects the grand unity and underlying rational

plan behind nature. The comprehensive simplicity of Newtonian

mechanics served also as paradigm of goal; every area of science

sought reduction to mechanical explanation. Thus were goals and

method closely interrelated in th» scientific era preceding the

empirical revolution.

In chapter six it is contended that thp historical experience

of relevance to deductive economics is very similar to general

scientific experience related in the previous chapter. In economics.
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as in physical scierice, xhoughtful people sought to understand

xhe sirr.ple r;.tional laws that guided socicty--iaws "uhax v/ere

obscured by the welter of confusion and complexity that pervaded

the surface of things . Understanding the essence of things was

the rationclist goal in eccno~:ics, and it v;as Adam Smith who

succeeded in filling the need. Holding together the rich

tapestry of his great work is a theoretical strand rivaling the

comprehensive simplicity of the Newtonian model. Like Newton,

Smith achieved his goal by means of a relatively simple axiomatic

system possessing deductivvi powers of great scope.

The chapter is an effort to justify Smith's rationalist

theoretical goals by shovfing how application of Schrbdinger's

principles 5 met in rhe previous chapter, makes possible and

desirable their carry-over into the modern, empiricism world in

which economists now work . Later on in the chapter the same line

of reasoning is applied to modem economists, principally J. M.

Keynes. The concluding portion of the chapter is devoted to a

significant article by George Stigler. In his article, Stigler

shov;s how the deductive tradition in economic theory has strong

continuity with a "main stream" of economists beginning with

Smith and the Physiocrats. Over time, according to Stigler, the

concepts of succeeding generations of economists have been

transformed and assimilated into the main body of economic thought.
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Stigler's emphasis on xhe in^.po:.->:ap.ce of historical continuity

in economic theory substantiates our ir.ethodological judgment

about the validity of traditional concepts appropriately handled.

In chapter seven an attempt is made to extend the application

of the methodological principles developed and applied in earlier

chapters beyond economics into the fields of anthropology and

psychology. Comparisons are made v;ith the work of economists,

demonstrating that their experience , as well as that of physical

scientists, has a contribution to make to an understanding of

the nature of scientific theorizing. The examples chosen are

offered as clarification and substantiation of the principles

defended in the present paper. The material is presented at

this point because it applies and illustrates both the methodolog-

ical principles developed in the first portion of the paper and

also the lessons dravm from the historical experience of science

related in succeeding chapters

.

Chapter eight capsulizes the entire paper, drawing together

the most significant reflections and conclusions found there.



CHAPTER II

AN EMPIRICAL PRINCIPLE FOR DEDUCTIVE THEORY

IK ECONOMICS

It h£.s been observed that in the physical sciences the

realm of concepts and the realm of facts and objects are widely

separated. As physical theory becomes more powerful and advanced,

the gap grows wider and wider. Scientific theories embody both

empirical and purely theoretical statements at the same time.

Theories depend for their validity and usefulness on the coordinated

functioning of both types of propositions. Since the theoretical

terms and statements perform solely a logical function, it cannot

be asserted that their lack of content renders them empirically

false. While this contention is often rejected, at least implicitly

by many modern critics of economic theory, it will be contended in

what follows that the distinction is vaxid and importanr to economic

theory, both from the standpoint of its method and its goals.

At the popular level the important distinction is between

theory and fact. Curiously enough, theory is always made the

handmaiden of fact in such discussions. One will always be

challenged as to whether he is stating facts or m.erely giving his

14
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theory. Theory is merely opir.icn or guesswork unless it is

constructed piece by piece out of facts

.

At a more sophisticared level we are shown that theories

in economics involve extra-facTual material in an essential way.

Economic theories contain terms which upon close examination

can ha shown to lack any connection with factual or empirical

reali-y. Joiin Robinson cites Popper's position to the effect

that statements incapable of being falsified by evidence are not

scientific propositions. Such statements purport to say something

about real life , yet we cannot say in what respect the world would

be different if they were not true. "The world would be just the

same except we would be making different noises about it." What

is the logical status of such a position? ". . .it will roll out

of every argument on its own circularity ; it claims to be true by

2
derinition of irs own terms,"

These non-empirical concepts are asserted to have "no

scientific content," yet are held to "express a point of view"

3which give direction to scientific investigation. Since these

concepts lack content in and of themselves , but rather give

direction to investigation, they are assessed according to the

implications they lead to, for example in social policy.

Joan Robinson, Economic Philosophy (Chicago: Aldine
Publishing Company, 1962), p. 3.

2 3 4
Ibid . Ibid. , p. 51. Ibid. , pp. 72, 75,
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Lacking content, their meanings can ho altered to adjust for

unpleasant implications. The outcome is that "economics . . . has

always been partly a vehicle for the ruling ideology of each period

as well as partly a method of scientific investigation."

Eut do the abstract concepts of economics ever relate to

the realm of empirical facr , as in the physical sciences? Only

quite indirccwJL^i according to Robinson and like-minded critics.

The reason is that in the tradition of deductive theorists or

system-builders in economics , abstract concepts are related to

norms , not empirical fact

.

Even when the claim is not explicitly expressed,
the conclusions unmistakenly imply the notion
that economic analysis is capable of yielding
laws in the sense of NORMS, and not merely laws
in the sense of DEMONSTRABLE RECURRENCES AND
REGULARITIES OF ACTUAL AND POSSIBLE EVENTS.

Could not the establishment of norms be buttressed by maintaining a

sound factual basis for the norms? Unfortunately, facts and concepts

cannot stand in this rela"cionship when norms rather than description

of regularities are to be established. The reason is "the logical

impossibility of deriving positive political conclusions from mere

premises of facts." Value premises devoid of content can be

regarded as irrefutable, hence, objective. Consequently, "For the

Ibic . , p. 55. Ibid . , p. 1.

7
Gunnar Myrdal, Tne Political Element in the Development

of Economic Theory trans. Paul Streexen (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1961), p. 4. Italics in original.
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sake of scientific 'objecxivity ' zha fundamental normative

principles must be forvr.ulatad in such a way that they have no

[empirical] content; whereas ihey can be given content only

by the underhand insertion of taut premises, that is to say,

p
of concrete valuations derived from other sources."

In su.Timary , metaphysical concepts, i.e., those without

empirical content , function either to suggest significant

empirical questions or provide the logical basis for "objectively"

established norms. If their purpose is to suggest empirical

hypotheses, they can in principle remain outside the theory.

Metaphysical concepts become an integral part of theory when they

purport to establish norms objectively. Myrdal traces the latter

function of non-empirical concepts ro

the normative-teleological way of thinking,
traditional in the social sciences, and,

indeed, programmatic in the philosophy of
natural law upon which they were founded. . . .

The norm . . . acquires an air of being
founded upon the 'nature of things.' This
precisely is the circular reasoning inherent
in the philosophy of natural law.

9

VJhile it is true that economists have long held that theory

should remain value - free , xhey have generally been unsuccessful

in eliminating values from their work,

hhLd. , p. 18. ^Ibid. , p. 20. "'"^Ibid . , p. 2.
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Myrdai ^r.d Robinsor. both agree tha- explicit value

judgments a.-^e neccstar^y if piractical hypotheses are to be

formulated ar.d scientifically tested. They only insist that

it be explicitly recognized that values cannot be objectively

ascertained, and that policy suggestions based on them are

contingent. They are also agreed that v;hile economics has been

plagued by the unscientific use of metaphysical propositions

,

nevertheless iriany byproducts have emerged which have been

... ,, c , 11
scientirxcalxy useiul.

Up to this point the discussion would not lead one to

believe that economic theory has been very successful in bridging

the gap between the realm of concepts and the realm of facts. So

many of the key concepts of economic theory--value , uxility,

income--can be shovm to be partially or completely empty of

empirical content upon close examination. And yet these concepts

have survived in an era when economic theorists are more interested

than ever before in doing valid empirical work . Are these economists

"talking at cross-purposes;" have they failed "to clear the decaying

remnants of obsolete metaphysics out of the way before [going]

12
forward."? The thesis to be advanced and argued here is that

these non-empirical concepts , which hold their place in modem

economics, do have a role to play even in modern, empirically-oriented

"^"""Ibid. , p. 32.

12
Robinson, pp. 146, 147.



theory. Their part is uct. sinply a heuristic one, but also

an organic part of the theoretical structure.

The Deductive Pattern of Econorr.ic Analysis

The extent to '.-.'hich non-empirical concepts have a valid

analytic purpose depends in large measure upon what approach

to economic theory is under consideration. Fels distingusihes

four principal approaches to economic theory: inductive,

1 3
deductive, econometric, and historical."" Throughout the

present paper, v;e will be speaking about the deductive theoretical

method, described by Fels as "'the building of models, whether

literary or mathematical, by making simplifying assumptions and

14 15
deducing their logical conclusions. ' Tne elements of Fels'

definition apply equally well to the larger theoretical systems.

The deductive approach is useful today to the extent that it

contributes to the description or explanation of historical or

empirical events. The valid use of the deductive method must be

distinguished from, theory which had as its purpose the objective

derivation of norms . The difficulty with the modern use of the

deductive approach in economics, and the source of so much

13
Rendigs Fels , American Business Cycles: 1865-1897

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1S59), p. 4.

Ibid .

Fels' categories are not mutually exclusive. "Deductive"
economics certainly does not exclude inductive reasoning. The
category merely serves to emphasize that the theoretical end-product
has a form from which hypotheses can be deduced logically and tested
empirically.
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controversy, is xr.e survival of nor.-empirical ("metaphysical")

terms in their structure. Must the deductive approach to

economic analysis be abandoned altogether, on the grounds that

nothing valuable and substantial can bt deduced about social

life from a few oversimplified assumptions? Or, can it be

salvaged by eliminating from models elements which cannot cr

do not correspond to the hard data of real life? V/riters such

as George Soule tend toward the fcrm.er position, while writers

such as Samuelson (as v/e shall see) seem to favor the latter

solution. A third possibility warrants more consideration than

it has received in the literature of social science. It is that

non-empirical elements survive in deductive theory for sound

methodological reasons

.

A word more about the present status of deductive theory in

modern economic analysis is in order. Arthur Burns says:

The ground covered [by the N. B. E. R.

,

representing the inductive approach] has
been smaller, but the findings have been
supported by evidence . . . the habit of
insisting upon evidence is spreading, and
today evidence less often m.eans deduction
from untested premises. Economic models
continue to receive hopeful attention

;

but mere logical consistency or aesthetic
appeal now count for less, and performance
under tests for more, than a generation ago.

George Soule, Ideas of the Great Economists (New York: New
American Library, 1952).

17
Fels, pp. 12-13.
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The limitations of deductive theory are especially acute in

a number of different applications. In discussing the limitations

of the traditional theory of the firm, George Katona says that

"an analytical framework that considers a few factors only, and

1

8

always the same few factors, can hardly be sufficient." Katona

argues that the theory is essentially inadequate to account for

actual decisions made inside the business firm. Cyert and March

stress the unrecognized organizational complexities as well as

tiie oversimplified assumptions about decision-making cited by

19
Katona. It is well known that examples such as these could be

multiplied. Business cycle analysis is another area in which the

theoretical model is probably not the best analytic device.

Duesenberry points out that business cycles are greatly influenced

by the institutions and structure of the economy, and since they

have been changing rapidly, each cycle is to a considerable degree

unique. Fels also argues that the deductive approach is

probably better suited to problems not so strongly influenced by

the pressure of external events.

1 8George Katona, Psychological Analysis of Economic Behavior
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951), p. 237.

19
Richard M. Cyert and James G. March, A Behavioral Theory of

the Fir-m (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 11.

20
James A. Duesenberry, Business Cycles and Economic Growth

(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958), p. 6.

21
Fels, pp. 14-15.
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These remarks are inxe.ided to identify certain areas

where deductive models are Ic^s likely to achieve success in

explaining empirical evei;ts. V/e -..ill give closer consideration

to these examples when we discuss the empirical principles of

deductive Theory. Fels suTr.rr.ari:::es the current use of deductive

analysis in the folic-., ir.^ v/ay.

The clarification of logical relations contributes
CO immediate understanding, assists in framing
limited hypotheses for testing, provides
stepping-stones for building better theories,
and . . . gives historians hints at what to
look for. A model must be the starting point
for econometric structures; if there is justi-
fication for proceeding with econometric work

,

there is ipso facto justification for model
building?^

The Principle of Correspondence

The deductive theorist in any branch of knowledge faces the

problem of linking empirical fact with his theoretical structure.

23
Following Nagel we shall call this the problem of correspondence.

In applying the principles of Nagel 's analysis, we shall accept the

judgment of Myrdal and Robinson about unwarranted ideological

intrusions into economic analysis. We shall, however, take a

different position concerning the empirical status of deductive theory

embodying tne concepts they attack. Specifically, we shall argue that

there are sound methodological reasons for the presence of non-empirical

terms and concepts in empirically-oriented deductive theory.

22
Ibid . , p . 15

.

23
Ernest Nagel, The Structure of Science : Problems in the

Logic of Scientific Explanation (liew York: Harcourt , Brace and
World, Inc. , 1961).
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Even the most casual slance ar the outpux of economic

theor^ists is enough to convince anyone that there are at least

tv.'o categories of statements to be found: the factual and the

purely logical. In this latxer category are contained statements

which are obviously net intended to assert anything about the

real world, even though words are used which have factual content

2U
in other contexts. Hachlup reminds Samuelson of this by listing

Samuelson's basic propositions or "assumptions" in an inter-

national trade modc^: "1. There are but two countries, America

and Europe. 2. They produce but two com.modities , food and

clothing. ..." These statements cannot be called metaphysical,

nor can they be called counterfactual; they are purely logical

and have nothing to do with the things they name

.

25
In his chapter, "Experimental Laws and Theories," Nagel

gives careful consideration to the logical aspect and the factual

aspect of deductive theory, and the relationship between the two.

Observation is both the ultimate point of departure and the final

test of scientific thought. Nevertheless, it is possible to

distinguish between experimental laws, which "invariably possess

a determinate empirical content," and Theoretical laws, which do

_, 26
not relate to anything that has been or can be observed.

Fritz Machlup, "Professor Samuelson on Theory and Realism,"

The American Economic Review , Vol. LIV, No. 5 (September, 1S6U),

pp. 733-736.

^^Nagel, Chapter 5. ^^ Ibid ., pp. 79-80, 83.
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Theoretical laws can be tesTc-d because there are rules of

correspondence which state rhe empirical meaning of certain

of their key terms . Consequently , the empirical content of

the theoretical law can be tested. But the theoretical law

itself, in the abser.ca of rules of correspondence, cannot be

tested dix'ecxly, because by itself, a theoretical law has no

empirical content. The meaning of theoretical lav;s is

determined solely by the logical function they fulfill within

the context of the theory. Their ir.eanings are not determined

independently by empirical fact ; rhey change as the logical

structure of the theory changes . Knowledge about experimental

terms, on the other hand, does not depend upon the law in which

they are found, but has an empirical existence independent of

the law. While their appearance in a law increases their

operational significance, nevertheless such empirical terms

27
survive even if the law itself must be refined or rejected.

Some examples might add clarification.

The term "atom" has acquired new meanings , from the

theories of Dem.ocritus to Dalton to the present day. In any

theory, the meaning of "atom" derives from its place in the

theory, which is designed to provide testable hypotheses.

Verified hypotheses give credence to the theory, but the

experimental properties do not reflect in every way the

27
Ibid. , pp. 84-85.
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theoretical properties. Similarly, the term "unconscious"

did not begin to take c.i distinct reference to mental qualities

until rather late in Freud's v/ritings, by which time some

empirical corroboration v;as available . Even then , some of

his followers (e.g. Adlar) vrere unconvinced, and denied the

(empirical) existence of the unconscious. In economic theory,

the term "utility" has for a long time been important to the

theory of consumer demand, yet izs empirical interpretation

has changed a number of times.

The deductive theory derives its empirical meaning by way

of the experimental laws which are its logical consequences.

The experimental law is said to be "explained" by the theory when

it , along with any number of other experimental laws , is a logical

consequence of the theory. The "explanatory power" of the theory

is greater the more of such experimental laws it encompasses or

brings to light. Since the terms of a theory (or the model in

which it is expressed) are only implicitly defined by the structure

of the theory, the theorist must designate, at least implicitly,

the empirical counterpart of the terms in the theory . Many

theoretical terms in physical theory have functioned for a long tim.e

before empirical correspondence was established. It is not to be

expected of a successful theory that all its theoretical terms will

23
attain such correspondence. For a variety of reasons this should

^^Ibid. , p. 9i
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not be disturbing. For one thing, because of The relatively

great coir.ple>ci"y of theories, theoretical terms are often

29
linked with r.ore than one experimental concept . By

judiciously associating certain tarms with experimental concepts,

leaving others defined only implicitly, the theory can be made

to account for a large and diversified number of experimental

lav;s . Tieing each theoretical term down to a single experimental

concept would greatly limit the rar.ge of applicability of the

theory and probably distort an understanding of its ccn-cent and

implications. Nagel illustrates the importance of flexible use

of rules of correspondence as a means of greatly increasing the

scope of a theory

.

V.'e have already noted the success of Newtonian
theory in explaining the laws of planetary
motion, of freely falling bodies, of tidal
action, of the shapes of rotating masses . . .,

laws dealing with the buoyancy of liquids and
gases, with the thermal properties of gases,
and much else.'^'-'

Empirical data are associated with, not identified with,

theoretical terms. As a rule it is not possible to make them

equivalent and interchangeable. It cannot be said that the

theory uniquely implies the experimental data with v/hich it is

associated, nor that its explanatory power is by any means

31
exhausted by the association.

9Q ^n
Ibid., p. 99, Ibid. , 89,

^"""Ibid. , pp. 97-9J
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The Principle of Correspondence and the
Explanatory Scope of Theories

"Unverifiable mental constructs . . . are almost

indispensable for an understanding of the observed relations

between perceivable characteristics, yet, they themselves

32
cannot be made accessible to the senses . . . ." Schrbdinger 's

comment is consistent with Einstein's belief in "perfect laws

in the world of things existing as real objects, which I try to

grasp in a wildly speculative way.' To demand a precise

empirical basis for every statement appearing in theory is to

fall prey to what Rapaport calls "hyperfactualism," a position

long dead in the physical sciences.

A theory is a more complicated statement than a simple

experimental law. This is one of the features which gives the

theory greater explanatory power; a theory typically possesses

many more potential applications to different classes of

observational phenomena. Nagel makes the point very well. He

says "... theoretical notions are not tied down to definite

32Erwin Schrodinger, "On the Peculiarity of the Scientific
World View," What is Life? and Other Scientific Essays (Garden
City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1956), pp. 193, 194.

33Albert Einstein, letter to Max Born, quoted in "Einstein's
Statistical Theories," Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist

,

Vol. 1, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1959), p. 176.

3A
Anatol Rapaport, "Various Meanings of 'Theory'," Politics

and Social Life , ed . Nelson W. Polsby, Robert A. Dentler, Paul A.

Smith (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1963), p. 81.
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observational materials by way of a fixed set of experinier-ital

procedures , and . . . because of the complex symbolic structure

of theories more degrees of freedom are available in extending a

theory to many diverse areas.

Nagel gives the fcllov;ing analytical summary of the

components of deductive 'jheory, which we have been discussing.

Such a theory involves:

(1) an abstract calculus that is the logical
skeleton of the explanatory system, and that
"implicitly defines" the basic notions of the

system;

(2) a set of rules that in effect assign an

empirical content to the abstract calculus by
relating it to the concrete materials of
observation and experiment ; and

(3) an interpretation or model for the abstract
calculus, which supplies some flash for the
skeletal structure in terms of more or less „

familiar conceptual or visualizable materials."

Summary

In this chapter we have defined our task to be an examination

of the methods and scope of deductive analysis in economics. The

major problem with deductive theorizing to be identified in recent

years is the presence of empirically-empty terms and statement-forms.

The presence of non-empirical concepts has been blamed for the

intrusion of ideological and metaphysical conclusions into economics,

^^Nagel, p. 89. ^^Ibid. , p. 90.



It has been pointed out in this chapter that the criticisns

of theory are justified, but that they do not necessarily

follov; from the presence of the concepts against which

objections are raised. On the contrary, there are sound

reasons for the presence of ncn-empirical concepts in

deductive theory, as Nagel explains. From a very formal

point of view, a deductive theory has no empirical content,

except that designated by appropriate rules of correspondence.

Because these rules may be altered for different applications

of theory, and because not all theoretical terms require rules

of correspondence, deductive theories have great explanarory

scope. Indeed, they have greater explanatory scope than theories

whose terms are tied to empirical entities on a one-to-one basis.

As Machlup might put it, the "theory itself" is wider in scope

than any particular set of its ''conclusions."

V/e turn in the next chapter to an examination of Paul A.

Samuelson's exposition of the "strong empirical position": that

every scientifically-valid term and statement-form must possess

empirical significance.



CHAPTER III

AN ALTERNATE EKFIRICAL PRINCIPLE FOR

DEDUCTIVE ECONOMIC THEORY

In a recent widely-discussed article,^ Paul A. Samuelson

defines his central task to be a refutation of the following

staten^.ent distilled frcrr. Friedman, which he calls the "F-Twist":

A theory is vindicable if (some of) its

consequences are empirically valid to a

useful degree of approximation ; the

(empirical) unrealism of the theory

"itself," or of its "assumptions," is

quite irrelevant to its validity and

worth .

2

The criterion "e.T:pirical unrealism" applies to every

proposition in a theory, for, according to Samuelson, every such

proposition has factual import. This inference is derived from

the following parts of Samuelson 's argument. An axiom system

taken as a whole, or theory ("B") is identical with its complete

set of consequences ("C").^ B is identical to the minimal set

of assumptions ("A") which give rise to it. Identifying C- as a

subset of C, and A+ as a wider set of assumptions, we have

A+3A=3=CDC-. That Samuelson canonizes only that part of C

which has empirical validity establishes the fact that every

•"Paul A. Samuelson, "Problems of !-5ethodology-Discussion
,"

Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic Association, Vol. LIII,

No. 2 (:-;ay, 1963), pp. 231-236.

^Ibid. , p. 232. ^Ibid. , p. 234.

30
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theoretical prcpositior. has or must have a factual basis, in

his view. Any A+ known not to possess eroirical validity r.'.ust

be rejected; any A+ not known to possess erpirical validi":y

ir.ay be forgotten about, at least for the rime being.

The crucial implication is clear: there exist no

theoretical propositions defined only by the logic of the

analytic framevjork; each statement is capable of direct

u 5
evaluation by appeal to err.pirical fact. ' Since postulates

are both logically and empirically identical with conclusions,

a theory cannot in any sense be said to be "wider" in scope than

the theory. ' It is important to note that Sair.uelson's formal

conception of scientific theory is fundamentally different from

Nagel's, rhe position we defend in the present paper, in one

fundamental point. Nagel conceives a deductive theory to be

completely empty of empirical content until rules of correspondence

are established, associating certain segments of the theory with

observable entities. The theory, together with its rules of

correspondence, is then capable of generating testable hypotheses.

^Ibid. , p. 235.

Herbert A. Simon makes the same point when he says "If . . . F

is a valid theory, it must be because it follows from empirically
valid assumptions. ..." Ibid . , p. 230.

c

Machlup, The American Economic Review , Vol. LIV, No. 5, p. 733.

7
Above , p.
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Samuelso.i 'ii formal conception of a theory entails a statement

completely empirical from rne s'carr . Terms cr statement -forms

in the theory lacking empirical content are superfluous . Let

us call Samuelson's principle the "sirrong empirical position" in

contrasr to the "weak empirical position" adopted from Nagel in

the previous chapter. V'e may now go on to support our choice of

methodology

.

No attempt is made in this chapter to find fault v;ith the

logic of Samuelsor. 's strong empirical position. Samuelson's

position is believed, however, to be inconsistent with the

methodology adopted in the previous chapter, following Nagel.

Having made a case for cur "weak empirical methodology," it is

desirable to show in some detail hew and why it differs from

what is judged to be its most important rival. Accordingly, we

shall introduce into Samuelson's argument ^che distinction between

theory as a purely logical construct and theory as an empirical

tool. Samuelson's logic, unassailable on his own grounds, breaks

down when the distinguishing element between the two methodologies

is inserted into his position. Vje conclude that the differences

between the two methodologies are significant ones. Samuelson is

justified in pointing out the logical equivalence among elements

within the theory. So long as the theory is still at the pre-scien-

lific level of a set of mutually related propositions involving

terms that are only implicitly defined, the logical equivalence
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holds: 3=C. But what about -he o-cher half of the argument—"che

empirical half? Does B"=C-'-" hold? (v;here " denotes empirical or

non-logical). The proof that the lafcsr identity holds aepends

on the assumption xhet L=3" and C=C". These are certainly not

identically equal , nor ere they necessarily equal by any corr.jionly

accepted standard of theoretical analysis . Nothing Samuelson cays

demonstrates anything illogical abcut assumed inequalities. Yet

these equalities must be shov;n to b= necessarily true if it is to

be established "jhat Samuelson has proved his argument.

Let us assime Then that 3^' B"-'-, in accordance with the large

volume of theory and methodology which suggests it. In general,

B^B", B" being associated in some way with elements of B- (in

Samuelson 's notation) by means of correspondence rules. CDC-,

where in a scientifically active theory, the range of C- is unknown.

An Examination of Strong Empiricism

Viewing a theory as an operational tool, it cannot be said

at any given time that the conclusions C of a theory are entirely

known. This is always true of a currently active theory; the

"better" the theory the more it is true . So A+.^ C —n^ A+ superfluous

,

as Samuelson says. For an actual theory, his identity cannot in

principle be written. Samuelson does make one qualifying reservation

to the effect that A+ is not superfluous. Ke is willing to suspend

judgment on A+ because perhaps new evidence, C+ will justify the

o

presence of A+. If so, A and C will imply each other mutually.

Q
Samuelson , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association, Vol. LIII, No. 2, p. 234.



Furthermore, wa arrive at the conclusion tr.aZ the identity

B=C"' does not hold. This identity does not do justice to the

difficulties involved in establishing empirically relevant

theoretical analysis. In general, B and C- do not enjoy the

saiTie factual significance. B=C", which is consistent with

Samuelson's argument, is actually a special case of the type

of theory under consideration, where every term in the theory or

model has empirical content . But in such cases it is more proper

to speak of lav.'s , rather than theories with explanatory capacity

as understood in this paper.

BDB*-^5 is broader than justified by empirical knowledge,

according to Samuelson. (B here corresponds to B+ in Samuelson's

notation). Thus there are ^^ terms C B not equivalent to identifiable

terms in C-'-. Samuelson says eliminate such ^ji^ from B+ by Occam's

Razor, because they cannot be shown to have the same factual correct-

ness as those '}-/ related to C-. But such use of Occam's Razor would

destroy the internal validity of the theory; no longer would E=C.

B -Vx'^T^C. The reason the internal validity of the theory would

be destroyed is that the non-empirical segm.ents of B are necessary

to the integrity of the logical structure , irrespective of empirical

content. The strict formal distinction between logical structure

and empirical content of deductive theory, while submerged by the

strong empirical position, is vital to the weak empirical position.



Matters ara actually "mace worse" m terms of tna s-;rc-.-.g

empirical position. B^''c-'-'; we need rul3S of correspor.der.ce RjL

to establish a scientific relationship between theory and empirical

conclusions. V.'e need 3Tf;;_v.->C". Rather than stripping B down to

its empirical minimum, it is necessary to complicate and qualify

it still more.

Permitting the condition 33 B" destroys the empirical purity

of theory as described by Samuelson. It creates all the difficulties

noted by various authors connected with the establishing of corre-

9 . .

spondence rules. But, we must admit, the condition creates a

danger aptly noted by Samuelson: "In practice it leads to Humpty-Dumpti-

ness." It introduces the temptation to produce slight-of-hand tricks

by playing with the meaning of words. A concept once understood to

possess empirical content is shcv;n to be empirically empty or false.

Yet it may retain its place in theoretical structure on the grounds

that it is essential to the logic of the system, even though it is

no longer supposed to assert anything empirical one way or the other.

Or, perhaps a concept will be introduced as a purely theoretical term,

defined only implicitrly by the logic of the system, even though it is

knovm that 'che concept would lead to logical contradiction or absurdi-

ties if viewed empirically. Marginal utility illustrates the first

use. The community indifference curves of international trade theory

q
Nagel, Structure of Science , pp. 93-94, footnote 3.

Samuelson, Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association, Vol. LIII , No. 2, p. 235.
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illustrate the second use. (These cases are essentially the

same; they sinply illusxrate different ways in which

non-empirical concepts creep into econo;.iic theory.)

We are reminded of Robinson's criticism that economic

theory lacks agreed-upon sxandards of disproof, so that it is

difficult to reach general agreement concerning the scientific

merits of theoretical work. We appear to be making matters

worse by providing the theorist with a readily invoked defense

for any work which proves to be empirically fruitless. No

attempt is being made xo minimize the problem. We only wish to

show that reasoning away the non-empirical aspect of deductive

theory is equivalent to dispensing with deducxive theory itself,

as practiced successfully by many economists. Done in the

name of eliminating metaphysical explanation, it would in principle

eliminate also the form of scientific explanation peculiar to

deductive analysis

.

Machlup on Strong Empiricism

It follows from the principles of weak em.piricism that since

not every proposition in a theory stipulates som.ething about

observable reality, consequently, it cannot be asserted that

propositions which do not enjoy empirical status are empirically

false. Not all methodologists accept this principle, even those

'"^Machlup, The American Eccno:?.ic Review , Vol. LIV, No. 5,

p. 733. See also Samuelson's reply, ibid., p. 736.
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v/ho adhere to it in -cheir ov:ti theor-atical v;ork . Even Hachlup

does not fully gra^p the principle in his cogent criticism of

Samuelson on this very point

.

Perhaps both Sainuelsons r.ake a distinction
between a theorer. and a theory, meaning by
the former a proposition deduced from counter-
factual assumptions and postulates, and by
the latter a proposition stipulating something
about observable reality . . . The bulk of
economic theory ... is based on counterfactual
assumptions, contains only theoretical constructs
and so w^.arational concepts. . . .

~

VJhile the writers disagree v/ith each other, they both accept

the dichotomy rejected here. Machlup seems tacitly to assume that

statement-forins are counter- factual if ;;ney are not factual.

This is not a mere semantical disagreement, since v;e cannot

insert "non-empirical" for counter-factual into Machlup 's argument

and get agreement. Clearly, this would not satisfy Samuelson,

and it v/ould also put more restrictions on valid theory than

Machlup appears willing to impose . Yet the substance of his

argument is closer to weak empiricist principles than Samuelson 's.

Noxe especially his statement that "the postulated relationships

(which constitute the theory)" are net by themselves sufficient

to make the theory empirically relevant. He presents a regrettably

brief and somiewhat unclear procedure for establishing empirical

13
correspondence which asserts that C"-' and B are not equivalent

because extra-logical cor.siderations are essential.

'"'^Ibid . , p. 735. "''^Ibid. , p. 733.
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San-.uelson's Strong Eir.piricisv.i in Light

of Kis Four.cc:iens

Samuelson's position is not ccnpletely opposed to the

present argument, which is apparent when attention is directed

to his Foundations of Econonic Analysis . Samuelson's purpose

in Foundations is generality, or whaT amounts to a variety of

. . , 14 .

Theoretical explanation. His methodological principle is

that of pursuing the sf.'uctural analogies which can be found in

diverse areas of econo.T.ic theory. Let us pursue his argument

far enough to see the relationships. Were Samuelson interested

only in relating unknowns to pertinent empirical data, he would

be satisfied with a descriptive formulation such as the following:

'Vi = g^ (d^^'-j<^,.^), ( i = 1,"'
)

'-^ ), which he gives as the set

of equations expressing the relationship of the parameters to the

unknowns. The whole process would be on firm empirical ground,

and not open to the charge of a meaningless search for empty

generality or explanation. VJhat would be obtained is a "final

functional relationship between our unknov.-ns and parameters.

Such a system of relationships would be open to direct empirical

check, fully capable of refutation. One might suspect that this

is the empirical equivalence between B and C sought by Samuelson.

'^Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis

("Harvard Economic Studies"; Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

19U7), Vol. LXXX, p. 3.

^^Ibid. , p. 12.
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Yet he rejects this approach to theory as bare formalism

"containing no hypot-iesis i.cr. the enpirical data .

"

"Indeed, it may be pointed out that these resulting functions

between unknovjns and parameters couid havo arisen from an

17
inrinity or possible alLCj-ac.tive sets of original equations."

"So x-fhat?," v;a might have expected Samuelson to respond.

"Scientists never 'explain' any behavior, by theory or by any

other hook. Every description that is superceded by a 'deeper

explanation' turns out upon careful examination to have been

18
replaced by still another description. ..." Samuelson

does not do complete justice to this more fundamental problem.

Indeed, he holds tr.at the "explanatory" element is indispensable

to economic theory. What does this mean? It is not sufficient

to merely state /v/° = g (t°), that a variable (perhaps a

behavioral one) will take a different value depending on the

magnitude of some parameter. All this function tells us is that

there exists an equilibrium value of '){ for each value of t.

Perhaps it implies that between these particular variables there

is some stable relation which can be discovered statistically.

But Samuelson wants to know "VJhat is the nature of the dependence

.19
of cur variable upon [our] parameter?" For example, "VJill an

1 C "I '7

Ibid . , Italics added. Ibid . , p. 11.

18
Samuelson, The Arr.erican Economic Review , Vol. LIV, No. 5, p. 737.

19
Samuelson, Foundations

,

p. 15. Italics added.
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20
increased unit rax result in a larg-si' or smaller output?"

To answer this type of c—stior. it is necessary to specify

functional relationships among the unknowns of the theory:

f""" (o^.i'-'j A/-n'"''^'«- ) - , (. i = 1 , • • •
)

^r^ )• This restricts

the nuTTiber of scluxicns to -che function ^^ = g (o(, j
• • 'jo<^ )

by specifying the way in v;hich the unknowns are related to each

other. The equations fC'j are the equilibrium conditions for

the theory in question. Sarr.uelson shows, pp. 15-15, how we can

by specifying f C') » shcv; how unknov;ns vary with changes in each

of the parameters, something which couldn't be done without

specifying equilibrium conditions

.

The equilibrium conditions, f C'; , may be said to constitute

the explanatory aspect of deductive theory, in a special sense of

the term. It resembles explanation in Nagel's sense in that it

provides a logical structure which postulates interrelationships

among unknowns which bear no obvious or self-evident relationship

21
to empirical data. " Furthermore, the logical aspect of the theory

takes precedence over the new data in the sense that partial

empirical failures here and there, while definitely damaging, are

22 . ...
by no means necessarily fatal to the theory. VJhile tne equiliorium

equations f (•) put restrictions on the explicit solutions g (•) , by

Ibid. Loic . , p . xl

22
Samuelson, The American EconoT.ic Review, Vol. LIV, No. 5,

p. 737.
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SO doir.g thay defir.e tht na-cure of dependence stated in the

explicit solutions. Observation plus statistical analysis

might reveal the explicit ralaLionships , as already pointed

out , yet it takes a the ory tc postulate how departure from

such and such a position '/ill be felt on the other critical

variables in the matrix. R^strictiveness and comprehensiveness

of coverage are thus seen to be tv;o sides of the same coin.

The larger the matrix of aciuilibrium conditions becomes , the

more restrictions are i.itrocuced. But at the same time more

and more variables ara vnade endogenous to the theory. Hence

the theory takes on greater explanatory power at the same time.

No one expects a perfect theory, as Samuelson readily admits.

A certain amount of empirical falsity is thus tolerated. Presumably,

the greater the successes or positive gains derived from generalizing

a theory, the greater the amount of empirical falsity will be

tolerated (though never viewed as a m.erit.) To the extent that this

is true, explanation plays an important part in deductive theory,

according to Samuelson 's scheme. Comparison of economic theory

with theory in the physical sciences suggests that explanatory

systems in economics tend to require a greater amount of elaboration

to achieve a given amount of explanation . Perhaps for this reason

discrepencies between B and C" v;ill always be tolerated, even when

these become fairly significant

.
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There is an imporcan-c sense, however, in which Samuelson's

viev.'a on explanation differ funcairienrally frcm Nagel's. In

Foundations , pg. 12, Saniuelson in effect says that we start

with assumptions A and by deductive reasoning reveal to ourselves

the implications B contained in A. "We may bring to explicit

attention certain for.';.„la-cions [C] of an original assumption

v;hich admit of possible refutation (confirmation) by empirical

observation." In making this translation into a "different

language" v/e leave 3 unaffected, adding or subtracting nothing

frcm its empirical comren";. This appears to be a justifiable

reading of the Foundations passage in view of Samuelson's later

remarks. Samuelson achieves explanatory capacity by constructing

a sufficiently large matrix of endogenous variables. Yet he

retains this generality even though he insists that every term

appearing in his theory possesses empirical content. Nagel , on

the other hand, insists xhat some terms remain implicitly defined,

so that the logical framework can be mace xo correspond to various

empirical requirements, as needed. According to Nagel, completely

specifying a model empirically unduly limits the possible range of

applicability of the theory which undc-i'xies the model.

Samuelson aspires to generality along with complete empirical

specification by systematically exploiting the formal similarities

or structural analogies vjhich recur again and again in economic

analysis. "... essentially the same inequalities appeared again



and again, and I was siiriply proving ths same theorems a

wasteful number of times." Use of these analogies becomes

the "fundamental principle cf generalization" in economics

23
for Samuelson."

Let us give sorr.e adcitional consideration to this aspect

of Samuelson's thought. He quotes Hertz in support of his own

methodological position: "All of Ka>;v;ell's theory boils down

to the simple question of whether the observable measurements

en light and waves do or do not satisfy Maxwell's partial

24
differential equations." But we might respond things like

"waves" are not observed; they are only accepted as real because

certain aspects of observable reality can be "explained" in terms

of waves , which are not knov;n to exist outside the mathematical

framework which defines "chem implicitly. Their reality is not

observed, it is postulated by a coordinating definition.

Agreed, Samuelson would say. "... physicists didn't

know or much care what it was that was waving in Schrodinger's

equation, a probability or what net, so long as the facts of

refraction and emission could be described well by this mnemonic

25
model. It is merely convenient to talk about waves, or helpful

to think in those terms. The point is that if contemporaries of

23
Samuelson , Found^.tio^s , p . 3

.

on
Samuelson, The American Economic Review , Vol. LIV, No. 5, p. 737.

25
Samuelson , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association , Vol. LIU, No. 2, p. 232.
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Schrodinger continued to th-nk literally about wave images

suggested by Maxwell's wc-k th^y would be F-twisting: insisting

upon the reality of so:..e imaginary enziry in hopes of clinging

to a comforting "deeper explanation." In fact, Maxwell, Newton,

. . . 25
or Schrodinger never intended any sucn tning.

Accordingly, it is betxer to deal exclusively with

functional relationships which can describe how a matrix of

unknovms is affected by the change of a parameter, just as

Schrodinger 's mnemonic model can describe the facts of refraction

and emission, than to retain an unreal "grasp" of a theoretical

system. This is very good advice. But in emphasizing these

points, Samuelson emphasizes the dangers and disadvantages of

models for theories, which are the principal vehicles for attaching

empirical content to a theoretical structure B. Physicists typically

embed their theories in a model, and then associate certain of the

latter's terms with observables , such as waves with refracrion

and emission. Often they are careful to point out that this model

with its coordinating definitions is not identical with the theory.

But even here, Samuelson emphasizes, for example, that physicists

don't care "what is waving" when they consider Schrodinger 's wave

equation. Presumably it could be this or that or nothing at all.

The task of theory is complete when functional relationships have

been written down vjhich describe observational data. What then

•^^Ibid., p. 232. Samuelson, The American Economic Review ,

Vol. LIV, No. 5, p. 737.
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becomes of 3=B", C=C" , v/hich are essen-cial to Samuelson's strong

empiricist position? waereas we might have expected Samuelson

to stress the requiremer/cs of identification of all theoretical

terms with empirical cou.'.t^rparts , thus preserving the identity

of theory and conclusions, instead he provides examples which

seem to stress the opposite course . VJhat seems to emerge is that

models, with all their colorful imagery and capacity to satisfy

philosophical yearnings for deeper explanation, have distracted

economists, as v;ell as physical scientists, from pursuing sounder

goals. The distinction between theoretical terms and empirical

counterparts appears to be overshadowed by an emphasis on a

minimal set of theoretical statements (e.g. equations) necessary

to predict or describe observable occurrences. There is no

inconsistency in this shift of emphasis (which also occurs in

Samuelson's 1963-196"+ work), but we can begin to see a distinction

in Samuelson between the logical framework and the empirical

counterpart, i.e. between 3 and E"-'-, C and C"-'-. This is important,

because we have differentiated strong and weak empiricism by the

presence or absence of this distinction. Via shall pursue this

distinction further in the following section on analogy in science.

The Role of Analogy in Deductive Theory

Samuelson has found that formal analogies play an im.portant

27
role m ceductive theorizing. In analogies of this kind, "the

27
Samuelson, Foundations

,

p. 3.
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system that serves as the r.ocel fojp constructing a theory is

some familiar structure of abstract relations, rather than, as

in substanrive analogies , a :T:cr£ or less visualizable set of

28
elements which stand to each other in familiar relations."

In consequence of this approach

,

the new theory is not only assimilated to what
is already familiar but can often be viewed as
an extension and generalization of an older
theory which had a more limited initial scope.
From this perspective an analogy between an

old and a new theory is not simply an aid in

exploiting the latter but is a desideratum
many scientists tacitly seek to achieve in

the construction of explanatory systems. 29

Another statement , also drawn from Nagel in a different context

,

is worth considering here.

[One view states that] a theory is a compendious
but elliptic formulation of relations of dependence
betv;een observable events and properties. Although
assertions of a theory cannot be properly characterized
as either true or false when they are taken at face
value , a theory can be so characterized insofar as it

is translatable into statements about matters of
observation.'^

In chapter six of his Structure of Science , Nagel develops

at considerable lengths the advantages of applying analogy in

scientific theory, especially in conjunction with substantive

models . Diverse domains of experience are much more easily

assimilated intellectually v/hen familiar systems are employed in

28
Nagel, Structure of Science , p. 11^.

^^
Ibid . ""^Ibid. , p. 118.
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the study of strange occurrences. Apprehensions of similarities

between old and new are frequen^cly iihe starring points for

important advances in knov.'ladge ."*

Formal analogy has bsen a very fruitful tool in physical

theory when based upon 'c/.s scionce of "mechanics . Numerous

branches of physical inquiry have utilized the formal characteristics

of the differential equations of mechanics in the construction of

theories

.

But this indicates no more than that diverse
subject matters exhibit structures of relations
that are abstractly or formally indistinguishable.
It does not signify that what is distinctive of
the corresponding cheorios for each of these
domains is exhaustively rendered by the fcrnal
structure of the theory. -^^

What Nagel means by this , of course , is that xhe theory remains in

the pre-scientific stage until coordinating definitions are supplied,

linking the theoretical terms to empirical data. Once this is done

the theory can be asserted to say something definite; until then

it says nothing about the Ts^il world. Indeed this is the property

of the formal analogy which makes it such a valuable tool of

scientific research; as pre-scientific B it has no empirical contrast

whatever. B"=0. This property permits the same theory B to say many

things about many topics depending on the nature of the coordinating

definitions supplied.

^^Ibid. , p. 108.

32

Ibid. a p. 155. Italics in original
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Nagel makes this point in x^rrris of a helpful distinction

:

"it is not in consequence of mathematical form [that axioms]

are to be viewed as the premises of distinctive science. We

must . . . exa;nine the ki;.ds of tepins the axioms relate , in order

33
to ascertain the characteristic features [of an explanation]."

Samuelson does not chocss to recognize this distinction. He says:

2

.

A reader of Friedman might be forgiven for
lapsing into thinking that the thing called B

has consequences (call them C) that somehov;
come after it Ox'' are implied by it and ( sic )

are somehcv/ different from it

.

3

.

That sam.e reader might be forgiven for
thinking that just as B has consequences C

that come after it , it also has some things
which are somehow antecedent to it called
its 'assu.aptions ' (and which we can label
A). 3'*

Samuelson is not denying by this that the various theories possessing

the same formal characteristics ere distinct theories . It is agreed

that the equations are not a theory B until they are related to the

real world. But, following this line of thought, it is preferable

to recognize explicitly that the logical framework and the empirically

applied theory are distinct. It is this distinction that gives the

formal analogy its special advantages. For example, the same set

of equations, constituting a theory, 3, has wide applicability in

Ibid. , p. 165. Italics in original.

Samuelson , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic
Association , Vol. LIII, No. 2, p. 23U.
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say, economics, because it can be applied to numerous economic

problems whose solutions are forcaily similar. Yet, aside from

the structural similarity of the solutions , we are dealing with

distinct theoretical applications , E-i_ , B2 , etc.

Having consicered Sarr.ueiion ' s use of formal analogies in

economic theory., v.'e conclude that he does, at least in practice,

make a distinction betv/aen 5 and 3-'=. In any event, the most

crucial difference still remains. On the one hand, Samuelson's

strong empirical position demands that every term or statement-form

have factual content. Or, from a slightly different vantage point,

it demands that only the minimal set of theoretical statements

(e.g. equations) be admitted in the description of any category of

phenomena. The weak empirical position of this paper is less

strict on either count

.

Some Applications

Samuelson's methodology helps put normative problems into a

proper relationship with economic theory. For example, full

employment is basically a normative term, although semantically it

appears to be empirical. VJe all agree that full employment in and

of itself is a good thing, but there is wide disagreement hov; much

of this good thing should be tolerated when other normative goals

are considered. Recognition of this fact leads to the prescription

that it is undesirable to attempt to supply a coordinating definition
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for this term. There are no gt-nerally acceptable criteria for

an err.pirical defir-ition of full eir.ployinent , because exacr

consensus en coxpeting goals cannot be reached.

SaTiuelson shows us hov? to eliminate this concept from

analysis. His purpose is ro establish a logical construct

correctly exhibiting -^ha pi-c-vi:.-ns of mutual interdependence

found in the real v7orld. The patxerns of interdependence are

provided by his ecui^-ibrium equations f {"^ . These equations

are totally devoid of normative cor.-cent . Quite properly, in

the view of the modem writers cixed, norraative judgments must

be made extra-theoretically; they are prior to any application

of the theory, and are quite necessary to any such application.

In addition, the theory generates no necessary or teleological

outcomes, because limits on the attainable range of values of

the unknowns is purely a technical or logical matter-.

The normative connotations of full employment can be

eliminated, then. Clearly the theory must show what combinations

of values the matrix must acquire for "full employment" to be

attained, consistent with any reasonable suggested figure. It

must clarify the difficulties of attaining these values, show

the im.plications of the alternative suggested value, or point out

why attainment of certain values is impossible . Only such a theory

can have any policy value. V.'ithout these properties, the theory
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is merely an exercise , or e.x hesz s. sxep along the way to

empirically significant analysis. The argument could be

repeated for any pseu^o-'-'.rxirical cc. _^_^\. v;hich embodies

normative considerations of importance tc the socie-cy:

price-level stability, grovjth, etc. V,e v/ill see in the next

chapter, hov/ever, that no'c e\3ry theoretical term can be

elim.ir.ated in this way.

Summary

In this chapter, v;e have contrasted in some detail two

important and representative methodological positions. Following

Samuelson, vje have described his "strong empirical position," and

shown how it differs from the "weak empirical position" derived

from Nagel in the previous chapter. Two major differences were

pointed out. Samuelson makes no distinction between the under-

lying logical structure of a theory and its em.pirical counterpart

.

He insists these are equivalent, just as a "theory" is equivalent

with its "conclusions .
" In contrast , we have followed Machlup in

holding that a theory is wider than its conclusions , in the sense

described in the previous chapter. The other miajor difference

between the two positions is that Samuelson insists that every

term and statement -form must have empirical significance in a

theory. Following Nagel, the weak empirical position permits
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salact-ve u^e of correspondince rules to -identify some of the

theoretical concv_pts with ^..^-pirical entixies. Partial

correspondence is another reason behind cur belief that a

theory is wider xhan its ccr.clusicns , having as a consequence

many "degrees of freedom," as Nagel puts it.

Our discussion of formal analogy in deductive theory led

to the suggestion that perhaps in practice Samuelson does make

practical use of the distinction bex'..-sen a xheory and its

empirical counterpart. In any event, Samuelson continues to

insist on complete, raxher than partial, empirical correspondence.

In the next chapter we shall show , through a rather detailed

discussion of significc.n"c examples from economics, why we have

chosen to support the weak empirical position as a useful and

valid methodology for deductive economics.



CHAPTER IV

THE CHOICE OF PRINCIPLES: EVIDENCE FROM THE LITERATURE

Keynesian Liquidity-Preference

Keynes ' General Theory of Emplc^inent . Interest, and Koney

is a good example of a theory which possesses great empirical

significance when viewed in its entirety, even though a number

of its terms taken singly have dubious factual significance

.

Keynes' theory exemplifies Nagel's proposition that theoretical

concepts possess empirical significance not in isolation, but

2
rather by virtue of their being component parts of a total theory.

Keynes' General Theory stresses three fundamental relationships:

the consumption function, xhe marginal efficiency of capital, and

the liquidity preference schedule. A number of fundamental param-

eters are also contained in the system, such as the quantity of money

in circulation and the marginal propensity to consume. The

competing principles of strong vs. weak empiricism suggest two

important questions. Does each of these terms and relationships

possess empirical content in its own right, following Samuelson, or

John Maynard Keynes , The General Theory of Employment , Interest
,

and Money (New York: Harcourt , Brace and Company, [1935]).

2
Nagel, Structure of Science

,

p. 202.

53
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must we I'-ely upon the contaxr of the thsory as a whole to supply

the empirical meaning? Must we, at best, suspend judgment about

the inclusion of a concapr not (yet) proved to be subject xo

empirical measurement , or are other criteria ever offered by

economists to justify their use?

Dudley Dillard holds that the importance of the liquidity

preference schedule is that it introduces money into the theory

of output. Specifically, it permitted an explanation of how

investment could be checked before "the interest rate" fell to

zero. Liquidity preference was injected into the system to

supply a missing logical link in a theory which, taken as a v;hole

,

3accounted for experience unrecognized in received doctrine.

Dillard is v;ell v.'orth quoting at length on the question of the

empirical content of rhe liquidity-preference concept

.

[Such concepts] do not involve the discovery of
new laws, principles, or phenomena previously
unknown , but are nev/ contrivances or inventions
which previously did not exist either known or
unknown. Liquidity-preference reveals no new
truth. It is a device for focusing the analysis
on relations between aspects of known experience.
The relevant test of such concepts is one of
usefulness , not of validity in the sense of
correspondence to experience . Any test of
validity must be in operational terms after the
meaning has been established, presumably in
relation to the whole system of which individual
concepts are a part.'*

3
Ducley Dillard, "The Theory of a Monetary Economy,"

Post-Keynesian Economics , ed. Kenneth K. Kurihara (New Brunswick,
N. J.: Rutgers University Press, 1954), p. 9.

n
Ibid . , p . 10 , footnote 9

.
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Elsewhere Billard points out thax shifts in the schedule

are more imporxant xhan :r.ove~.ants along the schedule, and that

the interest rare is a soniewhat unrealistic link between money

and the level of output . But the crucial fact is that the

essential link is forced. Furthermore, it interjects expectations

into xhe theory as they r.;U3t be , and as they could be only in a

monetary theory of outpux. It also shows that while the origins

of depressions can be monetary in nature , yet the cure cannot be

solely monetary (as widely believed prior to the General Theory ).

This practical insighx is embodied theoretically in the liquidity

trap.

It is clear that Dillard regards the liquidity-preference

schedule as a theoretical term, lacking empirical content outside

of the context in which it appears . Not everyone shares this

7
judgment. Tobin provides an argument in support of an empirical

liquidixy-preference schedule. The Tobin-V/arburton-Fellner

5
This may be counted as a weakness of the system because

it implies that exogenous changes are more influential than the
functional relationships actually stated in the theory

.

c

Dillard, "The Theory of a Monetary Economy," Post-Keynesian
Economics , p. 20.

7
James Tobin, "Liquidity Preference and Monetary Policy,"

Readings in Fiscal Policy , ed. Arthur Smithies and J. Keith Butters
("The Series of Republished Articles on Economics"; Homewood, 111.:

Richard S. Irwin, Inc., 1955), Vol. VII.
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g

discussion that followed Tobin's original article emphasizes the

difficulties of providing firm empirical support for the concept.

But regardless of the empirical significance of liquidity-preference

as an isolated concept, the c.-itical point is to observe Tobin's

skillful handling of the concept as a theoretical term. To a

considerable extent it could be said without injuring his discussion:

"perhaps it is impossible to pin down liquidity-preference empirically.

Maybe we will never know the shape of the schedule. Nevertheless,

many statements about monetary policy can be shown to imply certain

liquidity-preference schedules which we know are highly unrealistic,

whatever the 'real' schedule may be like." The value of Tobin's

discussion, therefore, doesn't turn solely on his belief in the

empirical content of the term, or on his support of that content.

Much of its value depends on his skillful handling of the term as a

logical concept or theoretical term implicitly defined by the

theoretical system taken as a whole. Tobin's theoretical work,

therefore, is offered as an example of analysis conducted along lines

which may be regarded as an alternative to Samuelson's methodological

approach. It seems fair to argue that Samuelson is unduly restrictive

in insisting on his particular interpretation of the empirical content

of deductive economic theory. We turn now to an additional instance

of theory which supports this contention.

^V/illiam Fellner, "Monetary Policy and the Elasticity of

Liquidity Functions," Review of Economic Statistics , XXX (February,

1948). Clark Warburton , "Monetary Velocity and Monetary Policy,"

Review of Economic Statistics , XXX (November, 19U8). James Tobin,

"A Rejoinder," Review of Economic Statistics, XXX (November, 1948).
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The Classical Theo-^y of International Trade

Referring to the classical theory of international trade

,

Ellsworth states

we should note that the classical economists
were more interested in showing the gains
from international trade than in explaining
its mechanism. Their theory served adequately
to show the effects of trade upon v/elfare,

but it had serious shortcomings [in other
respects] ."^

The weakness referred to hinges upon the labor theory of value,

which is a cornerstone of the theory. From the standpoint of

foi'-mal theory the results depend upon the labor theory of value.

How are we to evaluate the theory in view of this weakness?

(Nothing said here should be interpreted as denying that it is_ a

weakness .)

One interpretation states that if the axioms or postulates of

a theory are discredited, then the theory itself is discredited.

No'.'7, it may be asked, what has been more discredited than the labor

theory of value ,
postulated by the comparative advantage theory of

international trade? But if the "theory" B, (which includes the

labor theory of value as a postulate) is identical with its consequences

C, it follows that B and C are both invalids and must be rejected.

Q
P. T. Ellsworth, The International Economy (3rd ed. ; Mew York:

the Macmilian Company, 195U), p. 59.
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This is a much mora stringent condition than imposed by

syllogistic lo^ic, in which empirically valid conclusions can

be drav;n from false premises . The reason for the stricter

condition is to eliminate trivial and fruitless theories from

consideration. As Nagel pcir.ts out, ''It is always relatively

easy to invent an arbitrary set of premises v;hich satisfy the

logical conditions for deductive explanations; and unless

further restrictions were placed on the premises, only a moderate

logical and mathematical ability would be required for explaining

any fact in the universe without leaving one's armchair."

Let us look at the classical theory of international trade

and its significance from an historical point of view. It v.'as the

dominant theory from the time it was proposed by Ricardo in the

1830 's until modern value theory was inserted into the theory in

the 1930 's by Ohlin. The labor theory of value itself, hovjever,

had been superseded long before Ohlin 's contribution. Samuelson's

commentary under the circumstances is: "There can be no factual

correctness of C so defined that is not also enjoyed by 3. The

minimal set of assumptions that give rise to 3 are identical with

B, and if A is given this interpretation, its realism cannot differ

12from that of the theory B and consequence C."

Nagel, Structure of Science
, p. U3.

Bertil Ohlin , Interregional and International Trade
("Harvard Economic Studies"; Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1957), Vol. XXXIX.

12
Samuelson , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association , Vol. LIII, No. 2, p. 234.
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Rejection of the theory is vjell-grounded on xhis

interpretation. Yet the success of the theory, related in

Ellsworth's stater.ent, cannox be minimized. People were

given a convincing explanation of the error of mercantilist

views, which dominated European thinking for tv.'o and one-half

13
centuries. It is as unfair to accuse the v;riters of making

naive counterfactual statements (no significant differences in

factor endowments 5 nomogeniety of factors), as it is to accuse

Samuelson of "believing" the "assumptions" of his factor-price

equalization model.

Note, for example, Ricardo's statement "It will appear then,

that a country possessing very considerable advantages in machinery

and skill, and which may therefore be enabled to manufacture

commodities with much less labour than her neighbours, may, in

return for such commodities, import a portic.'. of the corn required

for its consumption, even if its land were more fertile, and com

could be grown v;ith less labour than in the country from which it

was im.ported."

13
Ellsworth, p. 38.

14
Samuelson, The American Economic Reviev/ , Vol. LIV, No. 5, p. 734.

David Ricardo, The V.'orks and Correspondence of David Ricardo,

Vol. I: On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation , ed.

Piero Sraffa (Cambridge, England: Cam.bridge University Press, 1952),

p. 136.
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As happens in most seminal theoretical v/orks , Ricardo

anticipates extra-theoreticaily r.ua'.arous key ideas explicitly

incorporated ir. later theoretical work. That they do not succeed

in doing the entire job at once should not be held against them,

especially if we concede then rhe right to define their own task.

Suppressing considerations of the "mechanism" which we have been

brought up to consider important enabled the classical theorists

to demonstrate the gains from trace and the advantages of speciali-

16
zation

.

Of course , to be a genuine theory , B must have some authentic

empirical content . Otherwise it would run the risk of being

entirely arbitrary. The classical theory at least made an attempt

to identify the major element of cost:, implicitly saying that the

other costs are relatively insignificant , While this judgment

hasn't stood up over the years, it provided one of the pillars

for a theory which greatly advanced knowledge. The theory also

ignored relative resource endowments, even though this is one of

the elements of a more satisfactory theory of trade. The theory

is not completely satisfactory is quite distinct from its being

unacceptable methodologically. This interpretation appears to be

appropriate and consonant with the methods tacitly employed by

economists past and present, as well as by physical scientists.

16
Ellsv/orth, p. 69.
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17
Sir Donald Mac Dougall's study, cited m Peter B. .<enen

,

has provided an empirical test of the classical theory. Results

are sufficiently good to justify the assertion that the deductive

explanation of corr.parative advantage has an empirical basis. This

assertion is further justified because the theory has shown

consicerable capacity for expansion and generalization in empirical

18
directions without having its basic structure altered. The

theory begins to break down only when attempts are made to over-

burden the logical frar^ev.'ork by giving eyolicit consideration to

the internal adjustment process, which is best left implicit, or

suppressed from empirical view.

The Law of Diminishing Returns

The well-knov;n discussion between J. H. Clapham and A. C.

19
Pigou over the law of diminishing returns as a valid economic

concept provides a vivid illustration of the empirical principles

we are discussing. Professor Clapham asserts that the law cannot

be made to fit the actual facts of particular industries , that

nothing useful would be accomplished even if it were possible.

17
Peter B. Kenen , International Economics ("Foundation of

Modern Economics Series"; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,

Inc. , 1954) , pp. 15-17.

Ellsworth, pp. 57-63.

19
J. H. Clapham, "Of Em.pty Economic Boxes," Readings in Price

Theory , ed. Kenneth E. Boulding and George J. Stigler ("The Series of

Republished Articles on Economics"; Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,

1952), Vol. VI. A. C. Pigou, "Empty Economic Boxes: A Reply,"

Readings in Price Theory . Clapham, "The Economic Boxes: A Rejoinder,"

Readings in Price Theory

.
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and that tha lav: could not be tested for realism except after

the fact , thai; is , in practice it must remain a hisrorical

exercise. Finally, the lav; of diminishing returns cannot in

practice hi separated from other fac":ors of great importance

20
which completely obscure its wordings.

Pigou's response illustrates the type of reasoning we

have been applying. Referring to the law of diminishing returns

as one of many "empty economic boxes" identified by Clapham

,

Pigou says

:

Dr. Clapham appears to hold that, provided,
as boxes, they cannot be filled, it is

self-evident they can serve no purpose

,

of this kind [the construction of a

realistic economic science.] In that I

venture to suggest that he is mistaken

,

that he has , in fact , misunderstood alto-
gether the nature of the work he is

belittling. 2-^

Figou goes on to explain how the concept of diminishing returns

is essential to an understanding of the relationship between

aggregate output and changes in unit costs. He says that it is

not the concept itself that is important , but its strategic

function in the solution to the great problem of economic value.

20
Clapham, "Of Empty Economic Boxes," Readings in Price

Theory , pp. 126-12S.

21
Pigou, "Empty Economic Boxes: A Reply," Readings in Price

Theory, pp. 133-134.
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To talce the categories of increasing and
diminishing returns out of their setting
and to speak of them as tnough they were
a thing that could be swept away without
injury to the whole corpus of economics is

a very perverse proceeding . . . These boxes ,

as he calls them , are not merely boxes

;

they are also elements in the intellectual
machinery by which the main part of modern
economic thought functions. . . . They are

an organic and inseparable part of that
machinery .^2

Clapham's rejoinder, "I see no perversity in criticizing

23
part of a theory," has a large following, at least by implication,

as we can see in many prevelent criticisms of economics today.

Utility Theory

In this section, we shall try to show that much of the

dissatisfaction v;ith the utility concept centers around its

empirical status in economic theory

.

Frank Knight points out certain abstract parts of economics

which "are no less practical than concrete-descriptive or applied

24
economics but are less directly related to immediate problems."

The study of value and distribution have been basic to modern

economics since its inception , and the v;ay in which they have been

understood has greatly influenced all branches of economic theory.

^•^
Ibid . , pp. 134-135.

23
Clapham, "The Economic Boxes: A Rejoinder," Readings in

Price Theory , p. 140.

24
Frank H. Knight, "Economics," On the History and Method of

Economics (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 19.
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(For exan^.pla, recall how abandonmar.t of the labor theory of

value perrr.ittad the scope of international trade theory to

be extended.) One of the key occm-^rences on the road to a

modern theory of value was the invention of marginal utility.

At first, theorists believed they could measure the quantities

of satisfaction people acquired from the use or the acquisition

of goods. In time, however, it became apparent that the whole

idea of marginal utility was based upon a very dubious form of

psychology long since abandoned by professional psychologists.

Economists came to realize that all premise of giving empirical

content to the concept of marginal utility had vanished. Yet to

abandon the concept would have done violence to the logical

structure, and economic theory is full of terms which economists

have been reluctant xo give up for that very reason.

It would be possible for economists to treat consumer demand

in a com,pletely empirical way. Relationships could be

treated as observational and the generalizations . . .

inductive... . . Economists, hov;ever, are^prone

to go 'behind' the observable demand and income

curves to a more 'ultimate' magnitude: utility.

The reasons for this are several. It is

consistent with (admittedly unsophisticated)^

psychological experience. It yields predictions

about consumer behavior. It permits the analysis

of a significant range of welfare problems that

are meaningless in purely observational terms. -^

^^George J. Stigler, The Theory of Price (rev. ed. ;
New York;

the Macmillan Company, 1952), p. 63.
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Knight continuas , "It is nov; generally agreed . . . that

the economic theories had better use the notion of a maximuni

without trying to say what is maximized—much as the physicist

speaks of matter or mass in xerms of the way it is measured

, ^- • .,25
without trying to define its nature.'

But bad psychology is bad psychology, it might be pretested,

and there is no excuse for justifying it simply because it leads

to convenient results. Yet the economist is thoroughly justified

in replying that he is not offering a theory of psychology, but

a theory of economics . It is asking far too much of a theorist

in any branch of knowledge to organize his concepts in a way

which would lead to fruitful lines of inquiry in other disciplines

where subject matter overlaps. It is sufficient for the economist

to disavow any implications which might seem to flow from his

theory, contrary to the conclusions of competent specialists. It

is wholly gratuitous to criticize economic theory because it is

bad psychology. Some concepts unavoidably overlap several disciplines.

They will have a different status in each theory, depending on the

objectives of the theory. Utility has a primarily logical role in

economic theory , as Stigler and Knight point out . From the point of

view of psychology, on the other hand, the term covers terrain that

must receive more explicit attention. The utility concept thus has

nothing relevant to say from the point of view of psychological theory.

^^Knight, p. 20.
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It is impossible to avoid the use of purely theorexical

terms because just aboux every sub;;.cct has been approached from

another point of view, v.-iw.i a cirfercr.T; -heoretical emphasis.

And one cannot make statements about a given matter which are

equally acceptable from all possible theoretical points of view.

Such statements would need to possess such all-inclusive

generality that they would probably be hopelessly vacuous. Hence,

any genuinely significant theory is inherently open to criticisms

of distortion of reality by people v/ho insist on verifying the

wrong parts of the xnecry. Unforrunaxeiy for economics the

inclination is strong because these theories are stated in more or

less familiar terms, and touch on areas charged with great moral

significance to the lay audience.

Utility theory has also come under severe criticism because

of its alleged circularity. It is said to be circular because it

27
asserts nothing significant about individual behavior. People

desire goods because they possess utility, and v;e know that they

possess utility or else people wouldn't desire them. Utility

maximization is established the same way. The fact that a person

chooses goods in a certain combination indicates that it is the

best combination, for otherwise he would have chosen another.

27
Robinson , p . 47

,
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Reduced to these Levr.-.s , and applied to the behavior of

particular individuals , "che theory is no-ching r.ore than an empty

rationalization; it tells us that people behave the way they do.

Utility maxiirdzation, like profit maximization, has been faulted

on two counts. Being vacuous and circular, it asserts nothing

at all. Being based on discredited psychology and having unsavory

ideological connotations, it asserts what is known to be false.

At one time or another these "assumptions" of economic theory get

the worst of both worlds . Again , the point is that utility theory

is not intended to further our knowledge of individual attitudes

and behavior. Tastes and preferences, after all, are always

exogenous variables in economic theory. Utility theory is to be

regarded as empty of empirical content. But this does not mean

that economic theory would be no worse off without it. The

pervasive use of the concept in virtually every branch of economic

analysis attests to this. Utility theory is an important parx of

the explanation of collective behavior. Terms implicitly referring

to individual behavior are included in a purely formal way.

Empirical correspondence is not even attempted except in

connecxion witn logical conclusions related to the average behavior

of large numbers of people . As with the profit maximization

hypothesis (to be examined) it is necessary to relegate utility to

the realm of im.plicit definition. Any other course would be

unjustified and out of keeping with xhe goals of economic analysis.
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C. S. Jung states that scientific knov/ledge of the individual

is in a sense a contradiction in terr.i

.

... it is not the universal and the regular

that characterize the individual, but rather

the unique . He is not to be understood as

a recurrent unit but as something unique and

singular which in the last analysis can neither

be known nor compared with anything else. At

the same time man, as member of a species, can

and must be described as a statistical unit

;

otherv;ise nothing general could be said about

him . . . . If I want to understand an individual

human being, I must lay aside all scientific

knowledge of the average man and discard all

theories in order to adopt a completely new

and unprejudiced attitude. ^8

Jung is pointing out that much data about the individual is

necessarily jettisoned in the construction of theories of human

behavior. Tnese theories, when properly interpreted and competently

applied, can contribute greatly to knowledge. But he counsels at

considerable length against the easy mistake of overextending the

application of these theories into the wrong domains. That problems

of interpretation arise in psychological theories of human behavior

may be taken to jusrify our modest interpretation of an economic

theory of human behavior. Jung points out iihat psychological

theories, whose goal is understanding of human motivation and action

per se, are inherently vacuous in certain crucial aspects, and will

^^C. G. Jung, The Undiscovered Self , trans. R. F. C. Hull

(New York: The New American Library, 1957), p. 18.
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cause serious bias if these limitations are not respected. VJe

may conclude that econorr.ic Theory, v.-hose goals are quite different,

is not necessarily deficient if it is empirically vacuous with

respect to portions that bear iruplicitly on hunian behavior.

(Schrodinger's essay, "On the Peculiarity of the Scientific

VJorld-View," already referred to, is perhaps one of the most

eloquent testimonies on the deliberate and necessary elimination

of important aspects of understanding in order to achieve

scientific knovjledge .

)

We turn now to a brief comparison of classical utility theory

and indifference analysis. Leftwich says: "Some economists find

distasteful the quantifying of utility and the principle of diminishing

marginal utility. Nevertheless, the [classical] utility theory . . .

29
and the indifference curve theory . . . reach the sam.e results."

According to the present analysis, is there any ground for rejecting

the traditional approach? It is true that at one time utility was

thought to be the very area where empirical results could be achieved.

Yet the end of classical utility's career as an empirical concept did

not necessarily destroy it completely. Nor did it mean the end of

every piece of analysis based on it. Put briefly, classical utility

could justifiably survive as a theoretical term. This is essentially

what happened when economists moved from cardinal utility to ordinal

29
Richard H. Leftwich, The Price System and Resource Allocation

(1st ed. ; New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1955), pp. 57-68.
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utility. It was discover^ed that many of the theorems of economics

basea on utility theory could survive even if the empirical content

of the key concept was weakened. Yet ?:i.cks argued that even

ordinal utility is unnecessary for the logical integrity of these

theorems. Quite rightly, therefore, he set out to eliminate the

concept from economic analysis. According to his indifference

analysis, anything even suggesting quantitative utility is disallowed.

30
The analysis is built solely upon an assumed scale of preferences.

This application of Occam's razor in itself constitutes a theoretical

improvement according to Samuelson's approach. A more concise theory

results, and what is more important, it can be applied to a wider

range of problems , as is evident to anyone familiar with the

literature

.

We conclude that there is no particular advantage in retaining

theoretical xerms that stand little chance of acquiring empirical

content. Such terms add little to the generality of the theory as

an explanatory instrument. Explanatory capacity comes to a theory

in part because of its characteristic of being a complicated and

lengthy statement. As such it can be modified by additional

restrictions or be used as the basis for more models than could a

highly concise statement. But classical utility as a theoretical

term doesn't seem capable of extending the generality of theory in

30
J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital (2nd ed. ; London: Oxford

University Press, 1945), p. 18.
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this way for rhe reason giver.. (Classical utility theory is

being compared with the more concise indifference analysis , not

with the alternative of no. theory at all, to which it is far

superior.

)

The Theory of the Firm

Understanding of the traditional theory of the firm also

benefits from an application of the empirical principles developed

in this paper. The most frequently heard criticisms are easily

summarized. On the one hand, the theory embodies highly over-

simplified, if not altogether counterfactual assumptions concerning

motivation. By ignoring multiplicity and diversity of motives, the

theory gives a false impression on this score , if it says anything

at all. On the other hand, the "firm" of the theory of the firm

bears practically no resemblance to actual business organizations.

It has no complex organization, no pi-^oblems

of control, no standard operating procedures,
no budget, no controller, no aspiring 'middle

management .
' To some economists it has seemed

implausible that a theory of an organization
can ignore the fact that it is one.'^-^

Furthermore, in simpler versions of the theory at least, perfect

knowledge of the future is assumed on the part of decision-makers.

31
Cyert and March , A Behavioral Theory of the Firm , p

.
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George Kaxor.a expresses a criticisn; of the theory of the

firm in terms of the use of the cet . par* , assumption. Basic to

the theo-.-'Y, of couriie , is the function stating an inverse relation-

ship betv;^en price of firm output ar.d quantity demanded by the

consumer public ^ Impounded in cet . par , by this funcxion are the

vital considerations of uncertainty, expectations, effects on

consijimer and rival firms, etc. In short, the theory "is based on

a mechanistic psychology according to which one item in the

psychological field can ba changed without affecting other items

32
in the same field." There is no such "one-to-one correlation

33
between a given stin-.ulus and a given response." Yet it is upon

such a mechanistic psychology that the validity of the function

under consideration depends. Empirical research reveals that the

psychological assumptions implicit in the traditional analysis of

34
business decision-making are false. A fundamental empirical fact

is uncertainty on the part of the businessman as to the consumer

response to his price-output-product decisions. There is a

fundamental psychological reason for this uncertainty, which is

systematically ignored by the traditional theory . It is the essential

interrelation of consumer motivation and expectations as part of a

complicated and dynamic psychological field which generates this

uncertainty.

32
Katona, Psychological Analysis of Economic Behavior

, p. 221,

Ibid.
, p. 237. Ibid.
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35
Cyert and Grumberg make another attack on the theory of

the firm, which is levelled against the use of cet . par . Although

it is different in nature from Katona's criticism, it is convenient

to consider them together. Cet . par . is used so extensively in

economics in order to reduce the great complexity of the real world

to proportions manageable by theory. What economics loses by

achieving manageability is capacity for prediction. Since it is

impossible to determine whether cet . par is ever fulfilled in

actual practice, the authors argue, the validity of the hypothesis

remains forever in doubt. Strictly speaking, economic laws are

untestable for this reason.

These remarks provide merely the smallest sampling from a

large and well-known body of criticism of the traditional theory.

Yet enough has been said to indicate how for some purposes simplifica-

tion can be tantamount to distortion and falsification of theory.

If the theory is interpreted as an explanation of the way an

individual firm makes its day to day decisions, handles its organiza-

tional problems, defines its own goals, etc., then it can be said that

empirical analysis has pretty well discredited the theory. Further-

more, if the theory is so interpreted, then the psychological

implications that Katona finds embedded in the theory become

35
R. M. Cyert and E. Grunberg, "Assumption, Prediction, and

Explanation in Economics," A Behavioral Theory of the Firm .

•^^
Ibid .

, p. 301.
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empirically inpc-.-^xant . I;i other vjords , if we say that the

traditional -cheory of the firm should illuminate organization

problems, details of decision-mailing, goal formation, and the

like, then the theory is genuinely deficient as criticized.

For example, the theoretical statement that the sole goal of the

firm is to maximize profits is then a seriously deficient empirical

statement . Likewise , thv. implicit assertion that firms have no

organizational problems (since the theoretical firm is not an

organization) is gross empirical invalidity.

V?e have already seen, however, that the failure of a theory

in one direction of inquiry does not preclude fruitful dnd valid

applications in oxher directions. Cyert and March make the following

distinction:

. . . much of the controversy is based on a

misunderstanding of the questions the
conventional theory of the firm v;as designed
to ansv/er. The theory of the firm, which is

primarily a theory of markets , purports to
explain at a general level the way resources
are allocated by a price system.. To the
extent to which the model does this success-
fully, its gross assumptions will be justified.
Hov;ever, there are a number of important and
interesting questions relating specifically to
firm behavior that the theory cannot answer and
was never developed to ansv;er, especially vjith

regard to the internal allocation of resources
and the process of setting prices and outputs.^'

37
Cyert and March , p . 15

,
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VJe may new examine the rheory of the firm from this distinct

point of view. Me will then have a mo.-e complete picture of how

the logical structure of a theory delimits the nature and range

of its application, and determines how coordinating definitions

should be supplied for the theory. V.'e shall see that the unreality

of the traditional theory of the firm stems from the fact that

certain of its terms are given coordinating definitions, or reified,

•when they should be left implicitly defined. Properly selected

rules of correjponcence can preEei've xr.e e:.:pirical validity of

the theory within its proper scope of application.

Modigliani explains two different ways in which micro theory

is made to correspond to observation. On the one hand, he states

that "normative theory" is concerned with the internal problems of

the business manager. The goal of "positive economics," on the

o-cher hand, is the "understanding and explaining how our economic

38
system v/orks." Kodigliani is referring to such things as the

impact of different market structures on output and income distribution

in the community as a whole. He is interested in the "theory of markets"

referred to by Cyert and March. As a consequence of their different

goals , these economists will make a cifferent choice

Franco Modigliani, "Managerial Economics-Discussion,"
Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic Association , Vol. LI,

No, 2 (May, 1951), p. 159.
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as to which features of the situation are essc.-.rial

and must be incorporated in the model and which

can be neglecteu. Here the positive economist is

likely to concentrate on the elements which are

common to many agents and to neglect what seem

idiosyncratic aspects of the problem. . . . these

features raay have to play a critical role in the

managerial economist's model. -^^

This is the kind of problem v/hich very frequently faces

economists. Some of them, like Modigliani , concentrate on the

problems of positive economics; soma, like Kitch and McKean

,

work in the area of normative economics. They develop theories

and models appropriate to their ov/n set of problems. Now, positive

economic theory can be applied to the internal problems of the firm.

It is developed in terms of a language whicn makes statements about

firms, decisions, and the like. Yet we have seen how this extension

of coverage tends to falsify important parts of the theory, because

the language of the original theory takes on meanings it was never

intended to possess. By the same token, the normative economist

has som.e grounds for moving into thp domain of positive economics.

This might entail improving the "behavior inputs" of the normative

economist's model. Hitch and McKean appeal to evidence that the

behavior of business managers does not conform to the propositions

Ibid ., p. 158.

LlQ

Charles J. Hitch and Roland N. McKean, "VJhat Can Managerial
Econom.ics Contribute to Economic Theory? " Papers and Proceedings

of the American Economic Association , Vol. LI, No. 2 (May, 1951),

pp. 147-1U8.
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41
of positive theory to support this contantion. Modigliani's

reply should be easy to anticipate : "For my part , I am somewhat

skeptical about the chances of developing alternative postulates

v/hich ara capable of broad applicability and yet are operational

enough to lead to precise verifiable implications."

Since the tv/o related theories have different goals , their

common theor-etical terms have a different status. Profit maximiza-

tion is a good example. For the normative economist, interested in

"ho\i the syste.r. works," the bi.sic mo-i;iv£-;icn is properly left v;ithout

,

coordinating definition. At this level of abstraction it would

hopefully amount to a neglect of v/hat seem "idiosyncratic aspects of

the problem which—he hopes—will tend to v;ash out under aggregation

43
or will at worst show up as random components in his model." Thus,

the positive economist considers the profit maximization hypothesis

as merely one of the organizing elements in the marginal calculus of

his theory. "... striving to achieve with given means a maximum of

ends [is] the so-called economic principle ," and marginalism is the

logical process of 'finding a maximuir. .. . ." The theory cannot be

'^•^

Ibid . , pp. 149-150.

42
Modigliani , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association , Vol. LI, No. 2, p. 158.

Ibid .

Fritz Machlup, "Marginal Analysis and Empirical Research,"

The American Economic Review.' , Vol. XXXVI, No. 4 (September, 1946),

p. 519.
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evaluated by taking any of ixs propositions in isolation; "It

is necessary to know precisely v.'hat the theory says, what it

implies, and what it intends tc do." Marginalism is the

essential feature of the theoretical frair.ev/ork , and "profit

maximization and marginalism are so closely connected that it is

hardly possible to make any use of marginalism except for the

purpose of determining the output and price that will yield

m.aximum prorits." It should be c.^ar that profit maximizaxion

is a different sort of concept in the positive theory than it is

in the normative theory. In the former, it is only defined

implicitly; no attempx is made to endow it with an independent

existence by establishing em.pirical correspondence for it . Profit

maximization does not enjoy the status of an empirical lav;, which

can survive unaltered the theory in which it is embedded. The

concept has an altogether different status in normative theory.

There it becomes the very focal point of empirical research. In

normative theory, analysts seek to establish laws which are

significant independently of any theory in which they might appear,

or at least good working empirical hypotheses . This is the

distinction that Modigliani seems to have in mind when he voices

skepticism over the suggestion of Hitch and HcKean that managerial

economics can contribute more realistic and empirically valid basic

assumptions to the positive theory.

1+5
Ibid . , p. 520.

46
Katona, p. 215
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There is another advantage in using the simple motivational

assumptions implicit in positive micro-theory which is abundantly

clear to all theorists. It enables the theorist to make precise

statements about economic activity. He does not for a moment attach

great empirical significance to this precision; what the theorist

gains is an ability to make concise statements--manageable intellectual

tools possessing great flexibility and considerable generality.

Stigler acknowledges the diversity of entrepreneurical motivation,

but stresses the difficulties of strengthening the theory by including

them. Frequently they possess no agreed upon meaning and would only

detract from the clarity of the conclusions drawn from the theory.

The desire for security, or the goal of "fair profits" are examples.

Stigler metnions others: "to be his own boss, to maintain a

customary standard of living, to obtain economic /_o_r/ political

.47
power, etc.'

There is no objection in principle to these
alternative goals, but in their present
undeveloped state they are seldom useful in

general analysis . . . unless they are
developed in content and their scope of

operation and strength are approximately
determined, they improverish rather than
enrich economic analysis. 4°

'^^Stigler, p. 148.

^^Ibid . , p. 149.
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Summary

This chapter has been devoted to an examination of a

number of concepts and theories v;hich illustrate the application

of the me-chodclogical principles that were developed in the

previous chaptei^'S . There is no universal agreement in theoretical

science conctming valid principles of deductive theorizing.

Consequently, the choice of principles must be somewhat eclectic

in nature. The exam.ples given in rhis chapter justify our defense

of the methodology distilled principally from Nagel, and called in

this paper the "weak empirical principle."

V.'e have seen hov; the concepts of diminishing retur;is and

liquidity preference are vital to the logical frameworks of the

theories in which they appear, even though their empirical content,

when viewed in isolation, is highly questionable. These important

examples illustrate the principle that concepts should be judged,

not in isolation , but rather within the entire theoretical context

in which they appear. The discussion of utility theory shows how

a concept can acquire nev; and different significance in theoretical

analysis. Originally treated as an empirical term, utility has

retained its position in theory as an im.plicitly defined term.
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important to the logical s-cructure of theory. Rules of

correspondence can change over time , in accordance v;ith new

applications and developments.

The discussion of the theories of the firm and international

trade make clear the principle that the valid application of an

abstract theoretical framev:ork depends on the very careful formulation

of correspondence rules. Reification of the wrong concepts leads to

erroneous and unjustified conclusions, which frequently cause theories

to receive unjust criticism. Proper formulation of correspondence

rules, on the other hand, greatly facilitaues proper use of theory

and helps reveal the legitimate range of theoretical application.

Each of the examples discussed in this chapter reveals why

it is important to realize that non-empirical terms and statement-forms

have a legitimate and vital role to play in the deductive form of

economic theory.

In the next chapter, an attempt is made to examine the historical

background to the controversies over xr.e empirical principles of

deductive theory. V.'e shall see that the outcome of the discussion is

still a matter for debate in the physical sciences. Nevertheless, we

shall find considerable support for the principle developed in the

previous chapters , as well as important implications concerning the

scope of deductive theory.



CHAPTER V

PROBLEMS IN THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DEDUCTIVE THEORY

We have explored a numbei" of aspects of economic theory

which can best be understood against the backdrop of broader

scientific or philosophical issues which have received the

attention of the scientific comT.unity at large. When we are

faced with the serious charge that much of the work done by

economists in the deductive tradition is invalid, v/e are prompted

to examine the developments in scientific thought which suggest

the criticism. The issues we are interested in are, as alv/ays,

the nature of the connection between experimental data and the

theoretical representation of that data. Specifically, v;hat

effect has the greatly expanded emphasis on empiricism had on the

position of the a_ priori method of analysis in scientific theory?

Of equal importance is the closely related question, to what extent

have the goals of scientific analysis changed?

Operationalism

?. V/. Bridgman has presented an influential statement

concerning the empirical content of deductive theory, Bridgman 's

82



basic premise is that ..\eory (physical theory at least) achieves

validity by being restr-icted to a description of actually performed

physical operations. Physical concepts formulated according to

knowledge gained by experiment or observation will never require

fundamental revision, but only e:;t£"icn -
, keep them coextensive

with current knowledge." It is ^icisii^c to define physical concepts

without references to observation or experiment, but not without

running the risk of being contradicted empirically. For example,

concepts may be defined

in terms of properties , as is so often done in

mathematics , and then experiment with the

structures we may erect in terms of such concepts

to see whether the concepts are useful. We still

have operational meaning for our concepts , but

the operations are mental operations , and have

no necessary physical meaning.

2

Consequently, according to Bridgman, physicists have come to accept

the ooerational convention which he describes as standard procedure

in physical theory.

Every scientifically sound conclusion must have an experimental

basis, according to Bridgman. Yet, he does not go on to assert that

scientific theories must be based entirely on an empirical foundation.

Scientific theories are convenient devices for integrating concepts,

enormously expediting the problem of dealing with diverse complicated

3
situations. Any such device, be it verbal or mathematical, is

P. VJ. Bridgman, The Nature of Physical Theory (New York:

Dover Publications, 1935), p. 9.

^Ibid
. , p. 11.

^
Ibid . , p. 29.
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4
incapable of reproducing experience with fidelity. The conceptual

frame itself is inheren^ily lacking in cci'^respondence with ma-cerial

objects. Establishing correspondence involves getting outside the

sysTsm of language by observation, use, and verification. And

Bridgman does not insist that the entire system of integrated

concepts be empirically grounded by such outside references. This

is particularly clear in his discussion of applied mathematics. He

says "... let us suppose that I am presented with a set of equations

by the theoretical physicist, which he tells me contains the theory of

the phenomenon in question." The application of the theory requires

more than the formal theory itself. Application requires a "text"

telling what the significance of the equations is and how to use them.

Certain of the symbols must be linked up with the physical facts of

the experimental process so that

numbers obtainable by the physi ^tion

stipulated in the text satisfy *..
. _ ..:^on when

substituted into it . Not only must the text
describe the nature of the measurement , but it
must also specify the connection bef-een The
different symbols in the equation."^

Let it first be noted that Bridgman states that the set of

equations may be said to contain the theory, but that a supplementary

cex": must be supplied to make the theory operational. Correspondence

between theory and reality involves "... going outside the system

^
Ibid ., p. 19,

^
Ibid . , p. 20. ^ Ibid . , p. 59.



of the mathematical theory and assuming an intuitive knovjledge of

7
the language of ordinary experience." Tnus the theory is not

identical with ixs conclusions, according to Bridgman's view. Let

us next note that Bridgman rules out any ccnplete correspondence

between the theory and rhe phenomena to be described. To demand

one-to-one correspondence would entail a misguided

. . . conviction of the organic similarity of
mathematics and physical experience. In fact

the mathematical structure has an infinitely
greater complexity xhan the physical structure
with \7hich it deals . . . except for a few

isolated singular points [we] relegate the

entire mathematical structure to a ghostly
domain with no physical relevance.

The basic theory, with its value as an efficient calculating device,

and the conclusions drawn from it, are separate and distinct entities.

They are linked together by a rulebook or text (usually not explicitly

written dovm) which functions to distinguish between implications that

have physical counterparts, and implications that seem to assert

conclusions knovrn not to occur physically. The more advanced physical

theory has become , the greater the proportion of the formalism that

must be rejected. In viev: of this trend, it v;ould probably seem

incorrect to Bridgman to assert that the parts of the formal theory

lacking empirical significance must be jettisoned or merely tolerated.

"^Ibid. , p. 50. ^Ibid . , p. 116.
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Nagel brought ou-; a simila. .: of physical theory when

he stated that the ccmploxity of theory ar.ailcs it to describe a

wider range of phenomena than would be possible if every theoretical

term had a physical counterpart. Nevertheless, Bridgman's distinct

views on correspondence are worth discussing. If the "... enor-

mously greater wealth of possibility among the structures of

9

mathematics than in physical models which we can visualize" is to

be exploited, then the theorist must not concern himself with

attaching empirical significance to each segment of his theory.

Indeed he does well not to attempt to erect an idealized physical

model for his theory. Physical models themselves bear but imperfect

correspondence with real physical systems, so nothing is lost by

abandoning them in favor of the much more flexible mathematical

theories. The theory itself is then quite separate from the empirical

relationships which it establishes. Correspondence between the formal

theory and its physical conclusicr-s may be established by "
. . . any

sort of arbitrary correspondence.
"-^^ This is what Hertz meant when

he said that "a belief in Maxwell's theory of light meant nothing more

and nothing less than that the observable measurements agreed with the

partial differential equations of I-iaxwell." There is no question of

attributing physical significance to the internal structure of the

theory.

Ibid . , p. 62. lDid_. , p. 6o.

•^•"Samuelson , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association, Vol. LIII , No. 2, p. 232.
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Vi'e may ccnclude that Bridgman considers physical theory

to be an extr^.;^w:uy flexible instrUii.ent . He makes a very clear

distinction betiveen the logical framework of a theory and its

empirical counterpart. Bridgman points out that rules of

correspondence must supplement the theory in the form of an

accompanying "text" v/hich tells '.icv
' ^oretical logic applies

in practice. That correspondence need only be partial, consistent

wixh our principle of "v;aak empiricism," is recognized by Bridgman's

observation of the infinitely greater complexity of the mathematical

theory than the physical structure with which it deals . The theorist

is free -co indicate the factual meaning of his -cheory as he sees it

by supplying appropriate coordinating definitions.

Rationalism and Empiricism

A number of writers have characterized the a_ priori tradition

of scientific theory as rationalism.

Edgar Zilsel explains that rationalism, or classical empiricism,

maintained an unusually strong hold on investigators in the physical

sciences from the time of Kobbes in the seventeenth century until

12 .....
Maxwell in the ninereenth . The guiding idea or classical empiricism

is the belief that all significant aspects of reality can be subsumed

under a single principle. According to Kobbes, mechanical explanation

1 2
George de Santiilana and Edgar Zilsel, The Development of

Rationalism and Empiricism ("Foundations of the Unity of Science,"

Vol. II, Ko. 8; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1941).
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13
is the key: "All processes consist in movemem:." Hobbes

distinguished sensations such as color end taste from objective

Qualities. Tha latter, nox bein^ ^__-l^ of mechanical explanation,

v?ere regarded as part of the subjective v.-crld. Since they couldn't

be reduced to processes consisting of n.ction they were not part of

the real world; they have only a sort of symbolic or subjective

, . lU
relationship to that £i.pect of reality i-u.enable to scientific analysis.

Variants of Hobbes' philosophy were debated by writers such as

Locke and Berkeley, but the crucial distinction between the "real"

qualities, such as r.otion, and the merely "apparent" ones, such as

color, became firmly embedded in scientific thought when classical

mechanics received its ultimate formulation by Newton. The unimagined

success of Newton's formulation provided what was accepted as a

complete verification of duality in nature between the real and the

apparent. The very comprehensiveness of Newtonian theory seemed to

vindicate the distinction. If the world is actually constructed in a

way which can be investigated scientifically, then certainly we could

hope for no more successful discovery than Newton's. Nor could one

hope for a more convincing confirmation of that fond hope. It was

natural, therefore, to approach all problems in terms of Newtonian

framework, believing that if they could be explained, here was the

"^Edgar Zilsel, "Problems of Empiricism," The Development of

Rationalism and Empiricism , p. 65.

Ibid.
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theory to explain them. Many impor't£r."c successes followed. To

abandon the belief that nature is capable of comprehensive

explanation by unified theory because of a few seemingly unimportant

phenomena which couldn 't be made to fit v.-ould indeed have been a

faint-hearted retreat from the great strides so recently accomplished.

Acceptance of the duality of nature was a much more acceptable alterna-

tive, especially in viev; of the philosophical background which

supported such a viev,'. Indeed, the nev/ science could be viewed as a

scientific verification of these philosophical viev;s . Furthermore,

there was a long tradition of religious thought which distinguished

in greater or lesser degree matter and spirit, soul and body. Various

religious systems were built around this type of dichotomy. The

enormous success of mechanical explanation was wedded to the theological

belief in ultimate spiritual realities." Never before had the two

diverse worlds, the temporal and the spiritual, both so very important,

especially the latter, been so intimately fused into one grand world-view.

Each sphere served and complemented the other. It is small wonder that

scientists were so confidently comm.itted to sounding out their entire

understanding of nature according to the mechanical plan. The simple,

yet comprehensive Newtonian model vjas accepted as a reflection of the

master-plan according to which nature was believed to be constructed.

A theory of the temporal was accepted as a model for the spiritual;

a model of the "outer world" reflected the "inner world."

"""^Ibid. , p. 68.
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Iiri;..er:se successes v/ere scoi .^ _>_/ uhe application of mechanical

models, and as is characteristic of rationalism, the tendency was

to push towards the "illuminating miracle of unity" which research

so warmlj'' promised." The ^_..-^. .i/.g of all nature under the

extensive mantle of mechanical explanation had become the goal of

science . Ultimate explanation entailed the demonstration that all

nature operates according to mechanical principles. Thus the "inner

world" which v;as eventually, in rhax happy day, to be fully mirrored

by the grand, all-embracing mechanics that would penetrate every

realm and area of experience.

The realm of human experience v/as no exception. People hoped

to attain a comprehensive theoretical grasp of human affairs as

well; social, cultural, economic activity would one day hopefully

receive interpretation equally as penetrating as those given the

physical world. It is not surprising, then, that rationalist

principles were so v-?idely accepted.

17
For three centuries mechanical explanation continued to be

a fruitful approach to scientific investigation. Originally, the

ideal had been unified deduction from central principles common to

all problems. Later, explanation took the form of mechanical analogies

1 c.

George de Santillana, "Aspects of Scientific Rationalism in
the Nineteenth Century," The Development of Rationalism and Empiri-
cism , p. 45.

17 .

Zilsel, The Development of Rationalism and Empiricism, p. 93.
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18
of various kinds. So long as it remained successful, it continued

to provide the necessary explanation for the "second world behind

experience."

Yet it did not remain successful forever.

The Decline of Rationalism

In the second half of the nineteenth century
important physical discoveries resulted in

the breakdown of the mechanical theories of
light, electricity, and magnetism. As

philosophy, since the period of Galileo, had
been influenced by physics to a higher degree
than by any other empirical science, this
physical revolution also reshaped philosophical
thinking and the analysis of knowledge.!^

This happened in the 1860 's when Maxwell wrote down his equations

for the electromagnetic field. At first he had recourse to a mechanical

model, but as time went on mechanical analogies became increasingly

unconvincing. Despite the dangerous philosophical consequences,

scientists learned that they were better off without cumbersome

mechanical models. "If equations, wherever they are derived from,

present all the observable facts in the simplest way possible , they may

very well fulfill the task of science better than theories attempting

20
to reveal a 'real' world oehind the phenomena." Kirchofr, Helmholtz,

and Marh wrote in detail about the implicatioin of the decline of

"de Santillana, The Development of Rationalism and Empiricism ,

pp. 22-23.

19
Zilsel, The Development of Rationalism and Empiricism , p. 89.

20
Ibid. , p. 90.
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mechanism. When, in 1905, Einstein published his first fundamental

paper on relativity, the philosophy based on mechanistic principles

was totally undermined. The problems of philosophy debated during

21
the past three centuries came to be regarded as pseudo-problems.

"Economic description" of observed regularities, given mathematical

formulations suitable to the solution of problems of current interest

to practicing physicists, became the realistic, if less grand, concern

of scientists. "Analysis of experience shifted from ideas to state-

22
ments." Abstract words, useful syntactically, were substituted for

abstract ideas , with no more concern for the underlying support of

qualities. Modem empiricism "restricts itself to analyzing the

23
methods by which statements are tested and verified. ..."

There occurred a shift in scientific goals towards verification

of statements of empirical regularities. The decline of rationalism

eventually had a profound effect upon our attitudes towards reliable

knowledge of human affairs as well. Sooner or later, social scientists

would have to leam the great lesson taught by the decline of ration-

alism. They would have to learn that the mere possession of simple

yet satisfying and comprehensive systems of explanation was not sufficient,

that the only reliable knowledge was that which could somehow be verified

by observation.

^""Ibid. , p. 93. ^^ Ibid . , p. 70. ^^Ibid. , pp. 66, 67.
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Significance of the Decline of Rationalism

Perhaps modem physical science had turned down a path which

led away from the interests of the wider community. "Comprehensive

philosophical reinterpretations of the import and nature of physical

science" had been tried a number of times, and were found to be

"highly dubious" in value. The question naturally arises, does

the experience of the natural sciences lead necessarily to the

conclusion that scientific investigation is misguidedly seeking

solutions to pseudo-problems if it purports to retain a dimension

of meaning beyond the proximate problems with which it deals? To

say that logical deduction from judiciously chosen first principles

is inadequate as scientific procedure is not the same as saying that

theory has no meaning beyond the immediate subject matter. Indeed,

all hope of reaching an ultimate philosophical benchmark is gone.

The great lesson of the decline of rationalism is that faithful and

continued deference to new empirical facts is a continuous require-

ment .

According to classical empiricism, the necessity of observation

reached a terminus when the theoretical synthesis was achieved; from

then on scientific activity was largely an a priori operation. Modem

empiricism, on the other hand, entails a never-ending interplay

24
Nagel, Structure of Science, pp. 337-338,
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between observation and rational construction. The touchstone

for fruitful theory is the anticipation of unsuspected empirical

regularities and the subsuming of previously unaccountable data.

The theory is defunct when it ceases to be the instrument of this

ongoing process. This is far different from the old ideal which

strived for an empirical plateau where the view is complete , and

no further deference to fact is necessary. In the old view, the

touchstone of a good theoretical synthesis is the attainment of a

final formulation which does not stand in need of further winnowing

to conform to new data, but rather could be counted on to subsume

all significant fact, at least by analogy, and would furthermore

give a satisfactory philosophical picture. The philosophical picture,

or explanation of underlying reality was, under the old ideal, the

touchstone for theory. This is evidenced by the fact that data

which did not conform to the "objective" criteria established by the

theory (color or taste for the mechanist of Hobbes' day) were branded

as "subjective" qualities not appropriate for theoretical treatment.

The principles so impressively established by the grand theory became

the criteria or touchstone by which the significance of facts were

judged. Thus the Platonic duality of the real vs. the merely sensa-

tional grew up to rationalize the choice of significant facts.

Modem empiricism insists on a complete reversal of emphasis.

Facts are never assessed according to how well they fit the theory—the

theory is judged as to how well it handles the facts. The only theory
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that becomes terminal with respect to data is a sterile theory.

The philosophical tidiness of the theory is never accepted as a

touchstone for its completeness or validity, and is never allowed

to stand in the way of reformulation. In the next chapter, when

these remarks are applied to the social sciences , we say at this

juncture that a theory which, in accordance with procedures

identified with classical empiricism, allows the philosophical

overtones to dictate over facts, has degenerated into ideology.

None of these considerations are particularly controversial.

But neither are they conclusive. They do not establish a particular

philosophical orientation, nor do they signify that all philosophical

interpretations or intentions must be abandoned. Of course, there

have been interpreters who have argued each of these alleged implica-

tions. Yet, consider if we have discovered any reason for excluding

a deliberate and conscious philosophical or cultural dimension from

scientific theory, so long as that theory satisfies all the require-

ments of modem empiricism, and so long as the philosophical or

explanatory dimension does not impede the progress toward solution

of problems near at hand. If the validity of the philosophical

dimension were admitted, than that dimension or its plausability

,

would have to be tested by the ongoing ability of the theory to

perform its empirical tasks. The decline of the early form of

rationalism does not imply that wider concerns are spurious , it
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merely shows that the early investigators had an incomplete method

of testing all the objectives of their theory.

The wider concerns of modem rationalism have been shared by

a number of important writers. It is well known that Einstein, one

of the original contributors to quantum theory, parted company with

his colleagues when they carried the theory in directions which he

found distasteful. "In our scientific expectation we have grown

antipodes," Einstein wrote to Max Bom. "You believe in God playing

dice and I in perfect laws in the world of things existing as real

25
objects, which I try to grasp in a wildly speculative way." Bom

states that Einstein wished, in his later years, to preserve the

causality of classical physics and to relegate the statistical phase

of investigation to a secondary position in the theoretical formulation.

Bom concedes Einstein's right to defer to philosophical considerations,

since he bases them on his "fundamental results" which "stand like a

rock." He concludes significantly: "That his opinion in this matter

differs from mine is regrettable, but it is no object of logical

dispute between us. It is based on different experience in our work

and life."^^

25
Max Bom, "Einstein's Statistical Theories," Albert

Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist , p. 176,

^^Ibid. , pp. 176-177.
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Rationalist Goals in Modem Science

:

Schrodinger's Testimony

Erwin Schrodinger is another modern theoretical scientist who

holds the wider goals of modem rationalism, and he has written

very effectively about their place in modem science. Much can be

found in Schrodinger to support the view that the theorist has the

right, even the responsibility, to make his contribution meaningful

to the community as a whole. As we have seen, asking whether or not

cultural concerns fall within the province of scientific theory is

to raise all the problems connected with rationalism and classical

empiricism. Metaphysical difficulties intrude themselves largely

when theorists take seriously the cultural implications of their

work. Real progress is impeded and arbitrary distinctions and

pseudo-problems appear. Such difficulties are removed when theory

is regarded solely as a tool which is most efficient when designed

only for the most specific empirical purposes. It is not too

difficult to recognize a very troublesome dilemma here. Schrodinger

recognizes it, and his manner of dealing with it is most interesting.

On the one hand, Schrodinger holds physical theory to be much

more than an efficient calculating device. He is opposed to those

who say: "Let us only have differential equations or other
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mathematical procedures and a recipe for deriving from them and

from a set of actually performed observations all statements about

all future observations of which foreknowledge is in principle at

27
all possible. [All else is only metaphysics.]" That nature is

comprehensible is a fundamental tenet of the Western world-view.

For reasons both technical and philosophical he insists that "what

matters to us is essentially the picture which is eventually or at

any given step obtained; we are interested in the shape itself of

28
the interconnexions." The picture that Schrodinger envisages is

to become "ever more distinct, lucid and clearly understood in its

interrelations." This goal would be "utterly destroyed" if we

were forced to omit everything that could not be empirically

29 . ...
ascertained. As classical empiricists realized, and as their

critics have pointed out, the "comprehensive picture" is a frame of

reference in itself, and admits of no direct empirical verification.

Yet Schrodinger holds certain of the essential goals of rationalism,

despite the severe attacks they have been subjected to.

Schrodinger acknowledges that a scientific view requires that

an immense amount of human knowledge saturated with cultural meaning

be renounced. All the small segments of nature, all that is unique

27
Schrodinger, "On the Peculiarity of the Scientific

World-View," What is Life? p. 195.

28 79
Ibid., p. 191. Ibid. . p. 197.
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30
in nature, disappears from a scientific view. Science is also

lacking in everything and anything the
meaning of which lies exclusively in its

relation to the conscious, perceiving and
feeling self. I am referring to the
ethical and aesthetic values, values of
any kind, anything that refers to meaning
and purpose of the course of events. For
everything that enters into this world-picture
willy-nilly takes the form of a scientific
proposition; and as such it becomes false.

Science becomes the "Masque of the Red Death" because, when one looks

behind its impersonal formulations, one finds that it says of human

32
values—nothing at all. It is well to remember, therefore, that,

despite the wider concerns of a theorist, a scientific theory will

always seem remote from most human experience, whether he be Mach,

Bridgman , a rationalist or logical empiricist.

Schrodinger makes a clear distinction between a highly abstract

science and a science which has abandoned its cultural frame of

reference. "For the spirit is never the object of science. But the

sciences are a product of the spirit in which they are conducted . . .

33
[and] are meaningless outside their cultural context." Schrodinger

says that scientific constructs presently being erected are "destined

eventually to be framed in concepts and words that have a grip on the

30 31
Ibid . , pp. 202-203. Ibid . , p. 227. Italics in original.

Ibid . , p. 217-218.

33
Schrodinger, "The Spirit of Science," What Is Life? p. 232.

Schrodinger, "Are There Quantum Jumps?" What Is Life? p. 133.
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educated community and become part and parcel of the general

world-picture."^'* Schrodinger here stresses concepts and patterns

of thought rather than the naive reifications that plague every

theoretical discipline. He accuses modem physical scientists of

frequently settling for convenient calculating devices which are

useful for problem solving but run the risk of severing physical

science from the best of scientific and philosophical contributions

of the past, as well as from meaningful cultural connections.

Modem writers are all too ready to condemn the obfuscation wrought

by the three centuries of rationalism and old-fashioned empiricism,

and to eulogize the progress brought by the rejection of these

principles. The very great significance of the impact itself on

the general Western world-view makes it easy to overlook and take

for granted. It should also be noted that, since modem critics

of rationalism do not deny the philosophical and cultural impact

of science in the past, they are hardly in a position to quarrel

with Schrodinger 's judgment about the future.

In our discussion of rationalism and logical empiricism we

have already anticipated Schrodinger 's resolution of the two strands

of our problem: empirical validity and "cultural significance."

Schrodinger deals with the problem most explicitly in the section

35
called "Prediction—touchstone or goal?" There he says, "Fore-

3U
Schrodinger, "Are There Quantum Jumps?" VJhat Is Life? p. 133.

^^Schrodinger, "On the Peculiarity of the Scientific World-View,"

What Is Life? pp. 190-192.
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telling, predicting, observations is only a means for us to

ascertain whether or not the picture that we have framed is

correct." Schrodinger, of course, accepts the empirical test

as the only way of ascertaining the reliability of knowledge.

A theory which fails to give accurate descriptions and correct

predictions from exact experimental data must be abandoned. But

beyond the purely observational functions, the theorist should be

37
permitted to examine other significant relationships. To this

end the theorist should have free rein to introduce "unverifiable

mental constructs" which establish a connection between the

38
observed data and the cumulatively developing scientific tradition.

Accordingly, he must retain a free hand in going beyond the realm

of observation to freely construct whatever concepts he needs for

a satisfactory theory. His goals and criteria differ from Bridgman's,

but together they share the opinion that a theory is wider than the

empirical content of its assumptions and conclusions.

The classical empiricist lacked the empirical touchstone; for

him the picture was both touchstone and goal. Schrodinger remains a

rationalist in his fundamental concern ; he has not gone the full

route with modem logical empiricists by making prediction both

touchstone and goal of scientific theory.

^^Ibid. , p. 191.
^"^

Ibid .

38
Ibid . , pp. 192-193. Schrodinger, "Are There Quantum

Jumps?" What Is Life? pp. 132-133.
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Summary

In this chapter, we have attempted to interpret the

historical development of deductive theorizing, with primary

emphasis on the physical sciences. We have seen how extra-empirical

concerns recognized in modem economic theory were once very promi-

nent in scientific analysis. Pursuit of these so-called rationalist

goals was stimulated by the great success of the simple , yet compre-

hensive Newtonian theory. During the nineteenth century, however,

Newtonian mechanics failed in competition with newer, non-mechanical

theories to incorporate the growing diversity of empirical knowledge.

In consequence, the rationalist goal of a unified picture of nature

was seriously undermined. Henceforth, scientific progress would

be understood to be a tentative process depending upon empirical

verification each step of the way.

Despite the great new emphasis on observation, certain

scientists have retained their insistence on scientific formulations

fully consistent with, but not restricted to, empirical verification.

These extra-empirical goals, defended by Schrodinger and others,

have had great importance to early and contemporary economists.

Consequently, a valid methodology consistent with their aims is

highly significant.
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The methodology sup jorted by Schrodinger is in large measure

consistent v.ith the wider conc:.i-^r.s of earlier theorists. Schrodinger's

insistence on a ur.ifi£c. pl.^-i^cai picture leads him to advocate the

use of free mental construccions , many of which are not empirically

verifiable. Pursuit of wider, extra-empirical goals is justified

so long as the work is fully consistent v/ith empirical data. In other

words, prediction is the touchstone for theory formulated with wider

goals in mind.

Schrodinger's methodology resembles the "weak e~.pirical principle"

adopted in this paper. Adoption of the principle widens xr.e scope of

theory beyond the more narrow confines prescribed by the "strong

empirical principle." V/hile this broadening of theoretical scope

recalls the possibility of the theoretical abuses discussed at the

beginning of the paper, nevertheless it can be seen that these abuses

do not flov; from the presence of nonverifiable constructs as such.

Bridgman's principle of operationalism corroborates the position

that not all segments of theory musr be verifiable. His insistence on

the necessity of an interpretive "text" for the theory, and his

prominent distinction between the logical framework and its empirical

counterpart are consistent with the empirical position of this paper,

even though Bridgman does not share any interest in extra-empirical

goals

.
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In the next chapter, we shall consider some examples from

the literature of economics that illustrate the application of

rationalist goals and principles just examined. In the following

chapter, an attempt is made to show that deductive theory can have

legitimate goals that extend beyond the scope mapped out by logical

empiricists.



CHAPTER VI

THE THEORETICAL SYSTEM IN ECONOMICS: A REASSESSMENT

The Changing Role cf the Theoretical System

Early economic analysis was often "of magnificent cast,

ambitiously attempting to analyze the growth and development of

entire economies over relatively long periods of time—decades

or even centuries." Dubious assumptions and "inspired over-

simplification" were characteristic. Later, with the advent of

marginalism and positivism, only "obviously" justifiable

2
assumptions were made. Tnese assumptions constituted the

empirical base of economics, the remaining task being a logical or

syntactical one. Economic thought became more "colorless," to use

Veblen's expression. More recently, as analytic techniques have

become more refined, "the approach is so much more cautious that

the problems handled must in general be considerably more humdrum

3
and pedestrian." No longer do economists discuss the "magnificent'

topics of classical analysis. No longer, apparently, do they feel

free , like the classical economists , to construct panoramic views

'./illiam J. Baumol , Economic Dynamics (2nd ed,; New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1959), p. 13.

^
Ibid . ^Ibid. , pp. 13-14.

105
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of society in its economic aspect, thereby meeting the need of their

lay contemporaries to understand the forces which seemed to shape

their destinies. No longer is "wild speculation" and "free

construction," beyond suspicion as a technique of analysis. Nagel

has expressed current feeling in these terms

:

there is no one 'big thing' which, if known,
would make everything else coherent and
unlock the mystery of creation. In consequence,
many of us have ceased to emulate the great
system-builders in the history of philosophy.
In partial imitation of the strategy of modem
science, and in the hope of achieving responsibly
held conclusions about matters which we could
acquire genuine competence , we have tended to
become specialists in our professional activities.
We have come to direct our best energies to the
resolution of limited problems ....

Many writers believe that a major consequence of the new

preeminence of empiricism in scientific analysis has been the

displacement of the cultural focus which pervaded early economic

analysis. Its broad, imaginative constructs defy empirical

corroboration. Furthermore, the universal premises which form

the basis of interpretive systems lack the capability of generating

the specific, testable statements so characteristic of empirical

hypothesis

.

n
Ernest Nagel, Logic Without Metaphysics and Other Studies

in the Philosophy of Science (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1956),
p. U.
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Accordingly, Nagel goes on to say

[It is] my impression that the majority of

the best minds among us have turned away

from the conception of the philosopher as

the spectator of all time and existence,

and have concentrated on restricted but

managable questions, with almost deliberate
unconcern for the bearing of their often

minute investigations upon an inclusive

view of nature and man.^

Nagel is generally satisfied by the displacement of the broad

rationalist goals by the narrower concerns of modem analytic

philosophy, although he recognizes the influence of basic

6
xntellectual commitments

.

The goal of the system-builder—the "rationalist ideal" which

was the inspiration of every writer who attempted to interpret

current events to the community at large—was by its very nature alien

to the observer's skill. Basically, "the spiritual attitude of a

given generation of economists is ... in good part a special outgrowth

7
of the ideals and preconceptions current in the world about them."

Details of observation were secondary in importance to their "spiritual

attitude," their primary concern. The rationalist goal was a logically

articulated conceptual framework which exhibited the relationship of

observable events to the ideals and preconceptions of the writer. The

Ibid . Italics added. Ibid . , pp. U-5

.

Thorstein Veblen, "The Preconceptions of Economic Science,"

What Veblen Taught , ed. Wesley C. Mitchell (New York: The Viking

Press, 194+7), p. U2.

®Ibid.
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theoretical process always involves great abstraction. Yet for

economists of the rationalist era, the preconceptions and ideals

provided were the criteria for legitimate abstraction. Which

observable things were important and which were to be neglected as

atypical was decided by the particular conceptual framework that

reflected the ideals of the writer. For example, which facts were

central in an explanation of capitalism was different for Adam

Smith and Karl Marx, since their basic attitudes towards capitalism

were radically different. The rationalist frame of reference was

not only the goal of the writer, but also the touchstone by which

he sifted and sorted the essential facts from the non-essential.

Beyond this stage of analysis, the writers were not "moved to push

9
their analysis of events or their scouting of phenomena."

The Intrusion of Ideology

If the theorist is a particularly effective spokesman for his

generation, such as Marx, his writings may become immune from attack

by contradictory events, since it is not contradiction of theory by

events that counts, but contradiction of ideals and preconceptions.

As long as attitudes remain intact , no degree of historical contrariety

of events will shake the theory, since it is attitudes that are both

^Ibid. , p. 113.
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touchstone and goal of theory.

. . . having once been accepted and
assimilated as real, though perhaps not

actual, [the theory] becomes an effective
constituent in the inquirer's habits of
thought , and goes to shape his knowledge
of facts. It comes to serve as a norm of
substantiality or legitimacy; and facts
in some degree fall under its constraint

.

10

When a theory attains the status of orthodoxy, it serves the

popular need to understand the forces influencing the lives of

individuals. Orthodox theory becomes ideology because of the

fear of permitting sound judgment and responsible scientific

knowledge to undermine the comfort of knowing one is right in his

understanding of events of importance to him. Theory becomes the

servant that shores up ideology. The very existence of ideolgy is

a testimony to the cultural importance of social theory.

Adam Smith's Economic System

Some writers have been successful in combining the rationalist

explanatory goal with the modem empirical goal. Viner and Veblen

both emphasize Adam Smith's success at this synthesis of theoretical

purposes. Smith's rationalist views were his "accepted ground of

finality--the ground to which all his speculations on human affairs

"^°Ibid. , p. 108.

Jacob Viner, "Adam Smith and Laissez Faire ," Essays in

Economic Thought: Aristotle to Marshall , ed. Joseph J. Spengler

and William R. Allen (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1960).
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12
converge." His philosophic goal was a "detailed application to

the economic world of the concept of a unified natural order,

operating according to natural law, [which], if left to its own

13
course [would produce] results beneficial to mankind." This

was Adam Smith's unified picture of reality—his rationalist ideal.

Smith was highly modem in the other major aspect of his

work. "In no instance does Smith rely heavily upon his assertions

as to the existence of harmony in the natural order at large to

establish his immediate point that such harmony exists within the

specific range of economic phenomena which he is at the moment

examining." He was very much interested in the special technical

problems of economics requiring expert knowledge . And he was fully

aware of the need to bring empirical evidence to bear on specific

problems.

Viner finds a highly rationalist emphasis in Smith's Theory

of Moral Sentiments and a more highly developed empiricist concern

in the Wealth of Nations . He interprets Smith's more mature,

empirically-oriented work as a great improvement over the earlier book,

^^Veblen, What Veblen Taught , pp. 79-80.

13
Viner, Essays in Economic Thought , p. 306,

^^Ibid., p. 313.
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Yet Viner does not try to reason away the rationalist dimension

of the Wealth of Nations . Nor does he , or Veblen , censure Smith

for this aspect of his work. Viner explains clearly why the

continued presence of philosophic interests in the Wealth of

Nations does not compromise its scientific merit. Commenting, in

effect, on Smith's faithfulness to knowledge gained from observation

as a scientific touchstone for his systematic thinking, Viner says

There is a longstanding feud between sweeping
generalization and run-of-the-mill factual
data, and when Smith brought them together
he did not always succeed in inducing
altogether harmonious relations. But . . .

it is to his credit that when there was sharp
conflict between his generalization and his
data, he usually abandoned his generalization.-^^

Adam Smith always attempted to make his generalizations

dependent upon knowledge carefully drawn from observation.

According to Viner

Smith's argument for the existence of a

natural harmony in the economic order, to
be preserved by following the system of
natural liberty is, in form at least,
built up by detailed inference from specific
data and by examination of specific problems,
and is not deduced from wide-sweeping
generalizations concerning the universe in

general. ^^

^^Ibid. , p. 317. -"-^Ibid. , p. 313.
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Let us imagine, for the moment, that Smith's works are

designed to present his ideas in two separate stages. Consider

the Theory of Moral Sentiments , as a tentative and highly

speculative social theory. Many of the propositions upon which

it rests are untestable , even though they are critically important.

At this stage, however, he merely presents an interpretation of

society which, if correct, will have implications for the right

conduct of human affairs. We may defer judgment about Smith's

social theory until he has given us reliable evidence for its

underlying validity, and for its inherent superiority over other

prominent competing views of society. In the Wealth of Nations ,

Smith remains quite faithful to the line of thinking he has set

out earlier, but only as a guide to investigation. While Smith is

guided by his philosophy in choice of subject matter, he is not

blinded by that philosophy in his interpretation of what he sees.

His method is very largely one of testing by objective observation.

This is the change of focus which distinguishes the Wealth of Nations

17
from the Theory of Moral Sentiments . In carrying out this empir-

ically-oriented development of his philosophy. Smith discovered

numerous exceptions to his original orientation. Viner enumerates

the "wide divergence between the perfectly harmonious j completely

beneficent order of the Theory of Moral Sentiments and the partial

18
and limited harmony in the economic order of the Wealth of Nations.

17 1 fi

Ibid., p. 308. Ibid . , p. 316.
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Smith's work provides a good model for theory which would

operate at the rationalist's level of explanation and the empiricist's

level of description. It is primarily "a tract for the times, a

specific attack on certain types of government activity which Smith

was convinced, on both a priori and empirical grounds, operated

19
against national prosperity. ..." Smith was out to attack abuses

which existed in his own society, and to substitute a coherent and

plausible alternative view of society, which, while not the final

word, would at least be superior both as philosophy and as empirical

science to theories in vogue at the time. Smith's work reminds us

of Schrodinger's question: "Prediction, touchstone or goal?" Smith,

like Schrbdinger, seems to answer: explanation the goal, empirical

analysis the touchstone.

J. M. Keynes' Economic System

Adam Smith provided the first great tableau of economic

20
society, as Heilbroner points out. J. M. Keynes has provided the

latest. His General Theory has had the same basic kind of impact

on theory and on society as the Wealth of Nations . Keynes produced

his work during the last great crisis of capitalism, the depression,

which raised basic questions concerning the belief in impersonal

forces as the fundamental arbiters of social development. Many writers

^^Ibid. , p. 319.

20
Robert L. Heilbroner, The Worldly Philosophers (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1953), p. 27.
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had spoken of capitalism as if it developed according to some

internal logic of its own. Smith, Marx, Schumpeter, Veblen , all

wrote in this vein, some optimistically, some predicting the

disintegration of capitalism. Yet they shared the common

characteristic of seeing the capitalist economy moving in some

discernible direction.

Keynes , on the other hand , saw no internal logic inherent in

capitalism, directing it along established lines of development.

To him, capitalism was headed no place in particular, at least not

of its own accord. Keynes' basic explanatory principle was that

the economy responds to forces within the control of the society

which has chosen capitalism, which alone is responsible for its

economic condition.

Earlier system-builders had all viewed their explanatory task

in a fundamentally different light. Following the traditional

rationalist mode of explanation, they sought to construct the

mirror which would reflect the orderly, rational underpinnings of

society. They sought to discover the inherent laws governing society

in its economic aspect. Denial of such forces would have appeared to

them as a denial of the explanatory aspect of theorizing. No one

before had thought to make Keynes' basic idea the central element of

an explanatory system. .
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Keynes, however, took the position for the first time that

order in society was not to be found— it had to be created. In

so doing, he eliminated the last vestige of teleology from economic

theory. This was a great explanatory accomplishment. It opened

the door to a confident search for methods of managing the economic

affairs of a society by means acceptable to it. The randomness that

Keynes found inherent in the capitalistic system has proved to be the

key to modem social policy. Randomness becomes flexibility and

scope for human control over society in its economic aspect—a social

interpretation never before advanced in an explanatory system. Viewed

as an explanatory system in the rationalist tradition, Keynes is

intellectually more revolutionary than Marx. Marx's teleological

system was conventionally similar to earlier explanatory systems by

comparison with the intellectual style of Keynes.

For those predicting the end of capitalism, the depression could

easily have been the final chapter, being as it was the culmination of

so many diverse developments. But the depression did not fulfill the

prediction of the downfall of capitalism. It destroyed the credibility

of the optimistic systems, but failed to vindicate the pessimistic

ones. Yet, there being no better explanations, people adhered to the

best old ones in sight. They embraced either the Marxist view, or

the older equilibrium theories. But such basic outlooks could survive

only as ideologies; neither had sufficient historical justification

to sustain them reasonably.
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The feeling that s.^. . -^.._..^. ./as lacking in classical theory

as a body of knowledge having adecua-ce r-cilavance in the culture

which relied upon it had been articulated by meiny economists from

Malthus forward, but without affecting the basic, influential

viewpoinT of zb.e socie'cy. Joan Robinson has pointed out that Keynes

stated his theory in a polemical way because of the deep-seated,

highly ingrained influence of ideas which grew out of classical

theory p and the need to gat his own ideas into the main stream of

social thought. A theory was required to give direction tco the

nebulous dissatisfaction and bewilderment engendered by the depression.

An intellectual construct as imposing as the one currently prevailing

had to be presented.

Keynes found the deductive framework, embodying careful observa-

tion, statement of functional relationships, and ingenious free

construction, along with numerous side comments, ideal for his purposes.

Purely empirical theorizing about disaggregated particulars vjould not

have been sufficient if his theory were to serve the social purpose he

had set for it . Furthermore , xhe theory v;ould not have been nearly

so seminal in mapping out an £>nalyric program influential to this day.

Nothing but the freely constructed, broad deductive framework possessing

only partial empirical correspondence, would have sufficed.

The Keynesian system has been successful for a number of reasons.

It is scientifically sound because it has made Testable predictions
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and hi=»s shown great capacity to generate fruitful empirical

hypotheses. It has been corroborated because the trial of its

most basic policy implications have proved effectual. It has

remained plausible in view of historical events. It is a basically

attractive explanation because it entails a conviction of human

influence over events of major importance to society. The Keynesian

system has been successful as a supplement or successor to competing

systems because of its equally impressive intellectual stature.

While Keynes radically altered the course of economic thought

from the inherent lawlike nature of the physical sciences and

previous economic systems, nevertheless, it has the basic character-

istics of theory in the rationalist tradition. It gives a fundamental

interpretation of society to the community, and it continues to offer

empirical hypotheses which meet with considerable success. The

historical success of the theory as a reflection of society and as an

empirically predictive tool have provided ample touchstone for the

underlying explanation embodied in the Keynesian system.

Internal Autonomy of Theoretical Development

George Stigler has described another dimension of the development

of economic analysis that is closely related to the foregoing discus-

sion.*"^ Stigler holds that the major problems facing the theoretical

^""George J. Stigler, "The Influence of Events and Policies on

Economic Theory," Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association, Vol. L, No. 2 (May, 1960), pp. 36-45.
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economist have been pretty clearly identified for nearly two

hundred years . During this period of time economic theory has

changed, not so much in the problems with which it deals, but

rather in the techniques with which they are handled. The body

of economic theory has grown in a cumulative fashion, each

generation benefiting from the contributions added by former

generations. True, a number of economists have remained outside

the main stream of economics and still exerted great influence.

Nevertheless, their work has had little importance for the

development of economic theory except insofar as it has added to

or exposed the shortcoming of the "ruling" theory. In the aggregate,

each influential economist contributes to the strengthening of what

Marshall called the "engine of analysis."

Theoretical changes do not come from major new events or

problems, according to Stigler.

The dominant influence upon the working range

of economic theorists is the set of internal
values and pressures of the discipline. The

subjects for study are posed by the unfolding
course of scientific developments .^'^

A new development in the theory of equations is likely to have more

impact on economic theory than the decline of an economy or the rise

of a Hitler. The reason is simply that most of these great world events

23
are quite routine from the point of view of economic theory.

oo 53
Ibid. , p. 1+0. Ibid., pp. 38-39.
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(Stigler hedges his argument somewhat in connection with Keynes'

General Theory . Possible exceptions such as this, however, do

not seem to affect the weight of his argument.)

The universal problems of economic analysis provide the focal

point , and the internal analytical pressures of the discipline set

the style of treatment the problems will receive. Widely differing

philosophical views have had their impact on society. But what has

survived of the theories which embodied these views has been

determined by the success of these theories in advancing the

analytical and empirical solutions to the basic problems named by

Stigler. A theory becomes a part of the main stream of economic

analysis on the basis of its narrowly defined economic contributions,

not on the basis of its wider implications.

The success or demise of an economic concept is necessarily a

complex event. For example, cardinal utility was displaced because

(1) measurable utility lacks the support of psychological theory,

(2) because empirical measurement proved impossible, (3) the concept

has proved weaker than ordinal utility or indifference analysis as

a theoretical term. The latter have much greater theoretical import.

Another example is the wages fund doctrine , which disappeared because

it was empirically discredited, because its ideological implications

became unacceptable , and because it had no place in the marginal analysis

,

a conceptual framework with vastly richer theoretical import. Thus, a

concept may fall for several reasons: if it becomes unsatisfactory as

2U
This "main stream" may be taken to coincide with the "family

tree of economics" printed in the inside back cover of Samuelson's
Economics

.
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a cultural interpretation, if it fails when considered as an empirical

statement, or if it does not survive as a theoretical construct in a

wider theory which requires its presence logically.

The last criterion is the most decisive one. For even though

empirical validity is the ultimate touchstone of deductive theory,

only parts of the theory require empirical correspondence , not each

concept separately. Concepts which are introduced originally for

philosophical or for purely empirical reasons frequently survive

as logical segments even when they fail in their original purpose.

Stigler makes a similar point:

Even where the original environmental stimulus
to a particular analytical development is

fairly clear, as in Ricardo's theory of rent,
the profession soon appropriates the problem
and reformulates it in a manner that becomes
increasingly remote from current events, until
finally its origin bears no recognizable
relationship to its nature or uses.^^

It is characteristic of economic theory to build cumulatively

in response to contributions of successive generations of writers.

Frequently, the contributions lose much of their original identity

before their final position is determined. Nevertheless, the

contribution of each economist is measured in good part by what he

has contributed to the "engine of analysis." Smith's explanatory

and empirical contributions are still very important, but his

25
Stigler, Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association , Vol. L, No. 2, p. Ul.
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continued relevance and vitality is also due in no small measure

to the concepts that have been absorbed into the analytic makeup

of economists. Much the same can be said for Keynes. It cannot

be predicted what form Keynesian concepts will have in the future,

but they will be of greatest use to the extent that they have

provided economists with tools that can be modified for their own

purposes

.

Economic analysis, Stigler shows, has strong roots in the

past. It has developed primarily in response to pressures and

potentialities generated internally, and in considerable measure

independently of external events. A great deal of current economics,

especially analysis in the deductive tradition, has been fundamentally

conditioned by the work of earlier writers. Even the most original

writers , such as Marx and Keynes , owe a great deal to the intellectual

mold developed by pioneers like Smith, Malthus , and Ricardo. That

current economic analysis still retains strong traces of the ration-

alist goals of early writers is not surprising, considering the

strong link with the past that Stigler has identified. The empirical

techniques of deductive theory have tended generally to retain a

position for the traditional contributions by conforming to the

weak empirical principle described in earlier chapters. The attributes

of economic analysis described by Stigler owe their continued relevance

to the development of empirical technique, and economics is probably

fortunate for it.
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Summary

Examples have been provided in this chapter which illustrate

the diversity of explanatory levels found in the theoretical systems

of economics. Sound methodology demands that the fundamental

explanatory level be the empirical, in that description and prediction

of observable regularities is the only means of obtaining unbiased,

interpersonal judgment about a theory. Empirical data must be

regarded as basic because it is the only standard that exists in any

sense "outside the observer." The "decline of rationalism," spoken

of at the beginning of the chapter is closely related to the elevation

of the empirical standard, or touchstone, for the evaluation of

theoretical work.

In our discussions of the theories of Adam Smith and J. M. Keynes,

we argued that empirical predictions need not be the sole function of

theory. Following Schrodinger 's line of reasoning, we held that an

extra-empirical level of explanation is a legitimate theoretical goal.

A theoretical system can be structured so as to embody a particular

cultural outlook of potentially great consequence. Such an outlook

may become accepted if it is plausible on its own merits. Yet,

acceptance of a cultural viewpoint becomes ideology when the

responsible theory fails as a tool of prediction and an interpreter
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of observable historical events. Schrodinger would say that the

explanatory level of the theory had lost its empirical touchstone.

Marxian theory is open to this interpretation.

The great economic systems of the past and their extraordinary

influence on society testify to the importance of the explanatory

dimension of economic theory, both for good and ill. That these

theories have had important empirical value suggests that the two

levels of explanation are compatible. That they are compatible

depends in large measure on the fact that economists have had

recourse to what has been called the weak empirical principle in

this paper. In other words, the scope or goals of theory depend in

part on the theoretical struc-cure employed. The strong empirical

principle, explained and advocated by Samuelson and others, would

limit the scooe of "cheory to more exclusively empirical matters.

This they be^-'.ve would be a good thing; the wr^c-rr disagrees.

Addition.u.1 reasons for disagreeing with the . . ^r.g empirical

principle stems from the nature of tne histoi'^ical. c'.ev5lopment of

economic theory. Stigler explains that economics okc n.ach to its

historical antecedents. In a variety of ways, ecc.-.cr.ics has

inherited a set of logical constructs and concepts tr»at have only

partial empirical correspondence. Their place in economic theory,

admittedly sh_f-:ing ov=:r time, has found a secure place in economics,
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Too much would be lost in eliminating them, especially in view

of the sound methodological principles, and experience, behind

them.

In the next chapter, we shall attempt an application of our

principles to certain areas of theory in anthropology and psychology.



CHAPTER VII

PROBLEMS OF DEDUCTIVE ANALYSIS IN

ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY

Problems of Theory in Physical Anthropology

Physical anthropology provides a notable example of a field

which began with a very close attachment to observation and measure-

ment, eschewing elaborate theoretical constructs. "The assumption

seems to have been that description, ... if accurate enough and

in sufficient quantity, could solve problems of process, pattern,

and interpretation." Classification of specimens according to

increasingly elaborate schemes of measurement was the means by

which physical anthropologists sought understanding of primates

and human races . Understanding progressed rapidly for a period

2
of time, but eventually began leading to contradicxory results.

The physical anthropologists had been dealing with what were to

3
become the parameters of later research. For example, suppose

S. L. VJashburn , "The Strategy of Physical Anthropology,"
Physical Anthropology: 1953-1961 , ed. Gabriel V/. Lasker, Yearbook
of Physical Anthropology (Cordoba, Mexico: Institute de Investigaciones
Historicas Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 195U), Vol. 9, p. 2.

^Ibid.

3
Samuelson, Foundations

,

pp. 10-12.

125
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that 0^,
J

• • • ) <^ ^rrv« represent m dimensional skull characteristics

attributed to c^-zype man , ;^/ /' O r^/»n. the skull characteristics of

^-type man, and so forth. Early strategy dictated greater and

greater metrical and morphological refinement , making m larger and

larger, and also swelling the number of human types. Diminishing

returns could easily be predicted however: "Weidenreich (19U5)

objected to adding the blood groups to the traditional anthropological

characters, on the ground that this would make the theoretical total

of races 92,780.

Suppose, for example, the skull characteristics of Java man,

/yL J-
are (J< > J») •• •

>
J"^^ , where j^ indicate a certain range of

measured values for each characteristic. So O^j- = (j'j Jir"> •''"), and so

on, for other human types. Refinement was extended further and further,

until Weidenreich was prompted to observe that if blood types were

added, for example, J/w for Java man, then the number of human types

would approach a hundred thousand.

A discussion of Samuelson's anticipates the physical anthropol-

ogist's dilemma. He says, "it may be pointed out that these resulting

functions between unknowns and paraiieters could have arisen from an

infinity of possible alternative sets of original equations. In our

example , 'XJ- =(j')j>-)---> J-w.) is the "resulting function," j ;, are

parameters, and 'Y.j- is an "unknown" specimen identified as Java man

by the function. The "set of original equations" will be discussed

shortly.

4
Washburn, Physical Anthropology: 1953-1961

, p. 10.

Samuelson, Foundations

,

p. 11.
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Samuelson is saying that '"/x could be the result of an

indefinitely large number of combinations of J;, . Furthermore,

increasing the number of parametric observations could swell the

number of human types to unmanagable proportions, as Weidenreich

found to be true in practice. Samuelson continues: "It is hardly

enough ... to show that under certain conditions we can name

enough relations (equations) to determine the values of our

unknowns. ... In fact, our theory is meaningless in the operational

sense unless it does imply some restrictions upon empirically

observable quantities, by which it could conceivably be refuted ."

Here is where our "set of original equations" comes in. That

set is "a specified set of relationships imposed upon the unknowns

7
by assumption or hypothesis ." Samuelson says that a set of

restrictive assumptions is needed from which observable properties

can be deduced. The deductions are then compared with observation

to check the validity of the theory. The purpose of such a theory is

twofold. It eliminates Weidenreich 's problem by restricting the

range of matters to be considered by the anthropologist. It provides

a framework from which testable hypotheses can be deduced.

The investigator who would gain these advantages, however, must

commit himself in advance to the construction of a conceptual framework

whose logical consequences are not known in advance to be empirically

Ibid .
, p. 7. Italics added.

7
Ibid. Italics added.
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correct. He must face up, in other words, to the italicized

portions of Samuelson's remarks. Success in following Samuelson's

program "will hinge upon the degree to which factors relevant to

o
the particular investigation at hand are brought into sharp focus."

This is the essence of simplifying abstraction. The manner in

which selected variables are brought together determines the

generality and capacity for generating verifiable hypotheses of the

theory. "Within the framework of any system the relationships between

our variables are strictly those of mutual interdependence. Mutually

interdependent relationships mean that a change in the value of any

variable or parameter in the theory has logically determinate

implications concerning the reactions on the part of all other variables.

Of course , laboratory manipulation of variables makes no more sense

in anthropology than in economics. However, economists have devised

any number of substitutes for the laboratory, and similar opportunities

probably abound in anthropology as well. This point will be touched

upon again in the brief comments on archaeology, which follow shortly.

Before attempting to apply this line of reasoning to anthropology,

it will be helpful to look at some early attempts to extend theoretical

work beyond classification. A number of concepts were developed to

permit a theory of evolution to be formulated on the basis of existing

empirical work. One of these is orthogenesis, which, according to

®Ibid. , p. 9. ^Ibid.
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Boyd, holds that organisms evolve as if guided to certain goals

along apparently predetermined lines . Washburn identifies

nonadaptability as another of these concepts. Inadaptability entails

that many important physical characteristics are the result of

independent development, whose study provided final knowledge of a

given type. Irreversibility is another basic assumption about

evolution. It is basic to the view that evolution proceeds as if

directed along preconceived lines to some established goal. These

assumptions permitted a theory of evolution to be developed on an

empirical base restricted to the kind of measurement and classification

already outlined. "... it allowed conclusions to be drawn by a

12
few rules based on little evidence." Conclusions could be drawn

on the basis of final outcomes, without regard to the infinite

variety of ways in which these outcomes resulted. It was sufficient

to discover what had happened; the facts could speak for themselves.

If it were thought necessary to provide an "explanation," one need

merely say that the process came about as if such and such principles

^.13
were operative.

William C. Boyd, "The Contributions of Genetics to Anthro-

pology," Anthropology Today , ed. A. L. Kroeber (Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, 1953), p. U88.

Washburn, Physical Anthropology: 195 3-1961 , pp. 8-9.

12
Ibid . , p . 9

.

13
Neither Washburn nor Boyd use this "as if" construct m

their formulation of the principles of the evolutionary mechanism.

It is consistent with their interpretation, however, and will serve

to explain the status of such propositions in modem theory.

( •
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Uses of the 'as if construction in economics and physical

science will help substantiate this interpretation. Schrodinger

says "The chemist used the valency stroke for building models of

complicated molecules. It is an instance of the famous 'as if.'

It represented very real facts of observation. For a long time

the physicist could not supply any explanation of the mechanism of

the chemical bond. Then, m quick succession two were given. . . .

Friedman speaks of a billiard player performing as if he were capable

of rapidly making extremely complicated mathematical calculations.

Excellent predictions may be expected from this prediction, even

though the assumption is known to be false. Friedman also gives

the example of trees on which "the leaves are positioned as if each

leaf deliberately sought to maximize the amount of sunlight it

1 r.

receives. ..." Friedman asks if these hypotheses are rendered

unacceptable simply because they are known to be false. He believes

not, because their predictability is not affected by the falsity of

the assumptions.

Schrodinger, "Are There Quantum Jumps?" What Is Life?

p. 4H. First italics added.

Milton Friedman, "The Methodology of Positive Economics,"

Essays in Positive Economics (Chicago: The University of Chicago

Press, 1953) , p. 21.

"•^Ibid. , p. 19.
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That these hypotheses are at best preliminary to a fully

articulated theory is illustrated by the anthropological concept

of orthogenesis. That each can be greatly improved by designing

a theory based on relevant underlying variables is also clear.

Perhaps 'as if propositions can be justified in the early stages of

theory construction, as the theorist feels his way along. But it

seems unjustified to use them in defense of a fully articulated

theory , as Friedman does in his examples

.

At about the same time that the traditional methods of physical

anthropology had become barren of useful results , modem theories of

race and evolution began to be formulated in genetics, paleontology,

17
and zoology. These modem theories showed great promise for

application in anthropology. "The anthropologist may simply adopt

the new evolutionary point of view, ana his task is primarily one of

adapting to this intellectual environment and devising techniques

18
suitable to his particular needs." Innovations introduced from

the related sciences provided an entirely new approach to the

organization of data. A numoer of concepts, such as selection,

adaptation, and mutation, called disposition terms by Hempel, were

19
introduced. They do not denote directly observable characteristics.

'"'^Washbum , Physical Anthropology: 1953-1961 , p. 3.

Ibid .

19
Carl G. Hempel, Fundamentals of Concept Formation m

Empirical Science ("Foundations of the Unity of Science," Vol. II,

No. 7; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1952), p. 28.
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but assert relationships which will hold under certain specifiable

circumstances. Specification of the circumstances is equivalent

to the framing of testable hypotheses; the terms become associated

with empirical data in their applications. These concepts provided

the basis for the "original set of equations," so to speak, i.e., a

simple set of restrictive hypotheses which would organize observa-

tional data into simple highly suggestive categories giving promise

of great generality.

The work being done in related fields suggested that there

existed an underlying mechanism responsible for producing the

evidence that had been presented for their inspection , and that this

mechanism must be investigated and applied, rather than completely

bypassing it with the old set of 'as if statements which seemed

consistent with evidence susceptible to direct observation. Thus,

paleontologists who "were impressed by the seemingly unerring way

in which an organism marched from an undifferentiated beginning

20
towards a definite goal" could no longer appeal to the simple

principle of orthogenesis as an explanation, or rather as the name

given to the explanation which the facts seemed to provide for

themselves. Having been introduced to the concepts of mutation and

selection, they felt it necessary to account for the facts in these

terms, since they were given good reason to believe that mutation and

selection were part of an underlying mechanism responsible for the facts.

20
Boyd, Anthropology Today , p. 488.
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Research revealed that the tendencies observed by paleontologists

could be explained in these terms , and that other conclusions

based on earlier reasoning were incorrect . For example , it was

realized that the modern horse has evolved along many lines over

a long period of time, rather than following one course of

21
development. Genetic principles proved their superiority over

orthogenesis in evolutionary theory. Similarly, introduction of

the concept of adaptation discredited the conclusion that "man

could not be descended from the ape , as this would reverse the

22
[irreversible] course of evolution."

Rounding out the anthropological picture of evolution

according to the Samuelson program would probably require researchers

to introduce additional disposition terms and logical concepts to

provide a complete and consistent picture capable of accounting for

the data and suggesting new hypotheses. Indeed, new concepts were

brought in by anthropologists to explain the evolutionary process.

It is difficult to discover purely theoretical terms in anthropological

theory—terms possessing no meaning outside the theory in which they

appear. It is noteworthy that the once highly useful concepts of

orthogenesis, non-adaptability, irreversibility, and the like were

discarded once their empirical base was undermined. They did not

survive as purely theoretical terms, or as terms whose newly discovered

^•'"
Ibid . , p. 489.

22
Washburn , Physical Anthropology: 1953-1961

, p . 8

.
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limitations made clear the limited range of applicability for the

theory in which they appear. Washburn describes the importance

23of culture in guiding the process of selection. Any complete

picture of the evolutionary process must contain cultural variables

in addition to the genetic ones contributed by related disciplines.

The concepts drawn from related fields such as genetics have made a

strong contribution in advancing physical anthropology beyond the

purely descriptive stage. Yet Washburn does not believe this is

enough, because some problems of evolution are unique to man.

Insofar as evolution is unique to man, its understanding requires

that the cultural dimension receive explicit consideration; it

must be wedded to knowledge drawn from the life sciences.

If v;e are to understand the process of human
evolution, we need a modern dynamic biology
and a deep appreciation of the history and
functioning of culture. It is this necessity
which gives all anthropology unity as a
science. 24

Washburn is pointing out that human evolution is a subject matter for

social science. Physical anthropology, as a social science, must give

unity to diverse explanatory strands if a coherent theory of human

evolution is to be developed. Again we are reminded of Samuelson's

set of basic functional relationships, characteristic of deductive

analysis, which imparts unity and operational significance to theory.

23 2UIbid., p. 14. Ibid., p. 2U,
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They have been replaced by concepts which describe the

disposition of physical forms to develop according to their

functions in the organism (adaptability), the internal laws of

their development (genetic principles), response to environment

(selection), etc. Observational data alone no longer gives final

25
answers. New schemes of measurement and classification with

greater theoretical import have become necessary.

Theory in Anthropology and Economics:
Parallels and Contrasts

In this section, certain parallels and contrasts between theory

in anthropology and economics are suggested. Consider a subsistence

culture in which the predominant occupation is deriving a living

from the habitat. Suppose that a new, domestic food plant is

introduced, permitting agricultural workers to produce a surplus

crop. For the first time the society will be able to specialize

and diversify the functions of its members. Based on numerous cases

from which the anthropologist can generalize , the sequence of events

can be predicted. For example, the priesthood will grow in size

and in importance in response to increased emphasis on religion. Out

of this group, political specialists will emerge, meeting the needs

of the more complex society. Furthermore, the society will aggress

upon any of its weaker neighbors who still lack the means to produce

a differentiated society. Such would be a dynamic theory of cultural

25
Ibid. , p . 8 .
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change , having a well-established empirical base and fully capable

of disproof because of new evidence . It applies to the real world

and is a very useful tool for prediction. Is it based totally on

observational data? The theory purports to tell us that given a

permissive disturbance to the society, the persons involved will

respond in such and such a way—religiously, politically, militarily.

Such theory has proved itself as an instrument possessing generality

and predictability. That a culture will in all probability respond

according to certain predictable patterns suggests that certain

general statements about motivation, atcitude fomiation and the like,

are possible. It is perhaps a moot point whether or not behavioral

assumptions of various sorts are not actually implicit in the type

of theory under consideration. Individuals inclined to deny the

charge feel as they do because they are opposed to making assumptions

of any kind not directly verifiable by observation. Furthermore,

behavioral assumptions have their locus in the individual. Linking

cultural development in causal fashion with assumptions about

individual behavior would probably compound unverifiability with

unrealism.

Other individuals would be inclined to make a virtue of

implicit behavioral assumptions , on the grounds that these are

precisely the restrictive assumptions required for the "set of

basic equations" described by Samuelson. Machlup , says
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Social phenomena are defined as results of
human action, and all human action is defined
as motivated action. Hence, social phenomena
are explained only if they are attributed to
definite types of action which are "understood"
in terms of the values motivating those who
decide and act. This concern with values—not
values which the investigator entertains but
values he understands to be effective in guiding
the actions which bring about the events he

studies— is the crucial difference between the
social sciences and the natural sciences ....
The social scientist ... is not doing his job

unless he explains changes ... by going back
to . . . decisions .... Explanation in the
social sciences regularly requires the inter-
pretation of phenomena in terms of idealized
motivations of the idealized persons whose
idealized actions bring forth the phenomena
under investigation.-^^

Were an observer trained in the methods of economics to

analyse the problem, he would be likely to construct a model for the

culture, comprising the basic set of behavioral statements stressed

by Sarauelson and Machlup. Ke would build into his model those

characteristics that a researcher plans ahead of time to investigate

in the field: familial, linguistic, political, economic, etc. Then,

taking the culture at some initial position, he would examine the

effects on his model produced by introducing some exogenous disturbance,

Given the functional relationships postulated among the variables, it

would be possible to examine the effects on each of the variables

,

and on the system as a whole as it developed. The model would be

constructed so as to react to a disturbance in ways known through

Fritz Machlup, "Are the Social Sciences Really Inferior?"
The Southern Economic Journal , Vol. XXVII, No. 3 (January, 1961),
p. 176.
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observation to generally occur--for example a period of

disorganization followed by eventual reorganization of the

society. Having postulated a fairly complicated set of inter-

relationships, the investigator could derive a large number of

testable hypotheses from it, since the model being utilized

implies that the results came about by virtue of the postulated

interaction of variables.

This type of analysis would most probably involve a certain

amount of purely implicit theorizing to impart internal consistency

and operational significance to the model. The model would likely

involve certain propositions implicitly at variance with knowledge

derived from other disciplines. These implicit propositions would

have to be carefully noted by the investigator lest he derive

hypotheses from the logic of his model which nonetheless attribute

empirical content to statements where none is intended.

The investigator would also attempt to compare the properties

of his model culture with an identical culture having perhaps only

one difference . This would entail specifying one variable in a

different way. By tracing through the effects of an exogenous

disturbance on this alternate system, the theoretical significance

of the variable in question could be estimated. The working of the

model would no doubt indicate that the culture as a whole is much

more critically dependent on stability in certain segments than others.
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Exploration of the properties of the model would suggest alterations

as its implications were compared with actual experience. Analysis

could proceed along lines of dynamics or comparative statics, although

the former would probably be preferred. Theory developed along these

lines would not conflict with the desire for a patient accretion of

empirical knowledge out of which tentative generalizations are

directly drawn.

Problems of Theory in Archaeology

Problems concerning the relation of theory to data have also

risen in archaeology. For example, William H. Sears complains of

certain archaeologists who

actually present some of the wildest
reconstructions. The reader is suddenly
confronted with a wholly imaginative
detail that could not conceivably be

substantiated from any known archaeolog-
ical data with any currently available
techniques of reconstruction or interpre-

97
tat ion. '^^

Scientific investigation, on the other hand, calls for "fully documented

reconstruction and interpretation." Extrapolations should be made

28
solely on the basis of documentable facts.

27
William H. Sears, "The Study of Social and Religious

Systems in North American Archaeology," Current Anthropology ,

Vol. II, No. 3 (June, 1961), p. 230.

Ibid.
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The question of what an archaeologist can legitimately regard

as a "fact" seems to be a central one in Sears' article. The

"ordinary survey" which produces maps and surface collections of

sherds, configurations of artifacts, positions of layers and the

29
like, are all hard observational data. Yet the realm of fact

also includes inferences which can be drawn directly from the data

when the latter are viewed as the consequence of a specifiable

function. For example, "excavation and analysis of a mound as a

fossilized ceremony rather than as a repository for pots, sherds,

and bones, will allow at least partial reconstruction of the

30ceremonialism and interpretation of it in social terms." Data

must be gathered v:ith an eye towards the use to which it will be

put, because the amount of data that could be gathered is almost

infinite, and otherwise much valuable data will be lost in even

the most meticulous excavation. Since inferences are so intimately

connected with observational data, they may be regarded as empirical

data themselves. The trick is conceptualizing the data-gathering

stage sufficiently so that the most relevant data are preserved.

While viewing a mound as a fossilized ceremony rather than a mere

found object entails some prior theorizing, full correspondence with

empirical data is assumed. For example, inferences on family size

will correspond to a group of observational data including size of

rooms in dwellings.

29 "^n
Ibid., pp. 225, 227. Ibid., p. 227.
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If the data collecting process is modified to permit a wide

range of inferences to assume the same status as hard data, then

much more knowledge can be gained about such things as social

31
structure, religious structure, and religious and cultural patterns.

Nevertheless , this goes only part of the way toward fulfilling the

program Sears has mapped out. The amount of information than can be

extracted directly from these empirical data is limited. "The classes

of evidence and classes of cultural reconstructions and interpretations

32
referred to here arc . . . interrelated. ..." "... reconstruction

33
can only come from joint analysis of several lines of evidence."

"Ceremonial reconstruction" is made possible by empirical investigation

(excavation) according to an existing functional analytic framework.

Social reconstruction and interpretation requires a system of inter-

35
dependent functional relationships. This is recognized (with a

different emphasis) in the following passage.

Regularities in the processes of cultural
development cannot be determined until the
cultures are reconstructed in some degree.
Reconstructions of form, and sequences of
forms , are impossible without the establish-
ment of properly documented , clearly under-
stood units, and their equally clear and
well-documented arrangement in space and
time. Without this foundation, interprela-
tions at more complex levels are apt to be
so erroneous as to invalidate any generaliza-
tions based on them. 35

31 39 33
Ibid . , p. 230. Ibid ., p. 231. Ibid ., p. 229.

3U 3"^

Ibid. Ibid., p. 229, 231.

Ibid. , p. 22^+. Italics added.
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The emphasis here is on cultural reconstruction out of properly

documented parts, as opposed to wild reconstruction based wholly

on imagination. Specifications are apparently not permitted

until completely justified by empirical knowledge. The resulting

theory must be constructed so as to embody only implications with

prior empirical support. On the other hand, it might be prudent

to steer a middle course in the attempt at social reconstruction

and interpretation. There are disadvantages in making interpretations

only on the basis of observational data without prior identification

of postulated interrelationships. An example would be the statistical

correlations between estimated population size and social, religious

37
and political structure, or correlation between community plan

38
and lineage structure. The trouble is, "these resulting functions

between unknowns and parameters could have arisen from an infinity

39
of possible alternative sets of original equations." That is, an

infinity of theoretically conceivable social, religious and political

structures could have given rise to the observed (or inferred)

parameter values. Hence the need to specify the underlying functional

relationships in a theory. Working with a framework formulated on the

basis of partial empirical knowledge, the investigator could iiope for

empirical verification of many of his hypotheses after they have been

formulated, and he would probably always have to be satisfied with a

37 "^fi

Ibid ., p. 221+

.

Ibid . , p. 227.

39
Samuelson, Foundations

, p. 11.
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theory which falters somewhere along the line, even if he doesn't

make a virtue of these deficiencies.

Any researcher willing to go this far might permit the

introduction of some purely theoretical terms if they should prove

useful in elaborating a theory, and if they are understood to be

exactly what they are--purely logical concepts. A little "wild

reconstruction" of this sort might have some merit.

Disputed Questions of Method in Psychoanalytic Theory

We turn now to a consideration of Freudian psychoanalytic theory

in order to give additional application to the position we have been

developing regarding the deductive pattern of scientific theory. In

this section we shall see that psychologists have disputed strongly

over the question: is it valid to construct a theory which embodies

numerous empirically empty statement -forms , or must scientific

activity be restricted to the consideration of theories and hypotheses

composed solely of empirical statement-forms?

UO
B. F. Skinner has argued that science must restrict itself to

the analysis of explicit, quantifiable categories of observable events.

Concepts which do not permit quantification of events, or which obscure

"the many specific properties of the circumstances themselves," are at

. . 41
best pre-scientific . In psychology, the use of systems constructed

40
B. F. Skinner, "Critique of Psychoanalytic Concepts and

Theories," The Validation of Scientific Theories , ed. Philipp G.

Frank (New York: Collier Books, 1961), pp. 110-121.

'^"'"Ibid.
, p. 117.
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out of empirically-empty categories obscures "important details

among the variables of which human behavior is a function and

[leads] to the neglect of important problems in the analysis of

42
behavior as a primary datum. . . . Skinner objects to the use

in psychology of such concepts as "forces, processes, organization,

43
tensions, systems, and mechanisms," or 'libido,' 'cathexis,'

44
. . . 'instinctive or emotional tendencies,' etc. "These all

imply arrangements or relationships among things , but what are the

45
things so related or arranged?" "Perhaps these metaphorical notions

might have been helpful in getting psychoanalytic theory on its feet,"

says Skinner, just as "'essences,' 'forces,' phlogistons,' and 'ethers'

45
were useful m the dawn of other sciences. Yet Skinner denies them

any place in modem theory.

Skinner explains why a concept like instinct, which lacks the

quantifiable dimension he speaks of, is no more respectable than the

phlogiston concept. Apparently every statement-form in a theory must

be "real"-either empirically real or else allegedly real in some way

beyond experience.

No matter what logicians may eventually make
of this mental apparatus, there is little
doubt that Freud accepted it as real rather
than as a scientific construct or theory .

One does not at the age of seventy define
the goal of one's life as the exploration
of an explanatory fiction .

42 4"? 44
Ibid . , p. 120. Ibid . Ibid . , p. 116.

45
Ibid . , p. 120. Italics in original.

45 . 47
Ibid. , p. 112. Ibid. , p. 111. Italics added.
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Skinner's equation of scientific construct with explanatory

fiction reveals to us that he does not admit the presence of

implicitly defined statement-forms having only, but crucial, logical

importance. When Freud talks of libido, instinct, available quantities

of psychic energy and so on , and when we find these to be unquanti-

fiable, then these things must be part of some "pattern of an inner

explanation of behavior." But, he continues, "the pattern of an

inner explanation of behavior is best exemplified by doctrines of

animism. ..." Now animisms are invented to account for the

complicated behavior of complicated organisms, so "inner-determiners"

are invented, such as "'demon,' 'spirit,' 'homunculus ,
' or 'personality.

It is no wonder that Skinner wishes to do away with much of what he

finds objectionable in Freudian theory.

Freud, says Skinner, was aware of environmental and genetic

51
determinants of behavior. But being accustomed to "the traditional

explanatory system ... he was unable to eliminate the pattern from

52
his thinking." Freud has, despite himself, created a merely

pre-scientific system if he is required to make each segment of his

theory quantifiable, and if all non-quantified segments must be

interpreted to assert something literally real. If, on the other

hand, valid methodology permits a theory to be essentially a logical

construct, having no factual content whatever, except what it is

endowed with by virtue of the coordinating definitions given the theory,

.50

^^
Ibid . , p. 113. '^^ Ibid . ^°Ibid.

Ibid. Ibid.
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then Freud is justified in erecting his elaborate theoretical

scheme . He may give it all the explanatory scope he is capable

of, and then give sufficient rules of correspondence to provide

his theory with empirical content. For example, Freud need only

tell us a certain amount about what aspects of human behavior are

explainable in terms of the id, ego, and superego. If the logical

structure of his theory is powerful enough to account for and predict

wide ranges of human behavior, then the theory is successful. He

needn't verify every segment of his theory--only enough of it to

make it operational over a wide range of phenomena. The remaining

uncoordinated statement-forms serve (for the time-being at least)

only a logical function. Freudian psychoanalytic theory fits the

description of a system characterized by a logical framework of wide

scope and incomplete, but far-reaching empirical correspondences.

Freud regarded himself primarily as a psychological theorist;

53
psychoanalysis was for him primarily a systematic theory of personality.

Hall's readable survey of Freudian theory outlines the manner in which

Freud made his basic concepts an integral part of his psychological

system. Else Frenkel-Brunswick acknowledges that many of Freud's basic

concepts, such as unconsciousness, id, superego, or repression "refer

,,54
only indirectly, and not completely ar that, to observable data. . . .

53
Calvin A. Hall, A Primer of Freudian Psychology (New York:

The New American Library, 195U), pp. 5, 19.

514
Else Frenkel-Brunswik , "Confirmation of Psychoanalytic Theories,"

The Validation of Scientific Theories, p. 96.
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Hall says "The names, id, ego, and superego, actually signify nothing

in themselves. They are merely a shorthand way of designating

different processes, functions, mechanisms, and dynamisms within the

55
total personality." Frenkel-Brunswik goes on to say:

Freud seems to have proceeded rather directly to
the building of a hypothetical theoretical structure,
with interpretation lagging somewhat behind; in the
definition of such theoretical constructs as superego,
ego, and id, the major emphasis is on their structural
relationships to one another rather than on their
relationships to observation.^"

In his introduction to Freud's History of the Psychoanalytic

Movement, Philip Rieff says:

This fact or that takes on importance only from
the analytic line along which the facts are
strung out. . . . The first lesson to be learned
from [ The History of the Psychoanalytic Movement]
has little to do with the empirical content of
the argument but rather with its theoretical form.

Against his own cautionary advice , and against
the prejudice of the time, Freud reasserted the
primacy of theory in any debate on the meaning of
the facts.^''

In like manner, Egon Brunswik stresses the great "resolving power"

of psychoanalytic theory in "conceptually bringing together an

58
apparently chaotic variety of behavioral features relevant to life."

^^Hall, pp. 34-35.
^^

Ibid . , p. 104.

57
Philip Rieff, "Introduction," The History of the Psycho-

analytic Movement , and Other Papers [by Sigmund Freud], ed. Philip
Rieff (New York: Collier Books, 1963), pp. 13-14.

58
Egon Brunswik , The Conceptual Framework of Psychology

("Foundations of the Unity of Science," Vol. I, No. 10; Chicago:

The University of Chicago Press, 1952), p. 58.
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Here again we see the stress of systematization over empirical testing

and measurement. Finally, we quote Freud himself concerning his

method of theorizing. Notice that Freud stresses the importance of

skillful conceptualization, and the idea that statement -forms acquire

empirical content as the theory progresses, rather than being empirical

statements from the beginning. Freud says

/Definitions in science_/ are in the nature of
conventions; although everytliing depends on

their being chosen in no arbitrary manner, but
determined by the important relations they have
to the empirical material-relations that we seem
to devine before we can clearly recognize and

demonstrate them. . . . Progressively we must
modify these concepts so that they become widely
applicable and at the same time consistent
logically. Then, indeed, it may be time to
immure them in definitions . . . . The science
of physics furnishes an excellent illustration
of the way in which even those 'basic concepts'
that are firmly established in the form of
definitions are constantly being altered in

their content. ^^

Freud is using the term "definitions" in two senses here.

(They are underlined for reference convenience.) In the first

case he speaks of implicit definitions; statement-forms are

welded into the theoretical structure devoid for the time-being

of empirical content, but giving the theory potential for empirical

explanation. In the second case Freud speaks of the proper time

for supplying a term or statement-form with coordinating definitions

59Sigmund Freud, "Instincts and Their Vicissitudes," cited
by Frenkel-Brunswik, The Validation of Scientific Theories , p. 96.
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or rules of correspondence, thus assigning it specific empirical

content. In the last sentence quoted, Freud explains that the

implicitly defined "basic concepts" of the theory take on new

empirical meanings as knowledge progresses and new coordinating

definitions are required. Frenkel-Brunswik gives us an example.

She states that the concepts of consciousness and unconsciousness

at first called mainly "for a specification of their relationships

C A

within the over-all formal model." At this stage it was desirable

to avoid "confusion concerning mentalistic reification." Accord-

ingly, Freud proposed the use of abstract-looking symbols Cs and Ucs

for the two concepts. In Freud's later writings, however, the terms

"take on a distinct reference to mental qualities." The terms

were given empirical content because of subsequent empirical evidence

for a coordination between unconsciousness on the one hand and id

and superego on the other hand.

Our brief discussion of contentions among psychologists

regarding psychoanalytic theory has indicated that Freud was, despite

Skinner's remarks, a highly conscientious and sophisticated theorist.

We have argued that Freud's method of theorizing exemplifies very

strongly the theoretical method we have been defending in this paper.

Having noted the important parallels between Freudian theory and the

deductive pattern of explanation we have been supporting, we conclude

^°Ibid. , p. 97.
^•'"

Ibid . ^^Ibid . , p. 98.

Ibid.
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that the entire weight of the argument of the present paper bears

against Skinner's position. Freudian theory cannot be written off

as pre-scientific theorizing whose continued influence "has prevented

the incorporation of psychoanalysis into the body of science proper."^'*

Indeed, Frankel-Brunswik 's entire essay shows a striking similarity

of viewpoint and emphasis with the present paper. Throughout her

essay she stresses the value of concepts which refer indirectly and

incompletely to observable data, the extraordinary explanatory

capacity thus made possible, and also the broader aspect of cultural

interpretation which grows out of the framework as constructed by

Freud.

Frenkel-Brunswik informs us of the need for greater formalization

of psychoanalytic theory— the need for a "more systematic differentiation

between basic assumptions and their derivations."^^ Rieff is very

outspoken in his criticism of the current condition of the psychoanalytic

movement in its theoretical aspects. The rich legacy of Freud is not

being developed, in his opinion. It is pertinent to speculate why the

systematic possibilities of Freudian theory are not being more vigorously

exploited by efforts to add rigor and formalism to his groundbreaking

and seminal work. Rieff argues that psychoanalysis has departed from

Freud's original conception of a theoretical system of psychology,

64
Skinner, The Validation of Scientific Theories , p. 120.

65
Frenkel-Brunswik, The Validation of Scientific Theories , p. 103.
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and has become simply a method of psychotherapy. ' The

theoretical aspect has been eclipsed, partly because psychoanalysts

receive an educational background unsuitable for the development of

theoretical acumen. Perhaps also the influence of empirical principles

characteristic of Skinner has discredited a mode of theorizing so

full of statement-forms difficult to give empirical significance.

Freudian and Keynesian Systems Compared

There are other reasons which may help explain the absence of a

strong theoretical tradition along Freudian lines. We will try to

bring out these reasons by comparing the psychoanalytic tradition with

the Keynesian one in economics. Freud's work continued until the late

1930 's. It had only lately begun to take on characteristics which

lend themselves to systematization . As formal theory, it is held to

be deficient in a number of respects, but it is incomparably

original and seminal.

Much the same could be said eibout Keynes, but with a crucial

difference. Two generations of the best theoretical economists

have cast and recast Keynesian theory into various rigorous molds;

they have extended the theory into new areas of application ; they

have generated and tested innumerable empirical hypotheses of increasing

complexity and ingenuity, reasoning along Keynesian lines i they have

produced great masses of statistical series as an outgrowth of

fifi

Rieff, The History of the Psychoanalytic Movement , p. 29,

67
Hall, p. 19.

Frankel-Brunswik , The Validation of Scientific Theories,
pp. 100-101,
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theoretical extension and replication; they have gradually evolved

competing schools of thought which have but remote connection with

the theoretical taproot, but whose development has assured the

continued vitality of economic theorizing.

Why has economics a more active tradition of exploiting the

knowledge derivable from the deductive pattern of explanation, even

though psychology possesses such a rich base? Perhaps it is because

economics lacks two very important advantages native to psychology.

One advantage, peculiar to experimental psychology, is the possession

of a large and vari«^d opportunity for laboratory experimentation.

Laboratory experimentation enables psychologists to work in close

proximity to empirical data. Psychologists have less need to fall

back on speculative theorizing characteristic of economists. The

second advantage, peculiar to Freudian psychologists, is their

opportunity to concentrate their energies on clinical application of

their principles, without having to labor long over the formal

theoretical development of those principles.

Economists , by contrast , lack the advantage of laboratory

experimentation and must fall back on systematic theory out of

necessity to a much greater extent than psychologists. Secondly,

the application of economic principles has proved to be much less

of an immediate possibility than in psychoanalysis. We have, then,

another reason for the greater theoretical propensity among economists

than among psychoanalysts.
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Yet, for all their disadvantages, economists have acquired a

skill at speculative model building and judicious abstraction

69matched by workers in few other disciplines. One can speculate

that the rich possibilities for systematic theorizing provided by

Freud would be farther advanced if psychoanalysts had somehow

acquired the speculative instincts of the economist.

Summary

In the present chapter we have reviewed some of the problems

concerning the structure and empirical content of theory in selected

areas of anthropology and psychology. An attempt has been made to

bring the experience of economic analysis to bear on these questions.

In both physical anthropology and archaeology the need for simplified

theoretical frameworks has been identified. Physical anthropology

has greatly benefited from the adaptation of concepts from related

fields, such as genetics. In archaeology, the advantages of

conceptualization prior to actual excavation are recognized. In each

area, the demand for a strong observational basis at every stage of

investigation has been retained.

Machlup's contention that theory in the social sciences must be

based upon restrictive assumptions about human behavior was advanced

as a possible means of rounding out theoretical models from which

testable hypotheses could be deduced. Restrictive behavioral hypotheses.

69 .

William J. Baumol, "What Can Economic Theory Contribute to
Managerial Economics?" Papers and Proceedings of the American
Economic Association , Vol. LI, No. 2 (May, 1961), p. 143.
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as Samuelson has pointed out , commit the theorist to one type of

explanation for his data out of an infinite number of possible

explanations. The validity of the assumptions and the choice of

variables is assessed by the validity of resultant conclusions when

compared with observation. The theorist must be willing to commit

himself in advance to certain postulates not already possessing

empirical validation. The benefits derived are a large number of

testable hypotheses and a highly versatile explanatory-predictive

framework . While many anthropologists seem to disagree , it is

advanced in this chapter that "advance committments" as described

here, do not violate canons of sound empirical investigation.

The controversy over psychoanalytic theory highlights as well

as any other example in this paper the issues currently debated over

the methods of deductive analysis. Skinner strongly opposes Freud's

resort to a theoretical framework whose every segment cannot be tested

by observed behavior. His absolute rejection of Freud's style of

theorizing is important because Freud's theory, by his own testimony

and that of his interpreters, is similar, even in details, to the

methodological position supported throughout this paper.

The concluding chapter, which follows, condenses the most

important arguments and conclusions in a brief restatement.



CHAPTER VIII

A BRIEF RESTATEMENT

Early Applications of Deductive Theory

If we look back to the early period of modern science, we

observe the deductive pattern of explanation to be one of the most

prevalent devices employed in the search for knowledge about man,

society, or nature. Newton's theory of motion, the economics of

Smith and Ricardo, all in varying degrees sought to explain their

subjects by means of hypotheses derived logically from central

principles related in theoretical systems that bore on amazingly

diverse ranges of activity. We have told how the success of these

systems earned them prestige that influenced many succeeding

generations of investigators as they sought to extend their under-

standing into new and uncharted areas. In the wake of the first

modem scientific discoveries came a natural philosophy whose goal

was the encompassing of the entire range of experience under one, or

a few, comprehensive systems. This faith in the power of abstract

reasoning was richly rewarded. The Newtonian model proved very

successful in yielding accurate predictions concerning the movements

of material objects under the influence of a variety of identifiable

forces

.
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Whatever limitations might subsequently be revealed in the

deductive pattern of explanation, it had certainly proved that

judicious abstraction and logical reasoning is a powerful instrument

for gaining knowledge. There was another important but less favorable

consequence, however. Data of experience that showed no capability

of systematic explanation was likely to be deemed unimportant.

Empirical verification became less important than achieving a compre-

hensive explanatory framework

.

The primary goal of natural or social philosophy seemed to be

the attainment of comprehensible order out of the apparent chaos of

everyday existence . Knowledge of particulars were important , not so

much in themselves as in their role as building blocks of the final

intellectual edifice. Facts were important insofar as they contributed

to the principles which were to form the system. In the natural

sciences, moreover, deduction from these principles had always seemed

adequate to account for a wide range of facts . New factual discoveries

within the established scope of a natural science had not, and were not

expected to challenge the validity of the science within that scope.

For the social sciences, an ideal model for the attainment of

knowledge was provided. Since all of nature was believed governed by

rational laws, it seemed to follow that similar laws governing society

awaited discovery. New facts would constantly turn up, but none would

be expected to challenge the established theory of social science.
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The establishment of a comprehensive deductive framework revealing

the rational mechanism guiding social activity became the goal of

theoretical activity, therefore. The social scientist could rest

his case with a framework which generated basic understanding of

specific hypotheses consistent with the most basic beliefs

characteristic of the era in question. Veblen and Viner have explained

how Smith and other great figures of the classical era regarded the

attainment of a complete "mirror of nature" as the point where they

sensed the fulfillment of their task, despite their outstanding ability

to observe specific events. Nagel has told of the attempts of

early-modem physical scientists to incorporate all areas of the

physical world into the mechanical model of Newton. Santillana and

Zilsel have clarified the pervasive characteristics of scientific

activity in general during the early period: the construction of a

mirror of nature which, once attained, would constitute the final

chapter of theoretical activity. So long as basic new data contra-

dictory to existing theoretical systems in physical science were not

unearthed, the rationalist goal was secure. Physicists could continue

to reduce all physical knowledge to Newton's mechanical model.

The Period of Transition

But new data did appear. When knowledge of electromagnetic

phenomena and the discontinuous nature of subatomic particles were

discovered, the rationalist goals were undermined. It became a
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basic premise that new facts would contradict and undermine

established rational systems designed to reveal the rational

underpinnings of nature. Data had to be sought, not simply to

provide new instances of verification of known hypotheses, but to

test again and again the ability of theory to predict adequately

and accommodate new facts. Empirical knowledge took on a new and

greatly expanded position in the theoretical world view, and this

event constituted a revolution in scientific activity.

The same revolution had to take place in the social sciences.

As late as the 1920 's Alfred Marshall could assure his contemporaries

that the major theoretical groundwork in economics had been laid, and

that all that remained was to round out the picture by fitting in much

of the remaining detail. But too many challenges to the prevailing

attitude toward society, inherited selectively from preceeding

generations, had been accumulating, and a major depression laid to

rest once and for all the notion that human behavior is subject to

laws from which can be deduced the course of economic events. From

that time forward, a theoretical system was only as good as its ability

to suggest and correctly interpret recurring events in a world which

refused to stand still at the behest of any particular philosophical

orientation

.

The summary treatment given to these issues in the present paper

hardly does justice to the complexities involved. Nevertheless, a

major intent of the paper will have been achieved if it is realized
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that the empirical revolution through which the entire field of

scientific investigation passed has raised crucial difficulties

with deductive theory as a method of scientific investigation. One

difficulty is that deductive theories formulated during an era when

empirical analysis was less important, and still subject to severe

methodological limitations , embodies numerous segments devoid of

empirical content, and not adaptable to quantification. In the view

of many modem critics , this fact alone has made much of the older

theoretical work obsolete from a scientific point of view. A closely

related difficulty springs from the revolution in method just described;

it has to do with the goals of scientific analysis. Deductive theory

of the early modem period sought to reveal the underlying rational

plan believed to lie behind all nature--animate or inanimate. Yet the

very concept of such unity in nature is now recognized as a notion

essentially beyond empirical demonstration. Furthermore, to contrive

a mirror for the alleged rational structure of nature , it has always

been necessary to weave into the analysis a number of logical and

metaphysical strands having no empirical function whatever. It follows

then, according to these critics, that the long sought-after goal of

unified explanation must be rejected if the new, empirical canons of

reliable knowledge are to be adhered to as methods.

Both of these criticisms seem to imply that the deductive pattern

of explanation must be jettisoned or radically overhauled to be useful,
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that the older work is obsolete scientifically, and that the

vestigial elements currently present in scientific analysis must

be eliminated. They also imply that the goals of scientific analysis

are essentially the modest ones of generating testable empirical

hypotheses rather than the rather pretentious one of discovering the

nature of ultimate reality.

In brief, the empirical revolution raised very fundamental

problems for both the natural and social sciences. A considerable

literature has grown up in the philosophy of science in response to

these problems. The impression is gained, however, that the response

has been considerably more extensive and systematic with respect to

the natural sciences. This is, perhaps, somewhat surprising, since

the social sciences are just as crucially affected. In any event, it

is believed that conceptualizing the problem in a manner such as is

attempted in this paper facilitates th«> use of the entire literature

for the benefit of problems in the social sciences.

Continuity pf Analytic Technique in Economic Theory

These considerations are especially important to deductive

economics , because modern economic theory shares with its predecessors

much of their methods, terms and techniques, and also the same goals to

a remarkable extent. Deductive systems based on a small number of

axiomatic statements about human motivation, behavior, institutions.
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and the like, are still prominent. The work of Smith, Ricardo,

Malthus , Marx, Marshall, Schumpeter, and Keynes come to mind

immediately. Terms and concepts such as profit maximization, the

"firm," diminishing returns, utility, may be mentioned. Maximization

and marginalist notions have retained their central theoretical

positions in many areas where their direct empirical verification has

been more or less abandoned. Furthermore, the basic goal of making

understandable and interpreting for each era the apparently chaotic

whirl of economic activity has motivated each generation of economists.

We have seen how Adam Smith did it , how Marx and Keynes did it , and

how extremely important has been the cultural impact of their theories.

Today, much current debate at both the popular and scholarly level turns

on the cultural orientation of various economic theories. There are

numerous instances of frenzy distilled from the cultural views embedded

in the theories of many an academic scribbler.

It would, upon a moment's reflection, be difficult to deny that

economics retains a strong relationship to its forerunners of the early

modem era. We have seen how George Stigler has explained the special

importance of cumulative development in economic theory. Stigler

suggests that the major problems of economic theory were sketched out

by Adam Smith, and that theoretical progress has been accomplished by

the work of successive generations of economists building upon the

most useful work of their predecessors. The passage of time often

obscures the original intention of the innovator as new contexts and
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techniques are developed, but seminal theoretical innovations retain

their lasting influence . This "internal autonomy" of theoretical

economics is more fundamentally important than the great historical

events and current policy problems that absorb the transitory attention

of each generation. We have in this paper assigned particular

importance to the perennial nature of key economic concepts, especially

insofar as they carry over into the era when empirical content has

taken on such heightened importance . We have found numerous examples

of concepts believed at their inception to contain vital factual

significance , and believed to establish once and for all the direction

of future investigation. Utility theory is perhaps the outstanding

example. It purported to establish the key empirical entity to be

defined and counted—the unit of pleasure—and it postulated the

philosophy or psychology which essentially explains human motivation.

The early ambitions of utility theory have been discredited; its

philosophical explanation and its empirical program have been rejected

by modem researchers. Yet we find repeated and pervasive references

to total utility, marginal utility, and the like in modem economic

theory. Economists do not abandon it because it is such a convenient

analytic device. A concept that once had far-reaching implications

concerning human nature and society is now a cog in what Marshall

termed the economic engine of analysis. Utility is only one such

concept that has undergone this Stiglerian evolution in economic theory.

Leo Rogin
, The Meaning and Validity of Economic Theory: A

Historical Approach (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955). In this
book , Rogin expresses an opposing viewpoint

.
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In the minds of many writers , there is a contradiction

between the modern requirements for reliable empirical knowledge

and the traditional goals and techniques of deductive economic

theory. The metaphysical preconceptions and over-ambitious goals

of the early era are inappropriate to modem science. They hold that

one important reason why economics has lagged behind t"ne hard sciences

is because economists cling so tenaciously to so many soft concepts.

We have examined the thesis that modern empirical methods have

made necessary a drastic revision of theoretical goals. This thesis

implies that economists must distinguish between economic philosophy

and economic science. What was once part of the same intellectual

effort—the making of philosophy and the making of science—must now

be recognized as two separate and distinct activities. The bifurcation

of activities has been made necessary by the immensely more complicated

task of properly handling facts

.

To anyone who has read Joan Robinson's Economic Philosophy there

is little room for doubt that economic theory is uniquely qualified

as a vehicle of ideology. The whole book is a documentation of the

fact that economics "has always been a vehicle for the ruling ideology

2of each period as well as partly a method of scientific investigation."

Consequently, "it is necessary to clear the decaying remnants of

3
obsolete metaphysics out of the way before we can go forward."

2
Robinson, Economic Philosophy , p. 1.

3
Ibid. , p . 146

.
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Robinson's work is one of the best available criticisms of economic

theory from the standpoint of its ideological content. Myrdal's

The Political Element in the Development of Economic Theory is a

highly erudite treatise that makes a similar important point : that

a great deal of traditional economic theory has purported to establish

norms scientifically. The great fallacy inherent in the attempt to

establish norms scientifically is the belief that moral principles

can be deduced from axioms or self-evident truths. Suffice it to say

that Myrdal has made his point; no time need be taken to argue that

such activity is a blemish on the record of economic theory, early or

contemporary

.

We must grant the points that Robinson and Myrdal have made;

economic theory offers many examples of work which falls far short of

acceptable standards of scientific analysis. At the same time, we

know that early theorists did a great deal of outstanding work in

relating facts to analytic systems of analysis, even when viewed by

modern standards. Critics of the traditional analysis, with its

particular combination of goals and methods, will say that the early

economists achieved scientifically valid results in spite of their

over-ambitious goals. Our argument indicates that the deductive

tradition in economic theory need not suffer a basic reduction in

interpretive scope, that some of the finest modem work successfully

combines modem methods with traditional goals , and that the Stiglerian

tendency of cumulative and sometimes rather insular development of

economic theory has sound methodological justification.
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Traditional Goals and Modem Methods;
Resolving the Problem

Especially pertinent to the discussion is the work of

Erwin Schrbdinger, discussed briefly in a previous chapter. In a

particularly important way, Schrodinger's views on the development

of scientific theory are similar to Stigler's. Schrodinger places

great stress on historical continuity in the development of

physical theory. He views with considerable misgiving the tendency

among numerous contemporary investigators to cut themselves off from

their theoretical predecessors. These theorists concentrate their

attention on problems of current and immediate interest , working

quite independently of any "main stream" or theoretical tradition.

They do so in the belief that approaching new and rather unique

problems with complete freedom to innovate maximizes their ability to

achieve formulations that successfully predict new findings and

account conveniently for known data. Their preoccupation with

problems of current empirical interest is fully consistent with the

belief that modem science must operate exclusively within the rather

limited sphere of immediate empirical objectives. Certainly, the

limited objectives of these analysts does not replace deductive

theory with isolated low-level hypotheses. What it does is restrict

the goals or scope of the deductive system to immediate empirical

requirements

.
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What is important about Schrodinger 's position is his

belief that traditional theoretical goals need not be rejected

in order to properly comply with empirical exigencies. He sees

in physical theory the same continuity of development that Stigler

finds in economics. What's more, he sees great value in preserving

this continuity. Schro'dinger says "all science is bound up with

human culture in general, and . . . scientific findings, even those

which at the moment appear the most advanced and esoteric and

difficult to grasp, are meaningless outside their cultural context."

Any theoretical science which neglects its connection with the rest

of mankind will eventually atrophy.

Schrodinger believes that it is all too easy for scientists to

forget the great importance that scientific activity has h^d in forming

the general Western world-view. The most basic goal of science remains

quite similar to what it has always been, in Schrodinger 's view: "a

comprehensive picture of the subject under investigation, a picture

which becomes ever more distinct , lucid and clearly understood in its

, ,,5interrelation

.

Schrodinger preserves thp traditional, or "rationalist" scope

of scientific theory in the face of the empirical revolution and

the concomittant drift from these goals on the part of many scientists.

We saw, in our first encounter of Schrodinger 's ideas, that he

subordinates any particular empirical finding to the theory which

Schro'dinger, What Is Life? pp. 132-133,

^Ibid. , p. 197,
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predicted it or accounts for it; the primary goal of scientific

theory is the cumulatively developing comprehensive picture of

nature that the scientist is able to evolve. Hence the need for

continuity of development rather than splintering theory so as to

handle most conveniently each particular empirical problem as it

arises. But the comprehensive theoretical picture must be validated

by the only test which can be reliably applied to findings of any

kind—empirical verification. Scientific explanation in the

contemporary sense stands on an altogether different footing than

before; the scientist is never permitted to rest his efforts with

the assurance that his job is finished, simply because he has an

impressive and comprehensive axiomatic system that yields results

that he and his generation approve of. Empirical testing has become

the touchstone of any explanatory system.

For the logical empiricists, prediction is both touchstone and

goal of scientific investigation. That is, there is no theoretical

goal beyond producing empirical hypotheses, and their validation is

the factor by which the theory is evaluated; that is, it is the

touchstone. For the rationalists of the early modem period,

comprehensive explanation—the "picture"—was both touchstone and

goal. That is, the empirical or predictive goal was of secondary

importance, and did not enter into the validation of the theory in

any essential way. For Schrodinger, the modern rationalist, the

"picture" is the goal, prediction is the touchstone. In other words,

no matter how impressive the logical structure of the theory, it must

be rejected in the absence of empirical validation. The "picture"
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must come under intense and continuous examination, just as much

as the specific research conclusions reached within the larger

framework. The scientists' comprehensive picture of nature must

remain just as tentative and contingent as empirical hypotheses

derived from specific scientific investigations.

We have seen many examples drawn from economics and the

physical sciences of how theoretical structures have become

established in pursuit of extra-empirical goals. It is perhaps a

moot point which goals are more important: the empirical, predictive

ones, or the extra-empirical ones. But there can be no conclusive

criticism of theorists who pursue extra-empirical goals in their

theoretical orientations, so long as the empirical aspect of their

work remains sound. According to this line of reasoning, the

economist is free to retain the goal of revealing to his contemporaries

the cultural dimension of economic activity.

Deductive Analysis and the Problem of Ideology

We have discussed ways in which a theoretical system becomes an

ideology. It was asserted th^t ideologies are prone to spring from

deductive theories not because of defects inherent in the deductive

pattern of explanation, but because acceptance of the "explanatory"

aspect of these theories is not subordinated to the continued

empirical acceptability of the theory. A theory which has no

empirical moorings at all is a purely metaphysical construct and has
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no scientific value whatever. A good explanatory system is vulnerable

on empirical grounds, though not necessarily concerning every

proposition contained in the theory. The early scientific theories

of the modern era had less defense against ideological encroachment

than theories postdating the empirical revolution , because they only

had to be impressively comprehensive and satisfy a few eclectically

chosen facts. In contemporary analysis, the explanatory model, if

it exists at all, is embedded in a predictive theory. All aspects

of the structure stand or fall together. There is much in Marx,

for example, that permits empirical verification, such as the

proposition that real wages never rise in the long run. That Marxian

economics still stands as an explanatory system even though substantial

portions of it are discredited empirically attests to its ideological

power. If Marxian theory contained no capacity to explain factual

knowledge or predict future observable events , it would be merely a

metaphysical system. Such is not the case. If it succeeded as an

ongoing empirical tool, its interpretive dimension would merit the

strong attention it receives. Such is apparently not the case,

although it has made valuable contributions. That the Marxian system

receives wide allegiance at the explanatory level by vast aggregations

of persons incapable of caring about its empirical validity attests

to its power as an ideology. Prior to the empirical revolution, all

that could be done with a Marx was erect a competing system of equal
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magnitude--one which could command equal respect as an explanatory

system and embody the "right" outlook. People of these generations,

even to some extent the most honest and learned of men, were much

less conditioned as a matter of intellectual habit to systematically

appeal to the developing course of day-to-day mundane events to test

the validity of theoretical systems. It would be an unfair and

distorted oversimplification to push this statement too far; neverthe-

less it is more characteristic of the rationalist era than our own,

and our own era does not have a remarkably outstanding record. Even

under the best circumstances, it will undoubtedly take a long time for

a scientifically critical attitude toward the interpretive content of

theoretical systems to become part of the intellectual equipment of

the community at large. Yet the need for this achievement is never

likely to disappear, and if Schrodinger 's conviction about the impact

of science upon our fundamental world-view is correct , then there is

reason for optimism.

A theory may fail at the explanatory level while enjoying

success at the predictive level. Einstein and Schrodinger have made

this criticism of quantum theory. But Schrodinger, the modem

rationalist, has taught that the converse is not admissible. Theory

cannot offer explanation without predicting. Prediction is the

essential touchstone. Samuelson makes the point that "explanations"

are sooner or later replaced by descriptive theories that illuminate

an even wider area. Whether or not Samuelson has succeeded in proving

his contention that the search for "deeper explanations" is a futile
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quest, his remark emphasizes the contingent nature of scientific

theory at any level it may operate.

The Empirical Basis of Modem Deductive Method

We turn now to a summary of the distinctive features of the

deductive pattera of explanation which adapt it to the tasks and

properties we have been describing. Another passage from Schrodinger

will serve to show the close connection between the scope and goals

of scientific theory on the one hand, and the methods of deductive

analysis on the other hand. Schrodinger says that if we are

interested in a comprehensive picture, "the coherence would be

utterly destroyed if we felt bound by pangs of conscience to omit all

that is not directly ascertained or cannot, if so desired, be confirmed

by sense perception; if we felt bound to formulate all propositions

in such a way that their relations to sense perceptions were immediately

manifest." From this proposition we can determine an important

characteristic of the deductive form of analysis. Schrodinger puts

it this way, reasoning analogously from the "historical" sciences,

such as archaeology. "[There] will remain, from the standpoint of

science, an unverifiable mental construct created to establish a

correlation between all the encountered records and remnants and to

assign to them their proper place within the larger context of the

7
history of civilization."

^Ibid. "^Ibid. , p. 193.
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It is the presence of unverifiable mental constructs, the

forms they take and the functions they perform that will occupy

us in this section of our summary. Economic theory has many

unverifiable constructs, as every critic has pointed out. Moreover,

these constructs frequently have the most real appearance. Amounts

of utility achieved by persons whose only goal in life is to maximize

pleasure derived from incomes paid by firms whose only goal is to

maximize profits by hiring homogeneous factors of production whose

contribution diminishes at a well-defined margin constitutes a

bewildering array of unreality to lay and professional critics of

economic theory alike.

In his chapter "Experimental Laws and Theories" Ernest Nagel

states "... some of the most impressively comprehensive explanatory

systems of the physical sciences are notoriously not about matters

p
that would ordinarily be characterized as 'observable'. . . ." Nagel

does not mean to suggest that scientific theories "tend in the limit

to become empty of all content as their range of application becomes

more inclusive." What he means is that "a theory seeks to formulate

a highly general structure of relations that is invariant in a wide

9
variety of experimentally different situations. ..." Within the

general framework the theorist can make a very wide variety of special

restrictive assumptions in order to apply the theory to numerous

diverse observable situations. A theoretical law, or theory, may

g
Nagel, Structure of Science, p* 79,

^Ibid. , p. 104,
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therefore be said to be wider than any particular observable data

that it predicts or accounts for. This neither confirms nor denies

the proposition that a theory is wider than all possible observable

events. It merely means that the events that a theory can predict

or account for, i.e., "explain," are likely to be so diverse that no

particular set of restrictive assumptions will permit the theory its

widest range of application. In other words, it is impossible to

pin each term in a theory down to one particular empirical application

without unduly restricting its application or "explanatory power."

We may go still further. A theory may possess terms or statement-forms

for which no empirical association is provided. These terms or

statement -forms are necessary in order to elaborate the structure of

the theory to give it logical completeness and empirical comprehensive-,

ness.

There is no unique way in which a comprehensive theory may be

articulated, so the particular logic structure will owe much to the

special objectives and idiosyncrasies of its inventor, as Hertz

pointed out. In practice, theories are seldom spelled out in complete

formal detail. It is more typical to find many of the logical steps

omitted. Instead the theory is stated in terms of a model suitable

for a particular application of the theory. For this reason it

frequently happens that more attention is paid to the empirical

segments of a theory as applied to some particular problem than to

the underlying logical framework which more properly constitutes the
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theory itself. It is common for uncritical persons to overlook the

fact that such models for theories usually contain terms or

statement-forms which give names or make statements about things

which, strictly speaking, have never been observed. Nagel discusses

many such examples from the physical sciences.

In itself, a theory is nothing but an "abstract relational

structure." Within the logical framework which is the theory,

there are a number of nonlogical terms and statement -forms which have

no meaning except as derived from their place within the theory. The

only meaning these terms have is given to them by the theory itself;

the terms are said to be implicitly defined.

. . . insofar as the basic theoretical terms
are only implicitly defined by the postulates
of the theory, the postulates assert nothing,
since they are statement-forms rather than
statements (that is, they are expressions
having the form of statements without being
statements), and can be explored only with
the view to deriving from them other state-
ment-forms in conformity with the rules of
logical deduct ion. •''^

Implicit definition of terms is obviously not sufficient. A

theory possessing only implicit definitions would have no contact

with the results of experimental science. And yet the hallmark of

a good scientific theory is its ability to subsume a large and diverse

measure of empirical data. Empirical knowledge differs from "theoretical

knowledge" in that it is valid independently of the means used to

10,.,.,
Ibid. , p. 91.
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discover or interpret it; connection established between

empirical regularities and theories. "If the theory is to be

used as an instrument of explanation and prediction, it must

somehow be linked with observable materials."

In order to make his theory an instrument of prediction, the

theorist must specify, at least tacitly, what segments of the theory

are to be regarded as the counterpoints of empirical data. For

example, a line in the spectrum may be associated with the jump of

an electron from one permissible orbit to another in the atom. The

theoretical notion of electron jump is thus associated with the

experimental notion of spectral line. Nagel gives the name "rules

of correspondence" or "coordinating definitions" to the association

of unobserved concepts with observable data. Which segments of the

theory are given rules of correspondence depends upon the particular

application being given to the theory at the time. As experimental

knowledge progresses, old coordinating definitions are dropped and

new ones supplied. Or perhaps a new coordinating definition is given

to a term in the theory which had long remained only implicitly

defined. The flexibility and versatility that scientific theory

derives from its structure is one of its outstanding characteristics.

The terms "atom" and "electron" are good examples in the physical

sciences. From the time of Democritus or Dalton to the present day

the concept "atom" has changed many times. Many times the term has

been stripped of past connotations to be incorporated in fresh

•'''''Ibid., p. 93.
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theoretical contexts having but remote connections with previous

theories. When Samuelson quoted Hertz to the effect that the only

meaning "electron" had was the meaning given it by the logical

position of the symbol in Maxwell's electromagnetic equations, he

was acknowledging the fact that electron was at that time a purely

theoretical term. It was only later that the term acquired

associations with experimental data, such as provided by Hertz,

Millikin, Thomson and others.

Abuses of Deductive Method: Real and Imagined

Such are the distinctive features of scientific theorizing that

we believe to be especially important in evaluating the methods and

goals of deductive economic analysis. Earlier in this chapter we

reviewed certain criticisms of economic analysis from the standpoint

of theoretical goals. We may now summarize the significance of these

criticisms with respect to theoretical method. At the simplest level

is the popular criticism of economics, which holds that it is too far

removed from the real world and describes activity that simply can't

be found to occur in actual life. Economics is, like other social

sciences, vulnerable to this level of criticism because it has

developed rather esoteric and technical meanings for familiar words

which are applied to familiar subjects. The result is doubly

disconcerting to the layman, who feels that his own common sense must

certainly be worth more. At a different level, Robinson's criticisms
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of non-empirical, hence metaphysical, terms and statements, have

been reviewed. We concluded that part of her criticism is based

essentially on methodological principles which we have chosen to

reject. Robinson, for example, seems to place too much emphasis on

the metaphysical side of concepts like utility and Keynesian liquidity

preference. Utility theory, as she so skillfully points out, has had

its metaphysical abuses. But it is not a piece of metaphysics simply

because it has been shown to be devoid of empirical content. Robinson

nowhere discusses the function of the concept as an implicitly defined,

uncoordinated term in the logical structure of the theory. She seems

to adopt a much more stringent empirical criterion: only propositions

that are capable of being falsified by evidence have any place in the

empirical sciences. Liquidity preference is likewise for her a

metaphysical device. She sees it as a useful concept to "get the theory

on its feet" but not as essential to the theoretical structure. This

doesn't go far enough. As Dillard pointed out, liquidity preference

is vital to Keynes' theoretical framework, aside from its ultimate

empirical status. By means of it, Keynes introduced the vital idea

that monetary activity can have important effects upon income and

employment, a revolutionary departure from classical theory. It also

has provided the basis for empirical and theoretical research that

continues to this day. And yet the concept is laconically stated and

deeply embedded in the fundamental theoretical structure.
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Our review of the well-known Clapham-Pigou discussion very

clearly illustrates the same issues. Clapham argued that the law

of diminishing returns is a clearly labeled box nicely arranged with

a lot of other boxes on the shelves of economic theory. Open the box,

however, and nothing is inside. This is the trouble with much of

economic theory, argued Clapham. His point seems clear enough.

Diminishing returns is neatly ensconced in the frame, but doesn't

really contribute anything. Clapham, in effect, was adopting the

methodological position advocated by Robinson: only empirical

propositions are legitimate candidates for empirical science.

Pigou's reply is fully consistent with the methodological position

taken in this paper. He admitted the practical impossibility of

clearly identifying an example of diminishing returns in actual

operation. The real world is too cluttered up with technological

advancement and other obfuscating events to permit positive identification.

Yet the concept is so vital to the underlying logical framework of

microeconomic theory that its removal would be destructive. Its value

as an implicitly defined statement-form is sufficient to justify its

presence in the theory." It is the theory as a whole, rather than

individual segments within the theory, that must have valid empirical

significance. Clapham's rejoinder that he felt justified in criticizing

particular parts of a theory is a reiteration of his more stringent

empirical position.
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12 13The work of Cyert and March, and Modigliani illustrate

the fact that the rules of correspondence given economic theory in

one application will not be suitable for every application of the

theory. Cyert and March are primarily interested in developing a

theory of the firm which takes into account such things as its complex

organizational structure, lines of authority, complex objectives, and

the like. To these ends the traditional theory of the firm contributes

little understanding. There is no organizational structure in the

traditional "firm," and it has only one uncomplicated motive. The

traditional firm doesn't exist except in the mind of the economist;

real world firms simply don't act the way the traditional theorist says

they do. Traditional theory does not direct its attention to the

day-to-day problems of the business manager. Yet Cyert and March are

not merely engaging in facile popular criticism when they point these

things out ; they realize that traditional theory is designed to

answer different sorts of questions—questions relating to economy-wide

problems such as resource allocation under different market structures.

For theory with these objectives, it is appropriate that the "firm" be

simply an implicitly defined entity in the theory. Modigliani draws

essentially the same distinctions and conclusions as Cyert and March.

12
Cyert and March, A Behavioral Theory of the Firm .

13
Modigliani , Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic

Association , Vol. LI, No. 2, p. 158.
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A new and differently structured theory is needed to answer the

different set of questions. (The two types of theory—normative

and positive, as they are sometimes called--are not actually this

separate and distinct in practice. Each has a considerable amount

to say about the primary concerns of the other, as is amply

testified to in the literature.)

Rejoinder to Major Critique of Modem Deductive Method

The criticisms of Clapham and Robinson concerning the empirical

requirements of theory foreshadow Samuelson's critique. Samuelson has

expounded what we have called a "strong empirical position" with regard

to theory. He explains in some detail his position that a theory has

no room for statement-forms lacking valid empirical content. A theory

is a completely empirical instrument , with respect to its assumptions

on the one hand, and its conclusions on the other hand. As a matter

of fact, Samuelson disparages the distinction between a theory and its

conclusions; these are really identical. The conclusions of a theory

cannot enjoy any empirical significance not already possessed by the

theory itself, and conversely. If a theory entails certain empirically

invalid conclusions, then the theory, or at least the invalid portion

of it, must be jettisoned. Only the minimal set of assumptions giving

rise to the complete set of empirically valid conclusions has justifica-

tion in a scientific theory. Everything else must be stripped away by

Occam's razor. It may be that apparently superfluous assumptions will

justify themselves in time. We may therefore suspend judgment on them

for the time being.
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Since a theory is a completely empirical instrument in

Samuelson's view, it is only to be expected that he emphasizes his

aversion to inflated "explanatory" pretentions on the part of

scientific theory. Explanation in the sense rejected by Samuelson

means any alleged significance beyond the ascertainable observable

events summarized or predicted by the theory. Samuelson stresses

the conviction shared by modem logical empiricists that any goals

ascribed to scientific theory beyond the description of observable

regularities is not only futile, but detrimental to the progress of

knowledge as well.

In support of his position, Samuelson cites the work of such

distinguished scientists as Mach , Pierce, Hertz and Bridgman, some

of whom have been reviewed very briefly in this paper. In his most

recent contribution to the discussion, Samuelson cites the work of

Ernest Nagel, used so extensively in this paper, as support for his

14
position

.

We have stated our views of Samuelson's position and have

rejected his "strong empirical principle" in favor of a "weak

empirical principle." There is one critical difference between

these two positions. Whereas Samuelson insists upon empirical

content for every statement-form appearing in a theory, we follow

Nagel in making an essential distinction between the factual

14
Paul A. Samuelson, "Professor Samuelson on Theory and

Realism: Reply," The American Economic Review , Vol. LV, No. 5

(December, 1965), pp. 116U-1172.
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consequences of a theory and the completely extra-factual logical

framework that forms the basis for empirical investigation. If,

following Nagel, we look carefully into the formal properties of

deductive theory, we find that the theory, standing by itself, is

a pre-scientific instrument of analysis . It has no empirical content

,

and none can be inferred from it. Rules of correspondence must be

introduced to enable the analyst to draw factual conclusions, C"

,

from the logical framework, B. When rules of correspondence, Ri

,

are added to the underlying frame, B, we get B + Ri->B*, a theory with

some specified empirical content. That the set of coordinating

definitions, [R] , can be specified in many different ways for the

theory B, is what gives B so many "degrees of freedom," i.e., so many

different modes of application among diverse empirical situations.

It is what makes a theory "wider than its conclusions," as Machlup

put it. Samuelson makes no distinction in his recent writing between

B and B"; he admits only B>''. We have examined how the introduction

of the distinction forces us to abandon Samuelson 's logic, which we

find valid only for the case he has identified, i.e., no distinction

between B and 3".

Why do we distinguish between Samuelson 's strong position as

opposed to our weak one? The answer is that for Samuelson, all

statement-forms x^C B must possess empirical content. Following Nagel,

we maintain that only some s.C B need coordinating definitions such

that B + R.->B"*-*C'''. The weak empirical position gives greater
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generality to theory than does Samuelson's latest methodological

statement. The reason is that there is an almost indefinitely

large set of [B + R.] which yield B" of different characteristics

applicable to widely differing circumstances. B is invariant;

B" takes on many different forms. But while B itself once

formulated is invariant under its many diverse specifications,

nevertheless B may be formulated in a number of different ways,

each way possessing promising empirical possibilities. Which B is

best can be determined only by the ultimate touchstone—empirical

performance. And there is little to be said on these methodological

grounds against ulterior (extra-empirical) motivation determining

a theorist's choice of theoretical structure, B.

In a way we are back where we started: it appears as though

one's choice of methodology is determined in large measure by one's

attitude about the nature and purpose of theorizing, and how many

pitfalls one is willing to risk in pursuit of one's values. There

is no one unique scientific method against which all scientific

endeavor can be measured. Different methodologies will be developed

to formalize the explanation of different methods of research. The

choice that any individual or school makes must in the last analysis

be an eclectic one. Our choice of methodological principles reflects

(As we saw earlier, in Foundations , Samuelson explains how
the use of analogy permits considerable generality. Yet his
distinction in Foundations between the logical structure of theory
and its empirical counterpart appears to be missing in his most
recent writing.)
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the belief that the extra-empirical goals so boldly worked

for by earlier workers are still important goals today. It

reflects the belief that the returns accruing to economists

working within well-established theoretical traditions are so

high that their work will continue to stubbornly resist critical

onslaughts based on different methodologies , as has happened in

the past. Samuelson simply throws out too many babies with the

bath. The Stiglerian tradition of deductive theorizing is a

prominent one, and justifies the eclectic choice of methodology

made here . There is much modem work being done in economics that

closely follows the orientation of Samuelson and the logical

empiricists. The diversity is evident in the physical sciences

and the rest of the social sciences. There is nothing unhealthy

about this diversity; it is simply myopic for any one camp to

proclaim—my theory of theories above all others. It is reasonable

to expect diversity of theoretical techniques to continue in the

future. But there seems to be no conclusive reason to write off

the traditionally-oriented deductive system as a thing of the past.

Much of the most important work in economics, as elsewhere, has

been of that form. It is reasonable to expect future recurrences

of important new systems to reflect developments in analytical

technique, social organization and outlook.
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Deductive Analysis in the Social Sciences

When the social scientist formulates the restrictive behavioral

assumptions and the interdependent functional relationships that

constitute deductive theory, he has constructed a theoretical

structure which is operationally significant. Operationally signifi-

cant theory is theory from which can be deduced empirical hypotheses

capable of being refuted. Both the generality and the operational

significance of a deductive theory depend on its postulated

behavioral relationships. Hence, a distinguishing characteristic of

the social sciences is their commitment to explanation of events in

terms of motivated behavior. The influence of motivated behavior

is coextensive with the scope of explanation in the social sciences.

When physical anthropologists realized the need to bring together

into a unified theory of evolution the basic variables drawn from the

life sciences and the science of culture, human evolution became part

of the social sciences proper. At that point also, human evolution

became a subject capable of treatment in terms of deductive analysis.

The experience of the economist provides one suggestion as to how

this may be accomplished.

There is nothing obvious that problems of evolutionary theory

faced by the physical anthropologist are formally similar, for example.
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to problems of national income theory faced by the economist. Yet,

we have seen that basic to each is an understanding of motivated

behavior which in turn is fundamentally influenced by the cultural

milieu of the community being investigated. Motivated behavior is

"understood" in the social sciences in terms of the values believed

to guide the actions which have brought about the events being studied.

When Machlup points these facts out , he is asserting something that is

by no means obvious . Yet it is perhaps one of the most fundamental

postulates of deductive analysis in the social sciences, because it

is the basis for any belief in the efficacy of deductive theory.

Economics became a social science in the modern sense when it

discarded teleological reasoning more or less characteristic of

theoretical systems prior to Keynes. The reason, of course, is that

teleological reasoning retains a fundamental commitment to the

discovery of laws external to and beyond the control of human agents.

The transition was slow in coming perhaps because of the powerful

attraction of the mechanistic systems of the physical sciences. Yet

the new orientation has provided a fully promising alternative

orientation.

The economist's experience with deductive analysis is strikingly

germane to psychoanalytic theory as well. The controversies reviewed

in this paper are parallel to the general issues in a fundamental way.

It seems natural, especially for one trained in economics, to glean

from discussion among psychologists that Freudian theory is especially
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well suited to formalization along deductive lines , much as

Keynesian theory has been formalized. The testimony of

psychologists suggests that systematization of Freudian theory has

not been carried forward to any great degree. If this is true,

then it is reasonable to speculate that theoretical psychology is

less rich for the absence of theorists experienced in the methods

of deductive theory.

That the deductive pattern of explanation is basic to

scientific method without regard to disciplinary boundaries has been

a basic premise of the present paper. Examination of examples of

deductive analysis in various fields has revealed many formal

similarities of theoretical structure and intention. Even the

problems and controversies have been similar. The brief survey of

theoretical problems and methods in anthropology and psychology have

confirmed our belief in these similarities.
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